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feuds and family catastrophes are but
faint samples of the horrible scenes through
which I passed during the first long, dreadful night. Morning came at last; and a

and this will do something more, I doubt
not, to unloose the fetters of the English
A Weekly Religious Newspaper | Establishment at home.
There will be trouble in Europe, and the
For the Family.
ecclesiastical world will see, it may be,
When Romish Bishops,
‘great changes.
Sanus; 350 per year; or, if paid strictly in ad- Cardinals and the Holy Father lay their
heads together, mischief is sure to be conAa offices at No. 30 Vesey St., New York City,

THE
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STAR,

cocted, and

and 39 Washington 8t., Dover, N. H.
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Words

9, 1870.

world

ingness,

How softly on the bruised heart
A word of kindness falls,
Ee
And to the dry and parched soul
The moistening tear-dgop calls!
Oh, if they knew who walked the earth
*Mid sorrow, grief and pain,

places

itself right

worst of it.

But

alive,

“by

reason

of age

and

than

This brief and mortal span?

sit in

his cave’s

mouth,

ness differs
ness

:

or an old Moor, and if for the moment we
venture to assume the functions of the seer,

But our province is not that of a Zadkirl

Reflect the source divine.

‘Oh, then be kind, whoe’er thou art

give us the character

imagination had interwoven all the associations ot the ocean. I was too profoundly
indifferent to anything and everything to

of a ‘*biack prophet.”

There sre gleams of light and tokens of
promise on the horizon. The Lord reigneth, and good will come out of the conflicts
in England, as come they must from the
difficulties of the Papacy in Europe and the

Correspondencae.
ly

world.

DERBY, ENGLAND, Jan. 13, 1870.

The outlook of the year for England and
Europe shows no foretokenings of quietness and peace. The horizon is thr-atening, while foam creststbp the, waves; the
wind is fitfal and gusty, and the sea moans
ominously around, There will be trouble

The

new year

England new

become

enthusiastic

over

the

rolling

bil-

lows and lashing waves which had produced such terrible commotion in my whole
system.

will bring for us in

changes for the better.

other kind of sick-

eling either in the luxuries of the richly
laden table or the romance with which my

it will be well that our forecasts should not

That breathest mortal breath,
And it shall brighten all thy life,
And sweeten even death. :

from By

as to its eommencement, its mode of

procedure and its humiliating and weakenng effects.
The remaining three days ofthe passage
were passed in a much more natural and
conscious state, although by no means rev-

grinning at

80 words of kindness in the heart

surrender.”

But if it be insisted by some that I was
sick, then, there is this much to be said,—
either I never was sick before, or sea-sick-

pilgrims as they go by and biting his nails
because he cannot come at them.”

store |

And-yet I was not sick;-—ten days have
passed, and still I say 1 was not sick.

also of

“As stars upon the tranquil sea
In mimic glory shine,

was proken, the

And

then,

too, just

as

we

were

within a few hours sail of Liverpool there
arosea fearful storm which aroused the
whole channel into such spitefulness, that

The

education question is without doubt one of
the questions of the hour. It is compli-

it seemed

as

if every move

made

at our

cated now with “the question of the ascendship was determined on her destruction. 1
ency of the Church of England as by law
need not add, that all the bitter past was
established,
Discussion and debate "ate
revived again.
However, the sea calmed,
our way and putting beclearing
gradually
with Ireland. The people that can send to
and we eame up the Mersey River on a
sys
Parliament a returned convict are plainly fore us a simple issue, The present
clear, bright night, —quite a marvel for this
defiant of public authority, and must be tem of denominational education isa man- season of the year. This gave us a grand
ready for a good deal of lawless work. ifest failure. It develops sectarian zeal, it view of the seven miles of docks on the LivThere is no use in disguising the matter. plays into the hands of the Anglican clergy,
erpool side of the river and the two miles
Let American sympathies be what they it tends to leave the schools of Ireland unopposite at Birkenhead.
When we saw
der
the
power
of
the
Catholic
priests,
and
may, England would be fir less likely to
those
nine
miles
brilliantly
lighted-up,
endure a Fenian republic in Ireland, ifit it secures state aid for districts that can afthere was a general expression of ample
ford
to
keep
themselves,
but
leaves
the
were possible to establish one, which it is
reward for the tedious delay outside of the
not, than New England to tolerate a slave most destitute districts unoccupied and un‘harbor,
caused by the storm. A more
republic in the South. The Fenian agita- touched. The Manchester Union, backed
magnificent and imposing sight it is selby
Catholic
bishops
and
priests
and
our
tion is. a most wicked agitation, because
dom
one's privilege to witness.
Those
utterly hopeless and willful and unreasona- English Establishment clergy, seeks the
lamps,
studding
the
(whole
og
of the
Ireland has more real lib- |Perpetuation of this system. The Birmingits
ble in aims.
Docks, seemed to_be the lightof so many
ham
League,
with
a
strong
party
of
influerty, more of order and good government,
smiling countenances beaming forth upon
through her connection with England and ential laymen and nearly all Non-conformour pathway. And it was no difficult thing
‘ists
as
its
supporters,
desires
an
approxiher full and fair representation in our Engnow to imagine them to be but the friendlish’ Parliament, than she could possibly mation to the American plan of common
ly tokens of welcome which John Bull
have were she independent and alone. schools. The gage of battle is thrown
was granting us as his right royal reception
down,
and
the
strife
has
begun
among
the
There was a free fight all round, 700 years
to that sea-girt isle, which all Americans in
people.
When
Parliament
opens
next
ago, when Strongbow conquered the island ;
their better moments dignify with the title
_ and there would bea free fight all round month, the conflict will be taken up by our
of the “Mother country.” The remainder
legislators.
A
compromise
must
be
exagain if the Strongbow of the English govof the night was spent upon the boat, and
pected,
but
itis
hoped
thatthe
denominaernment were removed. History tells us
then the indescribable luxury of a solid
that society was wholly disorganized, that tional system will not become fixed and
hold upon the earth again! Under no cirpermanent,
and
it
is
impossible
that
comrival chieftains kept the island in constant
cumstances does one’s heart spill over with
strife while arranging their claims by an pulsion and denominationalism can be
more abounding joy and gratitude, than
united.
annual tribute or an annual battle as conMrs. Stowe's defense is not yet published when released from the perils of the sea
venience dictated, and that wild, barbarous
independence, lawless and savage, was the in England. The regret deepens that she and restored to the safety of the land. I
but I was safe, and
condition of the people of Ireland when should have moved in the matter at all. was not at home,
thanking
God,
Itook
courage.
England entered upon its rule, That we The public mind has been debauched by
And
now,
having
had
time to look about
have not done our duty, may be readily ad- her revelations, and the sale of Don Juan
mitted; that we are beginning to do it stimulated. Mrs. Stowe undertook to vin- for a few days, you will ask, as I have been
nobly, cannot be denied. But more trouble dicate Lady Byron; she has succeeded only asked again and again by the sons of Engseems impending for us. Our dragon's in defaming Augusta Leigh and giving Jand who are jealous of her reputation:
“What are your first impressions? What
pain to the relatives of that lady. Nobody
teeth of misrule, sown for many generations, will spring up again as armed men. read the Countess of Guiccioli's book in features of English life differ most from
England. Nobody considered that Lady By- that which is seen in America?” Please
It is to be hoped, however, that wiser
counsels will yet prevail, and that the dis- ron needed vindication. Nobody questioned give me time. First impressions are not
licentiousness.
Familiar always nearest the truth, and, moreover, as
contented Irisuman will seek the redress of Lord Byron's
Liverpool is the largest shipping city in the
readers
of
Byron
feel
that,
psychologically,
his grievances from the Imperial ParliaMrs. Stowe's story is improbable if not im- world, containing 150,000 mariners in a
ment in a constitutional way, rather than
- plunge the green isle into a hopeless and possible, for the spell of an influence is ever population of over 500,000, it must have
bloody rebellion.
The legislation of last on Lord Byron at the mention of his sis- some exceptional features. It is justly esyear, taking away as it does an ecclesiasti- ter’s name, lifting him up to a purer and timated that about seven-eighths of the population are of foreign origin. In this city
than he commonly
cal grievance,and the promise of new meas- better atmosphere
may be found representatives, inno inconbreathed.
Tuoymas GOADBY.
ures this year on the tenure of land, will
siderable
numbers, from all parts of the
no doubt have some little effect in repressworld.
In
such aheterogeneous mass of
ing the evil passions of men.
A Tourist’s Sea Voyage, &c.
humanity, there must of necessity be a
There will be trouble in the English
church.

side

The forces

for

battle.

thought

are mustering on each

The

course

of public

and legislation in Europe

favors a

free church in a free state; but England
cannot be behind in this movement. The
trouble at first will arise, as it has alread
arisen, within

copal Bench

the church itself.

may be the arena.

and Low

church Bishops and dignitaries

Bishop

of

for

Exeter,

the

and

There are

and

panting

ritualist,

The Epis-

rationalist

almost

fray.

High,

The

Broad

new

Dr. Temple, of Rugby,

proceeds to his Episcopate on the authority
of his appointment by the Crown, though
eight Bishops protest, and deans and clergy avow that he is not a ‘rightful Bishop.”
The fact is, the church ig subject to the

state, and has no power ts help herself unless she shakes off state control and becomes free, Will she do it? Not perhaps
80 long as it is possible to enjoy the revenues which the state sccures to her without

outraging

—

public decency,

or not perbaps

We.

LiverrooL, Exa

Although

, Jan, 14, 1870.

I have

ciently

from

only

the

just

effects

recovered

of my

across the Atlantic to feel

Last year gave us a free churoh in Ireland,

passage

to society.
This
feature is the more
marked and distinctive as one leaves the
state of Maine, in which spirits, if obtained
at all, are generully obtained by stealth,

and then ‘lands at Liverpool, where it is
safe to say that nine-tenths of all the corners of the streets arg occupied by public
houses,

scarcely got under way out of Portland
harbcr, when a strange but imperative demand was made on my stomach to give up
every fraction of its contents, That poor,
bed

the different parties in the church.

and the miserable - outcasts which
are
thrust upon the place, there still remains
one feature which cannot but strike with
horror and amazement every well-wisher

ing, I placed my few traveling articles in
a comfortable. state-room in the steamer
Moravian, and that the gallant ship had

pliant organ yielded at ofo:,

among

sufii-

like siying a

state and carry

as quickly

as

possible.

1 went to
I slept;

and mis-

ery. But making all dueallowaneg for the
foreign-population, thé godless mariners

word to your readers, I wus not sick,—at
least I could not persuade myself thatI
was sick,—nor could any.inquisitorial process have extorted a confession of sickness
from me while undergoing the ‘strange
sensations of a first cea-voyage.
I can tell
you but little of this thing. Physicians cannot explain the vanse, and patients are
equally puzzled to describe the effects.
I only know that, on last Christmas even-

until it will be possible to separate from the
off the spoil and share it

large amount of crime, pauperism

I haye been in this city over a

week,

ment

and

norant.

elevation

of the

poor

and

respectable (PY married ladies and

ty

sisters

drink three glasses of sherry, while Iwas
having my lunch prepared and eating it.
The drinkers, if not the drunkards, may be

counted

by

the thousand,

while the total

the

abstainers may be: reckoned on your finger
ends.
that the

drinks, and

master drinks;
that the

the ministers com-

example;

the

servant

ministers

mistress

into ‘exile.

girl

will

drink

to

why

evil

the

ser-

I

dreamed. But.such dreams! Murders and
executions, pifacies ani plunders, family

to which

men,

women

and

chil-

dren go for their beer, and drink at the bar.
In America, no decent woman will drink,
unless shielded by the sanctity of home and

friends;

but here it is no extraordinary

thing for one or more fomales, who walk in

respectable circles of society, to go intoa
ckop house, # lunch room or even a
public house, and there drink repeatedly of
wine or beer, and discuss gravely the
prospects of a Bazar, with their respective
charactors, and lay plans for the entertain]

as

it comes

shown

and

by

this has been, in which every

sigh for

bly

yields

determi-

battle invari-

a victory to both

parties.

the necessary expenditures of the government
for the ensuing’ year, were more than $20,000,
000 in excess ,of the last estimates submitted by
the administration of Andrew Johnson, and $42,-

of thevCommittee on Appropriations, they were
Democratic
The
presumably well founded.
members eagerly drank in these statements, as
proof positive of their charges of corruption and °
extravagance, and subscribed readily. for pie0
mense number of copies of the speech to be di
It is a mattributed broadcast over the country.
ter of deep: interest to the people to know what
are the facts, for they: have a right, under pres-

If

all reports are to be trusted, both armies are

even while Cuban independence

is unques-

tioned. The Jast reported battle, in which
General Puello defeated General Jordan,
and
in which General
Jordan
was
entirely victorious over General
Puello,
is corroborative of this opinjon. Meanwhile
the two factions have had an engagement
at Key West.
A Spanish editor went there
to challenge an American to-a duel; whente

was attacked and killed by a
bans.

“The New York

party

of Cu-

Spaniards;however,

claige-that their editor put to flight the
whole Cuban mob, and that'he is even now
at home, wielding the

Englishman

and one who has his country’s good at
heart, there need be no doubt of its
i aceuracy.
L
But, I. must not close this letter without
an assurance thavmany of the most favorable impressions of Engli$hm: n and Eng-

quill as - vigorously

as ever.

J

. The Czar of Russia rivals even the inveterate Sisebertin his hatred of the Jews. Every

possible means is used to render their condition forlorn and hopeless.
An imperial
order has just been issued extending the
Jeish term of servicein the army to the

evil appearin complete symmetry and lux-] age of 31, while all others are free to depart
urious fruitfulness many of the noblest fea- at 23.
The consternation created by this
tures of the Christian character.
Of these I
may have occasion to speak again.
R. C.

order among the J-ws
and may produce as

ing into

Events

of the
ny

appropriation committee has already considered
several bills, and among them,

in the

Tak-

account the degree of civilization

her suhjects than prevails at present. On
the other hand,thework of internal improvements is conducted with vigor and rapidity. About 25,000 miles of railroad are be-

Wit

of improvements

them from Spain,

serious results.

in Russia,one would naturally took for wise
laws and a more impartial
treatment of

Week.

RETRENCHMENT.
The timely speech of Mr. Dawes is beginning
to show its effects. The House

that

is equal to that when

a yapal decree banished

navy.

ing projected in various sections, and it is
proposed

Not

to

connect

Siberia,

in this way,.

with European Asia,—thus inviting immigration and saving a tedious. journey to
so much naval work at present, they will
those who are banished thither. Educacut down the estimate considerably, and
tional and religious matters are receiving
apply
the same
treatment
to other
some attention, and political affairs are be
bills. The advocatesof economy are raling
brought into a better condition.
lying around Mr. Dawes, and they find in |
him a fearless and capable leader. - A strong
Effective Christianity.
interest is excited in behalf of the measures
that he pleads for, and the personal abuses
In regard to that Christianity which”the
that are heaped upon him do not disturb him world most requires to-day, Bishop Hunin the least.
tington very truly remarks:
INTERESTING DECISION.
We want in you, a Christianity that is
There is
general satisfaction among Christian agross counters, over dinner taSouthern Congressmen with a decision late- bles,"behind thé' neighbor's back as in his
ly made by the Supreme Court,in the case of a face. We wantin you, a Christianity that
Union Officer who destroyed certain proper- we can find in the temperance of a meal, in
ty in Missouri as a war ‘measure. The moderation of dress, in respect for authordecision, which refusesto allow any claims ity, in amiability at home, in veracity and
for damages in the case, is of far more
simplicity in mixed society. Rowland Hill
than local interest, as there are numerous
used to say, he would give very little for
suits pending in almost every one of the the religion of a man whose very dog and
Southern States that must be settled on the cat were not the better for his religion.
principle laid down in this decision. Ex- We want fewer gossiping,slanderous, peevRebels: may
reconcile their souls and ish, conceited Christians.
their pockets to the sitiition, for the GovTo make them effectual, all our public’
ernment holds neither itself nor its officers religious measures, irstitutions, benevolent

believing that there is

any

need

of

doing

responsible for property destroyed
South in the lawful prosecution

in
of

the
the

war.

r
BUREAU OF EDUCATION.
Hon. Henry Barnard, superintendent of
the Bureau of Education, has been removed
by the President and Gen. John

Eaton

ap-

pointed in his place. Oar educational interests have been waning for a long time,
but this change promises well for the {uture,
Mr. Barnard has labored faithfully, and
as efficiently

as he

was

capable

but he has accomplished little
lecting

of

doing,

besides

statistics and calling for

administration

of

its

appropria-

affairs.

It is

probable that the property, funds and authority of ‘the Freedmen’s Bureau will be
transferred to Gen. Eaton's department,
as there is a bill before the retrenchment
committee of the Senate, providing for such
a change. -

INDIAN SUFFRAGE,
House committees on Indian affairs

The
and

cn

territories

during the

past

have

week,

the organization of a

each

considered,

bills providing
civil

government

for
in

what is now called the Indian Reservation.
It is proposed to create a new territory,
with a governor and the other usual officers, The chief feature of each bill is that

it gives suffrage tothe Indians.
in each provides that every

male,

A section
ove# 21

years old, belonging to any tribe, shall have
the right to vote and hold

office,

and that

there shall beno abridgment of this right
on account of race or color.

Tho prospects

are that at least one of these committees
will bring in a favorable report,and that the

bill may become a law.

mercy—must be stretched out, working for
man, strengthening thebrethren, or else
your faith is vain and ye are yet in your

sins.

col-

tions. Judging from General Eaton’s past
services, we may look for complete re organization inthe department to which he
is called, and for general improvement in

the

agencies, missions, need to be managed on
a high-toned, scrupulous and unquestionsble tone of honor without evasion, or partisanship, or over much of the serpent's
cunning.
The hand that gives away the
Bible must be unspotted from the world.
The money that sends the missionary to the
heathen must be honestly earned.
In short,
thetwo arms of the church—justice and

The President bas
[

Memory

presides

over

presides over the present.

the

past;

The

action

first Jives

in a rich temple hung with glorious trophies
and lined with tombs;
the other has no

shrine but duty,
a spirit.

and it walks the earth like

Literary Notes.
4

Messrs. Gould & Lincoln will soon issue The
Annual of Scientific Discovery—a work whosa..
successive volumes are too 'well known and too

highly

prized to need special

praise.” They will

also issue a volume of Notes on the Gospel of
Matthew, by Rev. N. M. Wialliams.— Messrs. Little, Brown & Co. will goon publish The Life of
Rufus Choate, a new edition of the Waverly
Novels to be known as the Canterbury, and
Grote’s History of Greece.~Messrs. Fields, Osgood & Co. will shortly publish a new volume
from the attractive pen of Miss E. Stuart Phelps,
which will not. fail to find readers.—Messrs. Roberts Bros. will issue a volume by Jean Ingelow,
comprising a domestic story in verse, and some
of her shorter poems, and also a volume of fiction by Arthur Phelps.—Messrs. Lee & Shepard
have in press a volume by the author of *‘ Cre:
doy” entitled, The God-Man,—another attempt to
relations of Jesus
exhibit the character and

Christ.—The Am. Tract Soc. will soon

send out

several juvenile books, among which are Lilian’s

New School, the Mary and Tom Series, and a
new edition of Dr. Warren’s Commentary on the
Gospels, to which Notes on Acts are added.

\

rigid

Upon the face of the estimates, as
economy.
submitted, the statement of Mr, Dawes appears
for the grand total of the esti.
to he sustained,
mates.submitted is $331,000,000, while the appropriations for the current year are less than $282,
000,000, and Johnson’s last estimates were $303,
000.000. But, on examining the estimates more

‘closely, it will be found that there are errors and
differences

in the

them up,

of making

manner

which show Mr. Dawes’s statement not to be true
The errors and differid fact and substance.
ences are mostly in the estimates for the Post
The present estimates are
Office Department.
$38,000,000 for expenditures of the P. O. De| partment during the ensuing year. These estimates, besides errors, cover the total expenditures of the Department, and make saplow:
er. reor
ance or reductions for postage
ceipts. The real burden to the treasury of this
department is the excess of expenditures over
thé receipts, and this is about $5,000,000 instead
Now, the estimates. of $303,000,
of $33,000,000.

administration,

included only

this excess of expenditure, or, to quote the language’of the estimates themselves, the *‘deficieney in the revenues of the Post Office DepartIn order to.put the present estimates
ment.”
uponthe same footing, about $33,000,000 would

have to he¥geducted

from the estimates for the

This correction alone brings
P. O. Department.
and
the present estimates below $300 000,000,
rediices them $5,000,000 below Johanson’s estiThe estimate
mates referred to by Mr. Dawes,
ot Secretary Boutweli, submitted to Congress
las?December in his annual report, was $291,
000,000,—$12.000.000 less than Johnson's’ estimate.—~While upon this subject I wish tQ say
that neither the amount of estimates nor the
amount of appropriations furnishes a test of

economy

of administration.

are but

Estimates

guesses, and appropriations do not determine
expenditure.
The only test is that of actual annual expendiure, And on this point I give a few

j

figures ==
Actual ex enditures for
30, 1568
“
1847

“

id

“

18% arly

year, ending June

“"

hoc

“

“"

“

“w

“

$520.750,940
346, 729,

4

"wo

estimated)

179

817, 340), 984

.

321,490,504
294,730. 514

Of the expenditures’ of 1869, Johnson
months spent $235.953,223, and Grant

in eight
in four

The above figures tell

months spent $85,537,371.

their own story and need no comment,
But, although Mr. Dawes was substantially ir
error as to the particular statement referred toabove, the general drift of his speech is in the
right direction; and all here agree that it will be
productive of good results. The immediate effect was to prevent a large outlay upon League
Island, which may just as well wait till the burdens of taxation are less than now. The further
results will be a closer scrutiny of appropriations by Congress, and a saving of expenditures
Every Bureau officer
for' unnecessary objects.
here, when called upon for estimates, is very
apt to be desirous of economy somewhere else,
but wants his own bureau tobe amply supplied

with funds, Mr, Dawes has called attention to
some of these gentlemien, and, on the whole,is
deserving of commendation despite the errors
above pointed out.
If rumor speaks truly, Mr.
Boutwell is not at all displeased at Mr. Dawes’s

demonstration; and Mr. Dawes declares that he
has the sympathy of Gen. Grant in
for economy.
|
REPUDIATION AGAIN.

Messrs.

Dawes

and

his efforts

Butler having concluded,

it was the turn of the Democratic side of the
House to give an exhibition of their family jars.
Mr. Golladay, of Ky., obtained the floor, and
spoke in favor of repudiation.
In the course of
his remarks he took occasionto say that, while
he considered the greenback, or Pendleton’s the‘ory, unsatisfactory, yet he had supported it as
partial repudiation.
He further declared that
his Democratic friends who advocated that theory, were just as much for repudiation as he was,
but they
lacked the moral courage to come out
and say so. This home thrust was altogether too
near the mark to be comfortable,
and Voorhees,
Eldredge and other Democratic members sprang
to their feet in a very excited manner, and an exchange of sharp words followed, but Golladay
stuck to his declaration and proved it by quotations from their own speeches.
MISCELLANEOUS MATTERS.
The Virginia senators are getting accustomed
to their seats,
Lewis, it is understood, will act
with the Republicans, Johnston with the Democrats. The Va. members have all been admitted to the House except Segar, who was elected
at large, and some question is made of the right
80 to elect .thembers,—The Supreme Court has

delivered

—

most

demand’ the

ent circumstances, to

000, by Johnson’s

RUSSIA.

lish society have been here'made upon my
mind.
Side by side with this formidable

;

.

deed startling, and, coming from the Chairman TS

soon to disband in trinmph, and Spanish rule
will be universal throughout ‘the Island,

This is~a sad pict-

from an

This

" There is something unique about Cuban

scarcely thirtyymillions, all told, are spent
ure, but

him.

battles. In all martial history, there is no
other account of a war continued so long as

statement that England spends-seventeen
times as much money every yearin gratifying an unfiatural thirst for liquor, as she
spends in cotton for clothing her people.
Over five hundred millions of dollars are
spent annually for spirituous liquors, while
manufacture.

after

submitted to Congress,

the estimates, recently

000,000 in excess of the appropriations for the current year. These statements, if true, were ine

cavalry-men

ly two hundred millions of dollars in trying
to defeat Lopez.
CUBA.

however, is being awakened, and a ecent
pamphlet, written by a cotton manufacturer, has astonished the publi: by the

in cotton

sent

thousand

dispersed,
or driven

intoxication

last with his constitu-

of the

to

iane, whose emperor has already sunk near-

All classes, as has been justly
complain

resolved

nation is’ quite unpopular with the Brazil-

vant girl wonders why the full stock of
liquor must be placed on the table every
day for dinner and every night for supper.
when

has

the

whenever her wages are paid, and

John Bright

Brazil

Three

have been

set them the

wonders

army,

nantof Lopez's forces has been
and he himself captured, killed

of the servant

plain that the people drink, and the people
complain

allied

prosecute the war alone until the last rem-

It is the complaint of the master

that the servant

No. 6

a

already signified that he favors the idea of - Washington Correspondence.
making citizens of the most enlightened |
WASHINGTON, D. C., Feb. 2, 1870.
Indians, and delegations of the Creeks and
DEBATE ON GOVERNMENT ESTIMATES.
Choctaws are now at Washington urging {.
*.The debate in the House between Butler and
their claims,
Dawes was continued after the date of my last
GENERAL LOPEZ.
communication,
and attracted great attention
The Argentine Confederation and Ura- throughout., The part of Mr. Dawes’s speech
that
guay having withdrawn their forces from most severely criticised, was his declaration of

ig-

I myself have seen two respecta-

ble,—at least they so considered themselves and were so considered by Opiate.

ents,

9, 1870.

H., FEBRUARY

N.

deliverance; all or nearly all classes plan
and
theorize as to th- best mode of removrolled until the sea calmed, the sun shone,
ing
the
evil, but few, alas! too few "are
and I began to'leel a dim conscijusness of
ready to practise the self-denial of their
who I was, where I was, and how I was.
own theories. The slumbering conscience,

many shrewd brushes he met with in his
younger. days, grown so stiff and crazy in
his Joints that he can now do little more

Or, what the heaven thas waits bbyond

bank

and a other times the mind was li. light
ning, uncontrolled and uncontrollable, as
helpless as a child, rocked, pitched and

The Aicumenical

and effete the .Pope-dom has be-

is,

the

And then I lay in my berth for six long
‘days, sometimes as thoughtless as a stone,

come,
It would have been better for Pio
.| Nono to be content to be what Bunyan represents him,—a giant who, though he be yet

The weakest and the poorest may
The simple pittance give,
And bid delight to witheréd hearts
Return again and live,
Oh, what is life if love be lost?
If man’s unkind to man,—

now

but make an ‘unconditional

across

patent and palpable to all the world how

*Twere paradise again.

and, of course, as I was

was exhausted, the well was dry.
My
heroism gave way. I had nofgingto do

Council is a great blunder, and is proving
itself gy -blunder every day. Giant Pope,
by calling a council of war, only makes
absolute

aroused,

not sick, I must needs be up and take my
first look at the ocean in all its boundless
grandeur. But,—well, to those who have
passed through the process, I need go no
further, and to those who have not, description is inadequate. Suffice it to say
that I had - scarcely completed a hasty
toilet, when the demand of the previous
evening was repeated and responded to.

the flock and fold of the Ro-

ideas,—it

will get the

The power a word of kindness hath,

1

ism was

the path of civilization and progress, and,
“stronger than heaven” though it be, it

——

English

gladder and sadder heart than mine could
not have been on the steamer. My hero-

man See may well take warning. France
will perhaps stave off political 1 evolution
by her tardy concession of te first beginnings of responsible . government, the
throne of Spain may find or make a monarch for itself. Italy may learn to pay
her way and get out -of the broken. waters
that succeed stormy weather, but the Popedom can scarcely fail to receive
a severe
check, It places itself,—an anachr nism
already, with ite medieval Latin and old

L.-R. BURLINGAME, Publisher. Dover, N 4
To whom all letters on business, remittances of
MoBey, | &c., should be sent. All communications
for publication should be addressed to the
di
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tors.

DOVER,

AND

YORK,

NEW
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Yo.

judgment

in

two

interesting

cases

from Missouri.
One was a decision in the case
of Frank P. Blair vs. certain judges of election,
for refusing his ‘vote because he would not take
the test oath required by the election laws of
Missouri. The validity of the law was affirmed,
and Mr. Blair has the privilege of footing the

bills, besides losing

hid vote.

Another decision

sustains the law of Missouri, protecting all who,
under the military order of U. 8. officers, seized
the property of private individuals during the re-

bellion. Another case is now being argued before the court which involves the validity of the

confiscation acts of Congress. Ofcourse the decision will affect a vast amountof property seized
during the war, and is of great jmportance.—Mr.

Justice Grier retired from the Supreme Bench
on Monday.
After the adjournment of the
court for the

day, the justices called on him in a

body and presented him with a feeling address
through the Chief Justice.

Tour types last weok made me speak of the

attack of Mr. Morton upon Mr, Sumner.
IX
wrote “Norton.”
1 desire the correction the
more, as the context has no preper applieation

to the able and distinguished senator from Indiana,

hd

Ww.

-

THE

ality pass for piety -at the court of heaven.
.+| Icare not how much better than the genu-

@ pmmunications,
i

BY REV.

ine bill you make your counterfeit.

——

GEORGE

HUNTINGTON,

It were certainly a réproach to any man
that he could read, unmoved, those fearful
ly startling words, dropped by the Sayiour

in one of his encounters with the Pharisees,
—+He that is not with me is against me.”
Falling like a sentence from heaven, they
part

men asunder,

making

but two hosts,

arraying Christ and his allies on the one
side, and all the other spiritual forces in the
universe

on the

other,

and compelling ev-

ery soul to choose sides in:the conflict.

To be with Christ is to be in sympathy
and co-operation with him,
heart, his faithful follower

and to be, at
and servant.

Not to be this is to be against Christ.. At
least six classes of persons may easily be
ascertained by this test to be against Christ,
without counting those who are purposely
and confessedly opposed to him.
1. All who are indifferent respecting the
subject of personal religion are against
Christ.
It is not necessary that I actively
resist Christ or his cause. 1 may not interest myself for or against him; I may
think well of religion; I may favor its promotion ; I may rejoice at every conversion;
I may advise all my friends to-become
Christians.
Yet, if I remain careless re“ specting my own spiritual interests,-and re-

fuse to become myself a followerof Christ,
I am against him.
There are circumstances which turn indifference into oppo-

gtion. If a hostile army were invading
the country, and war were sounding at my
very door, and every man were needed for
defense

and

resistance,

it

would

not

be

enough for me to think well of the country’s cause, and to approve of the patriotism of my neighbors. I must join the

tute of Christian grace. One will be honored at the judgment, and the other will be
repudiated. No piety is current there with-

out Christ's name upon it. He who excludes that name is not with Christ; and he
who is not with him is against him.
5. In connection with the comparison
just alluded to, between the morality of
the Christian and that of the world, another

class suggests itself.

Allinconsistent pro-

fessors “of

are

my, and killed

idly by and commute

good wishes.

my

to stand

service

with

So long as I withhold my-

self from him, so long as I give him anything less than my whole heart, soul,

. mind and strength, I am not with him ; and
if I am not

with him, he

against him.

declares me to be

:

2. All hesitating souls are against Christ..
Suppose I am not indifferent to the appeals

of religion, but only undecided.

I have

not yet ‘thought out the matter.
am seriously considering it; I have even reached
the conclusion that I will sometime become
a Christian; but notnow, not to-day. -I
wish to be very careful about the matter.
I

would

not

act rashly.

ous question,
tion

for

It is a moment-

a life-long question, a ques-

eternity;

and I must take time to

as

an enemy.

He will not

‘Oh, I am not
a backslidden
another class,
the preceding

one.
All cold-hearted professors of religion are against Christ.
Not only is he an

enemy who fights on the enemy’s side, but
also he who, by any indolence or neglect,
aids the enemy’s cause. The sentinel who
sleeps at his post, or who stands stupidly
and silently by while the enemy marches
without molestation
through the gates

it avail

for me

against” Christ.

evade the issue by saying,
really a foe. I am only
ally I”
6. And this suggests yet
which is really included in

battle rages all around me, and the great
Captain's voice calls every man to his
do

religion

Those who do just such things as Christ’s
enemies do, must be reckoned among his
enemies. When a battle is fought, no secret search is made to ascertain who in one
army is favorable to the opposite cause.
The man who fights on the enemy’s side is
an enemy. He must be resisted as an ene-

ranks, or I am a traitor. And when Christ's
cause is under conflict in the world, and the

not

was

set to guard,

is by military

law held to be the worst of enemies.
him

anything

Will

to plead, ‘I was a

perfectly reliable sentinel, but not in a revived state! I was a good soldier—asleep !”
The faithful solflier does not, sleep ; neither

does the faithful Christian.

The professed

follower of Christ, who sleeps™>while his
Master is passing through the conflict with
the forces of darkness, who relapses into

stupidity and indolence when

the whéle

world resounds with the tramp of legions
marching against €hrist,—that man is not

with his Lord, but against him.

St. John’s Gate—Clerkenwell.
ig pn
Thisis eof the few relics which remain of ancient London. Itis very little
known in London itself; and in all the numerous
accounts by visitors to London,
which I have read, I do not remember to

have seen it noticed.
I lived in London
many years before I knew ofits, existence.
One day I was passing down a street near
Smithfield, through which I had never
He would, if caution were necessary;
been
before, and came upon this building.
butit is not. For what purpose do you demand more time? To determine the dic- I saw it was an ancient relic, and of course
On my recent
tate of wisdom? You know it already. inquired into its history.
To discover the path of duty? It is set visit to London, I put this among the obunmistakably before you. You know that jects of interest that I must see; andI
your ought to repent.
Yeu know that had an opportunity of examining the inside
:
Christ calls upon you to repent, now. If as well as the outside.
deliberation were ever necessary, it is so . The Knights Hospitalers were a religno longer. You hear the call of the Mas- ious order, established A. D. 1092.
Their
‘ter. Not to obey itis to sin. Your duty is main object was to protect from injury and
to become a Christian.
While you hesitate insult, pilgrims who were traveling to Jeyou are not a Christian. If you are not a rusalem, and also to.establish a hospital in
Christian you are not with Christ; and if that city in which they might be provided
Hence
you are not with him, you are against him. for, while they ‘remained there.
‘The hospital at Jerusalem
3. All who are trying to be Christians their name.
secretly are against Christ. He repudiates was dedicated to Johh the Baptist; hence
all such alliances. He does not want a they are also called, ¢ Knights Bf St. John
at Jerusalem.”
And incidents in their
man to come to him and say, “Now, Lord,
let us enter into a private arrangement subsequent history led to their being also
‘Knights
of
Rhodes,”
and
about my salvation. I am not yet pre- called,
Their dress was
pared to confess thee boldly. Iam going” “ Knights of Malta.”
to continue for a while, as if I was against black, with a white cross on it; this cross
consider it. Certainly, Christ will respect
my desire to deal cautiously and advisedly
with such a subject.

thee; but let it be tacitly understood that I being the heraldic insignia of the order.
am

with

.ardly

thee.”

Christ scorns.

proposals.

such cow-

-‘“Whosoever.

shall

be

They settled in England a. few years after they were established, and attained such

ashafued of me and of my words,”—<But,

wealth and distinction there, that

Lord, I am not really ashamed of thee.
But
this is a new thing to me, quite an experi-

perior in that country

was

recognized as

the first lay-baron,

had

a seat among

ment; and I wish to begin in this unobtrusive way, hoping that things will be favora* ble to a more open and declared discipleship by and by. I don’t know how 1 may
like it. I may conclude to give itup; and
then I shall want a door of retreat. Or I
may

not

be able

ager, the other two have schools, one here

teries and priories were suppressed hy
,
Henry VIII, A. D. 1538
the yearly
value

to persevere; and I fear

and

the lords in parliament.
ber of manors

and

their

Su-

They had a num-

estates in various.

parts

of the country; but their principal establishment was the Priory of St. John of Jerusalem;, in the parish of Clerkenwell, London, and of this priory the ancient gateway
remains. From a manuscript in the Cot-

and others illustrating his times. But what
interested me most was

¢ The

village

of

Clerkenwell in the time of Queen Elizabeth.”

There is the old church, with a few

houses near it, and all around are the fields.

And this is a picture of three hundred years
ago, of what is now one of the most densely populated parts of London.
If one of
those who filled the office of Lord Mayor in
thereign

of

Queen Elizabeth,

could

rise

and see the city now, how strange it would

seem to him.

I was shown a chair which

the names of any of them, I

cannot speak

as to their celebrity.

WH.
walls, in a region of green fields, in do so for along time.
which was a famous well called Clerkenwell ;—that is, the Clerk's (or Clergyman’s)
Among the Santals,
:
’
well.
i
About A.D. 1287, three hundred of these
Ever since the
Teachers’ Convention,
Knights left this priory, preceded by their
prior, Theodoric, with a large number of held a month ‘ago, at which four of the
armed followers, to join in the Crusades in teachers were baptized, we have felt anx-

To be with Christ is
He who is

not that, is not with him; and he that is not

with him is against'him.
4. All

who

oy

are trying to find

a path of

Christless piety are against him. Thereis
no such thing as a Christless piety. ‘There
is mone other name under heaven, given
among men, whereby we must be saved ;”

and if any maf banish that name from his
religion, his religion is spurious.
‘‘But,”
says the moralist, “I live as well as Chris
tians do. I am as upright, as honest, as
exemplary as they. I am even superior in
morality, to the average Christian.” So

much the
Christian,

worse,
if his

then,
piety

for the
is not,

average
even in its

outward manifestation, superior”to mere
morality;
but that does not make mere
morality any the less Inadequate. Good
works are not made godliness by the lack
of good works in the professedly godly.

Christians ought to excel other men in all
that makes up a pure and blameless! life;

« .and no Christian will excuse himself or his
brethren

for any inconsistency.

¢ hypocrite, he has

As to the

neither de-

holding evening meetings con-

stantly with the family and neighbors, in

Hospital of St. Jobn
ry I.”

of Jerusalem in

in the year 1100, in the reign

Though now it is in

Engof Hen-

In 1845, when
the new Metropolitan.
Building Act came
into operation, this
building was condemned as unsafe, and it

was proposed to take it down.

the center of mittee undertook

the

work

Buta comof restoring it,

London, it was. then just outside the city and hence it still stands, and will probably

the Holy Land.

In 1381, when tke celebra-

ious

to visit

them at

their homes in order

ted- insurrection under Wat Tyler broke
out, a large number #of the insurgents at-

to gather in other candidates, and also to
aid them .n starting a working organiza.
tion. We endeavor to impress upon the

watched it for seven days to prevent any
one from quenching it.
Another: party,
estimated by Hollingshed at twenty thousand, marched to Highbury, a few miles
off, where the prior had a country seat,

minds of our converts the idea that, on entering the Christian church, they each have

tacked this priory, and set it on fire, and

a definite work to do#for Christ, from which

death only can

release them.

That they

start right is a matter of vast importance.
and set thatalso on fire.
The prior, Sir
We are now at Bhimpore, : their central
Robert Hales, had before this taken refuge village, myself and five native preachers.
in the tower of London; but the rebels ob- Two of the converts reside here. Their

disturbed, and he almost wished his baptism
to be deferred.

We

little

knew,

then, the

strength of the storm that was raging in
his own family. His aged mother. had left
the house and gone to her friends before
we arrived. «His younger brother's wife
had also gone to her friends, and they refused to allow her to return.
Just then his
son’s wife had run away,no one knew where,
all because he was to be baptized.
His
own wife was the most violent opposer of

all.

she was rushing
on,

a strong

man

seized

her and secured the sword. Then we could
breathe again. In the. excitement of the
moment no one knew at whom she was
aiming. - Some thought at me, otlLers that
her husband was the object of her wrath;
but she afterwards said that she only wished to reach my feet thatshe might destroy
herself there as she had threatened.
She returned to the house’ and threw out
and broke the cooking utensils, and declared that no one

should

enter, and, thus far,

no one is disposed to molest her.
As we
came around the communion table in the
evening, she came out weeping and wailing, in which she was joined by other wonaen of the village.

I was forcibly reminded of the earlier
days of the Mission, when every conversion
was sure to raise much such a storm.
But
now it is oily the women that are so
violently opposed. The men are quiet and
make no open demonstration of ill-will.
The schools in the neighborhood of these
converts have suffered somewhat.
A number of boys

have

been

withdrawn,

butl

They wish to see what will come

upon

religious topics?

look into the matter,

Let

and endeavor,

Christian. Oneness.
—yr W—

us

During

if pos-

a visit, some years

since,

talents, or gifts,

suflicient

to

transact

the Garden.

to the

The very route was eloquent

of Christ. - Iwas well acquainted
way, having made the journey

thrice before.

with the
twice

But in my walk, my re

was 80 absorbed with the object of my errand that I paid no heed to the streets
through which I was passing, and when I
came out of my reverie I was utterly lost.
I in vain looked for a single familiar waymark. I was evidently a stranger in a
strange place. What to do I did not know.
I went

up

one

narrow

streetand

of this

°

down.

another; from bazaar to bazaar, every step
only increasing my trouble. I could not
talk the language of the sober smoking
Turks everywhere around me. Quite giving up, for the time, my visit
to the Garden,

I determined to make my way back, if

sible, to my hotel. Now, I knew that the
Sepulchre was somewhere in that way, and
that, once there, I should have no further
souble
But how to find the Sepulchre!
Suddenly the tholight occurred to me that
those men must have frequently heard the
exclamation,‘ Sepulchre of Jesus !” so with
a tone of interrogation I said to a Mohammedan before me, ‘‘ Sepulchre of Jesus?”
No response. He did not deign even to
look up, hut kept ap smoking. I repeated
the words in a louder tone, thinking he
might be deaf.

No sign, in word

or

look.

Giving up this case as hopeless, I tried
another
follower of the Prophet. The
¢¢ Christian dog” had appéaled in vain.
About to give up in despair of finding
my path to the Mediterranean Hotel by that
means, I saw coming towards me a youn
man in full Eastern’ costume, but his Arabian face had in it a lopk of peculiar kindness. _

and gentleness

which

emboldened

stop him, afid again

try my

claimed

in

Knowing

the

as

familiar

we

met,

me

to

experiment,

salutations,

I ex-

language

which,

‘ Sepulchre

of Je-

being interpreted, is, ‘* Peace be unto you!”
He instantly responded, “Unto you be
peace, my lord!” My peace did not *‘ return unto me.” He was ‘*‘ a son of peace.”
I immediately

added,

sus?” His face was full ot the light of
| Christianity, as he replied with surprise and
joy, in broken
English,
¢ Christian?p”
‘ Christian!” I answered, when, grasping my hand, while his eyes were sparklin
with delight, he replied, ‘‘ Christian!”
It
was evidently the only word he could speak.
But what a word from his lips at that mo-

the

ordinary business of life.
They possess
ability enough to converse upon everything
necessary of a worldly mature.
But evidently the great difficulty is, many professors have lost the enjoyment of heart-felt |

ment !

.

This man was my guide to the sepulchre.
Hand in hand we went through the streets
of Jerusalem. I walked by faith, and not
by sight, and that faith was in the man who
with his hand on his heart cried ** Chris-

tian!”

He was my

brother

in the Lord.

Reaching the Sepulchre, we parted for ever.
No! I confidently expectto meet him in
the heaven opened by the precious blood
of Him at whose on
that day we two
strangers stood, bound by the one golden
We differed in dress
piety, and thus haveno confidence, no dis- link of *¢ Christian.”
position to speak or pray in the name of and.color, in tongue and country, but we
had our conversation in heaven.
*‘* That
the Lord. This is thereason, and the only they may be made perfect in one!” ‘* One
reason, why the old story is so often heard— in Christ I” is the glorious watchword and
battle-cry of the church to-day.—J. Hyalt
“I have no gift.”
S. H. B.
Smith.

Chips.

He who fears only the chastising rod, ||

often

find

himself in

a perilous

position,

has that which perfect love casts out; but and will be wrecked at last. The same is
true of the man who willfully neglects duty.
he wh» hates his sins, and sighs to be de-| If he seeks to go to Tarshish when God
livered from them, and is greatly pained | sends him to Nineveh, retributive Proviat the remembrance of his guilt, has

grow-| dence will be sure to arrest him on the way.

is We have known men who were undoubtedly ealled of God to preach “the gospel,
but who, refusing to go, sought some other
—There are two kinds of sorrow for field for the use of their abilities, only to
gin. The one is that sin has been commit- find their way hedged up by a mysterious
power.
Itis better and safer to take the
ted ; the other is that sin must be given up path of duty, with all its teils and perils,
to obtain favor with God. The one leads than to wander in some flowery by-way
men to abhor and turn from sin; the other where the bright blossoms only conceal
belongs to those who, after getting a little thorns which pierce and destroy. The man
way on the road to Canaan, begin to lust who seeks to do right, though he may be
by foes and dangers, need have no
for the leeks and onions of Egypt. They beset
fears as to the results; the promises of God
may at first talk largely of happiness and are all pledged for bim; peace and joy
expectations of meeting friends in heaven, and solid happiness will be his, while the.
butall the while they would prefer a life consciousness of right doing will ever be to
in sin if there were no dangers attending it; him a tower of strength.
Many complain that it is bard to find
and as soon as the apprehensions of danger
the right way. This is a mistake. If men
ard lulled by false hopes, they tarn to their will seek it aright, and honestly wish to
former habits,
find it, they cannot fail. There must be a
willingness to aséertain our Jury, whatever
ing in his heart that fear of God
‘‘ the beginning of wisdom.”

Professed

disciple’

which

of Christ,

would

you prefer a life of self-denial and obedience to God even though sinful indulgence

was

not

to be followed by punishment?

Then may you say that youlove
if your heart answers, nuy, then
lovesin, You are actuated by a
rather than by filial love. Your

new movement,
Among those that we demnsyou, and God
regard as inquirers, there are a few hope- | condemn you too.

called Canonbury castle, and and some eight or ten children. Aside ful cases, while some,of whom we had hope,
also the Devil's castle, which I now think from these, there are some dozen hired: are holding back. It looks like the Lords
was probably a portion of t8is establish laborers, men and women, fourteen buffa- work, and if so it is safe in his hands.
ment. Both the priory and the. country- loes, a hundred herd of cattle, and a score’
wi
:
O.R. BACHELER.
seat were of course restored after-the in- of goats, all occupying the same premises
surrection
‘was suppressed ; but the priory and going to ‘make up “the family. The
Aotions, 'o0ks, words, steps, form the
was not completed till 1504, when Sir elder of the three brothers is financial man- alphabet by which you may spell character.
which was

converse

She had been crying and wailing all

trust they will soon return.
Such opposition is not likely to last.
Just now there
are patri- |’ is a lull among the Santals generally.

possession of that, and beheaded family household, arrangemepts
him with the archbishop of Canterbury and archal, There is an old man of eighty,
others on Tower Hill. When I was a boy, with his wife a little younger, their three
there was a very old tower at Highbury, sons in the prime of life with their wives,
tained

Stlections,

This assertion is often made by professors of religion.. But isit a fact that there|are so many who have no talents, no gift to

was said to have been Dr. Johnson's. Of the week, and threafening to destroy herThe Right Way.
course I cannot say it was his, but it may self. Two of their hired women she had
have been.
driven from the house, and only one reMany professors, like the spies whom | It is not always a popular way. If right
We go a story higher into the Armory. mained, while the household work was susMoses sent into Canaan, testify to the good- and wrong were to be established by a
Here are bows and pikes and guns of an -Jpended. He said there was so much noise ness of the land and its fruits, while by their
popular vote, how fluctuating would be the
antique style. Here also are swords and and confusion that his mind was broken. lives they declare their utter inability to results! The crowd that pressed around
battle-axes, with two figures in gomplete We all felt and prayed for him, and advis- overcome the foes of sin which, like the Jesus were ready one day tocry, ‘‘ Hosanarmor. It is doubtful whether these suits ed him to pray over the matter, ask God sons of Anak, stand between them and pes- | na,” and the next, * Crucify him.” When
Paul and Barnabas preachedat Lystra, on
of armor belonged to the persons to whom to direct him, and then follow his convic- session,
their first missionary journey, and made a
they are credited, but that is of no conse- tions of duty.
.
po cripple walk who never had walked
Permanent
pastorates
aredesirable,
quence. They and their surroundings give
Sabbath came, and at the appointed time
efore, the simple-hearted Lycaonians, roususa good idea of ancient modes of war- a large company had collected. to see the and are secured by the possession: of the ed to the highest pitch of excitement, cried
out: ‘The
gods are come downto usin
fare.
leading man of the Santals baptized. We following requisites :
1. "A pastor of permanent good quali the likeness of men!” The abashed aposWe now turn west, and go into *‘ Ye repaired to the village tank, half an acre or
tles iad hard work to keép them from of=
Bea
SE a
Grete Halle,” which is the large room over more of pure water.
Men, women and Yes,
But the next day
+
9
A people of permanent good quali- | fering sacrifice to them.
“a
the archway. Here aretwo painted win- children lined the banks. There we sun
the same excitable rabble, instigated by
ties
:—neither
fickle,
nor
foolish,
nor
self|
dows, and the hall is adorned with busts and talked and prayed:
As I stepped from
wicked Jews, stoned Paul until they supand portraits of Shakespeare, Garrick, Gold- the water to receive the candidates,
Pachu ish, nor ambitions of worldly honors, nor posed him to be dead. If Christianity were
smith, Locke, Bacon and others, and also met me.
His mind wasmade up. He had disposed to prostituté the church to unholy | to-day subjected to the test of a popular
with more armor and escutcheons.
This passed the conflict and was victorious. Till ‘uses to raise their funds, nor unreasona- | vote throughout the world, it would be
found in a small minority.
One
single
room is large and lofty. The chairs are of that moment we did not know whether he ble in their demands upon the pulpit.
form of Paganism, Buddhism, by far out3.
A
permanent
basis
of
ministerial
would go forward or not.
He bore the
the Elizabethian style, with tall backs, and
numbers it. Even if we include among
are covered with crimson velvet. Itis car- cross boldly and joyfully there in the midst support. In the country this can generally | Christians all who merely give to it a nombe secured best by the minister's having al inal assent, without any reference to the
peted now, but anciently, in the days of its of his own people.
home
of his own, and getting into the habit influence of Christianity on their lives, we
The
young
man
Damue
follawed.
As
we
glory, it was covered with rushes. In the
find that only one-fourth of the world’s
oaken book case are rare editions of Shake- were leaving the tank, Pachu’s wife met cf helping himself just a little.
population is Christian.
speare, Ben Jonson, and other old authors. us, witha drawn sword in hei~hand, with
But though not always pleasant or popuThe devil will not object to using
It is said that a club of literary men, num- frightful yells, rushing upon us at her ut- the church as a cradle for some of his | lar, it is always a safe way, and the only
| safe way.
The mere trickster who seeks
bering about sixty members, meets in this most speed.
For a moment it seemed as troublesome children.
: | to go with the current of popular favor will
hall once a fortnight; but as Ido not know though she was bent on vengeance.
As

not a disciple atall.

boldly with him.

ard

no Gift.”

| ——p
GY E—

I
know what idea my readers will attach to dates a moderate congregation.
the doings of Congress, and make you unthis word. “You a st not think of it asa. dered at first whether this enormous bin, derstand him, too. He needs not the elomere framework fora door or doors to swing was ever likely to be filled, but they told quenceof a Cicero to assist him; but, alas!
upon. Itis a large building with an arch- me to-day that, when full of paddy, it only poor man,he has no gift to talk about reway in the middleof it, spanning the road, held about half what they had to store. .
I have said that one object of coming ligion.
and with magsive towers at each side. I
think the central building over the archway here now was to aid in starting a working | Mr. Speculator has got a piece of properOn the first Sabbath we ty for sale. He has gift enough to describe
is about twenty-five
feet high, and the tow- organization.
commenced
with
the Sabbath school. The all its good qualities; but unfortunatelyhe
ers from thirty to forty. The wills are of
has no gifs to describe the excellences of
brick, thrée feet thick, and are faced with four teachers had brought in their larger
religion.
scholars,
and
these,
with
the
members
of
stone, nine inches thick.”
The arch is about
Mr. Merchant has got ability to buy, sell
fifteen feet wide and about twenty-four feet the Christian families, made up four rethrongh, and is very beautifully grained. spectable classes, thirty-eight in all. The and get gain. He can tell how profitable
Probably when it was the - entrance to the congregation was so large that they had to is his business ; but he, too, has no ability
grounds of the Priory, there were strong occupy the street in front of the grain-bin, or gift to tell the sinner how profitable it is
gates at each end of the archway. The tow- mats and -blankets being spread for their to secure an interest in heaven.
Mr. Farmer has sufficient
gift to give the
ers are double on each side of the arch, the r accommodation.
The converts had from the first proposed particulars of his affairs. He can easily in, from and
outermost standingeut
being
higher than the others.
These highest to erect a chapel at their own expense, form you of the products of his farm, and
towers are about forty feet from each other. and on Monday morning we went out with the value of his property ; but he,like many
The whole building is castellated, that is, it them to select a site and start the work. others, has no gift to talk about treasures
>
has a parapet, with open spaces from which An elevated spot near one end of the in heaven.
men might shootat those below.
On the village was finally chosen. A hymn was
Mr. Historian can tell of the rise and fall
fronts of the building,shields are sculptured, sung, portionsof Scripture read and prayer of empires ; but he has no gift to tell of the
which contain the arms of England and offered; and then we all set to work to rise and progress of religion in his soul.
prepare the foundation, some with hoes,
France, of the order to which the priory beMr. Scientific can speak the ancient and
longed, and of Sir Thomas Docwgza; the digging up the earth, others bringing and
modern
languages with fluency; can solve
pouring
on
water,
and
others still mixing |
prior who completed the restoration.
the most difficult problem in mathematics;
the
whole
into
mortar
with
their
feet.
In 1731, this building was the residence
can explain the laws of gravitatipn, &e.
of Edward Cane,a printer,whd,in that year, This, when dry, is ready for the wall, Yet he, with all his acquigitions, is deficient
“which
will
also
be
of
mud
covered
with
a
commenced
the publication here
of the
in one thing,—he has no gift to speak.of
‘Gentleman's Magazine, and it appears that thatch | roof. - Thus * with much encour- the glorious attractions of heaven, or even
at that time it was a place of resort for Dr. agement and great joy we laid the ‘corner to pray in a prayer meeting.
Samuel Johnson, Oliver Goldsmith and oth- stone” of the first Santal chapel.
Mr. Traveler can, with much exactness,
The week passed in varied labor. Sater literary celebrities. It is said that Johnurday evening was set apart for the exam- describe the most noted countries and cities
son did considerable of his writing in a
ination of the candidates for baptism, A of the world ; but, astonishing! his gift utroom appropriated to his use in this Gateterly fails him when he begins to converse
House. This building is now occupied as a young man from a village five miles away, upon religious subjects.
brother-in-law of one of the converted
tavern.
Mrs. Friendship can talk intelligibly upon
teachers, was examined and accepted.
The stairways are in the towers on the
the passing events of the day.
She can,
Pachw,
the
head
man
of
the
village
of
northern side.
They are spiral, and are of
Bhimpore, and eldest brother of two of the | with animation, speak of her good children
stone to the first story; and then of solid
converts, was at Midnapore at the Corven- and neighbors; but she, too, lacks a gift to
oak. The stone stairway in the northwest
tion, and wished to be baptized with his exhort her children and neighbors to repen‘tower has been removed, and I ascended by
tance.
that in the northeast tower. The first room brothers, Zz we preferred that he should
wait and ‘De baptized at home among his
Miss Love-the-Fashions complains that.
you enter at the top of the stone staircase is_
owngheigliBors.
her gift is small; she considers herself excalled the Coffee room. The walls of this
During the month that he had been wait- cused. But, notwithstanding, she has abiliroom are covered with antique pictures.
ing he had remained steadfast, growing in ty to discourse about the latest fashions of
There are. fifty-five pictures of Grand Mas- Christian knowledge.
When, however, he the day.
ters of the order of St. John.
There are came forward for e
ination,. we
were
So itis obvious that most persons have
also a number of pictures of Dr. Johnson, sorry to see that his mind was very much

tonian Library at Oxford, we learn that
«t Jordan Briset, baron, son of Brian Briset
(the son of Radulfi), founded the house or

to be openly,

“We

Have

Holy Land, it was my privilege to spend
sible, tosee wherelies the difficulty. To two weeks in Jerusalem. Karly one mornexamine or illustrate the subject better, let ing I started from my hotel, with my Bible
us suppose the following characters tobe in my hand, determining to visit alone the
Garden of Gethsemane, and there to read
professors :
z
the story of the Saviour’s prayer and agony.
Mr. Politician can converse earnestly My path led by the way of the Sepulchre,
about politics, and the affairs of govern- out through the gate of St. Stephen, and
pment.
He can, with much accuracy, relate down the hill, over the brook ar “t0"
won-

the disgrace which my inconstancy might
bring upon thy cause.” Christ will have no
such fellowships. His government is not
a fabric of diplomacy and trickery. Ithas
no bureau of secret service. If a man does
not care enough about his own soul to be
an open, confessed disciple of Christ, he is

land,

“I

and the other two miles away.

which the new converts
take a part, while
our days are spent in visiting the neighand magt beautiful counterfeit; and that Knights a fresh charter of the Gate House boring villages, and instructing such as
for the simple reason that my poor old di-’ and the lands connected with it, the priory .come about our tents. Our chapel for the
present is the verandah of the grain-bin.
lapidated bill will be honored and re- ‘itself having been destroyed ; but Elizabeth |
deemed, and your handsome one will not. ‘again took possession and suppressed the This is a box on eighteen brick pillars, forty-five feet long by ten wide and eight
So I' would rather have the piety of the order.
:
high,
entered by a small door near the top.
I
have
spoken -of this relic of ancient
weakest child of God, who really has the
A roof is thrown over this so as to make a |
love of Christ in his heart, than the morali- o times by the name by which it is now
I do not verandah on one side, . which accommoty of the most blameless man who is desti- known, viz., St. John’s Gate.

which he

standard, it will

That.

When monas-

Thomas Dacwra was prior.

x
wa

FEBRUARY

does not annul the fact that it is counter- of this priory was~ estimated at £3,385.
feit. And I would rather have the ragged- ‘The king took this and all the other lands
Queen Mary gave the
est and dirtiest U. S. note than the newest into his hands.’

or Against Him.

‘With Christ,

STAR:

MORNING

crisis
TS

God.
do you
slavish
heart

But
still
fear
con-

who is greater will
J. HAYDEN.

it may be.

to say:
to dof”

There

Like

the

smitten

Saul, we

are

‘Lord, what wilt thou have me
Then we are to be ready to do it.

are JEany who

never

find

the ght

way, because they are unwilling to
is right. They get one glimpse
duty, and the sight appalls them,
they shrink from it.
The true way
come a difficulty is to march right
— Methodist,

do
of
so
to
up

what
their
that
overto it.

Woe to him who lacks energy in this Age
of Push, He is a pigmy among Samsons.
Lamps do not talk, but they do shine. A The little life he has in him is sure to be
light-house soubds no drum, it beats no trampled out. Onward is the word, and
the vigorous marchers are pitiless, They
gong, and yet, far over the waters its friendtime their steps to the quick beating
ly spark is ceen by the mariner. - So letfyon of their own hear!s, and keep moving while

¢otions shine out your religion;

the pulse-throb lasts.

-

THE

dent that it iseno use for you and me to dis-

Kings unto God.

cuss theology ; it is not a difference of doctrine that separatesus. Here
iga funda-| mental daty ; you acknowledge it, you asgery its importance, but you have never performed it; and now that your attention is
called to it you wil not even promise to

fn

Thou art come to thy kingdom, O my soul,
To thy coronation morn; kb]
,
Lift up unshaken the bruiséd reed
Bo Libis with the twisted thora.

fulfillit in future P”

The royal lip that the worlds obey

;

:

“Yes, I will,” said he, suddenly startin

Hath tasted the bitter cup,

No shelter the earth could yield to Him

up, asone awakened froma

‘Who beareth its pillars up.

All things and forever, now!

dream.

“I

have always meant to do my duty.
are right ; I will begin, Mr. Lucus.”

‘And thou art come of the royal line,
A king and a priest art thou;
The world and the glory thereof are thine,

I.

;

¢¢

You

There is no better time than now,” said

“Letus pray.”

Aud

almost

knew it, we were both upon

before he

our knees, and

1, Speaking for us both, poured out my soul
to the Great Father-totake this child to his
arms and lead him to the light.
;
Of the tears and anguish through which

Dealing witha Skeptic.
S—
¥

MORNING STAR: FEBRUARY9, 1870.
The Scotch Woman’s Faith,
Bdbertisements.
which represents it as probation, is inadequate ; 80 is that which regards it chiefly asa
system of rewards and punishments.
The
By the side of a rippling brook in one of ‘truest account of this mysterious existence
the sbeluded glens of S¢qtland, there stan is se’ ms to be, that it is intended for the dea low, mud-thatched cottdge, with iis neat velopment of the soul’s life, for which sorhoneysuckled porch facing the south. Be- row is indispensable. Every son of man

neath this humble roof, on a snow-white
bed,

lay,

not

long

520, Od

Nancy,

the

Scotch woman, patiently and cheerfully
waiting the moment when her happy spirit
would take flight to ‘* mansions ‘in the

skies” experiencing, with holy Paul, ‘We
know that if our earthly house of this taber-

nacle were dissolved, we have a building of
God, a house not made with hands, eternal
in the heavens.” By her bed-side, on a

small table, lay ‘her. spectacles, and
well-thumbed Bible—her ‘‘barrel and

her
her

A correspondent of the Christian Union. the Infinite Love led him,of the hour when cruse,” as she used to call it—from which
she daily, yea, hourly, spiritually fed on the
- thus details what purports to be a bit of I stood by the father’s side, bending over ¢ Bread of Life.” A young minister freexperience in dealing with a skeptic, to the corpse of Willie, and heard the prayer quently called to sée her. He loved to liswrung from his compressed lips, of the new
whom he was urged to make an appeal by faith in immortality, which that death-hour ten to her simple expressions of the Bible
a goods deacon. - Though the treatment brought, and the new
meaning to the truths ; for when she spoke of her ¢ inheritthat proved so timely in this case would words of Jesus Which. it gave, what need ance, incorruptible, undefiled, and that fadeth not away,’ it seemed but a little way
not probably be found uniformly applica- that IT write? No one can read the interior off,
and the listener almost fancied he heard
history
of
the
heart,
no
one.
but
him
who
ble and effective, yet the incident teaches
writes all heart history in the great book the redeemed in heaven saying: ‘‘ Unto
a valuable lesson:
above.. I hardly needed, for myself,to be him that loved us, and washed us from ‘our
I acknowledged the deacon’s compliment told, as Mr. Leacock told me last Sunday, sins in his own blood.”
One day the young minister put to the
~ externally, and internally his courteous re- while, arm in arm, we walked home after
proof, and the very next evening I called communion, that the turning-point in his happy saint the following question: ¢‘ Now,
to see Mr. Leacock. He was attea when I life was that evening’s conversation and Nannie,” said he, ¢‘ what if, after all your
prayers and watching and waiting, God
wentin. I have a habit, when waiting for that moment of brief but solemn prayer.
a friend, of studying his books or his phet¢ And your old doubts,” said I, *‘ how do should suffer your soul to be eternally lost?”
Pious Nannie raised herself on her elbow,
ures, for Ithink they always tell something you solve them P”
of him. I was surprised to find in Mr.
-¢¢ Solve them ” said he.” ‘I don’t; they and turning to him a wistful look, laid her
Leacock’s little library so large a religious are gone, I know not how
where, any right hand on the ¢ precious Bible,” which
element, though all of it heterodox. There more than Itknow what has become of the lay open before her, and quietly replied:
was a complete edition of Theodore Parker's fog which overhung the river this morning ¢ Ae, derie me, is that a’ the length ye hae
works, Channing's works, a volume ortwo
before the sun was high enough to smite got yet, man?’—and then continued, her
eyes sparkling with almost heavenly brightof Robertson, one of Furness, the English and break it.”
;
translation of Strauss’s Life of Christ, ReThe way to meet skepticism is not by ar- ness:‘* God would hae the greatest loss.
nan’s Jesus, and half a dozen more- similar gument.
In twenty years of legal dispu- Poor Nannie would but lose her soul, and
books, intermingled with volumes of history,

tation I never knew aman

biography, science, travels, and” the New
American Cyclopedia.
The Radical and
Atlantic Monthly were on the table.
The
only orthodox book was Beecher’s Sermons ;
the only approach to fiction was ‘one of
Oliver Wendell Holmes’s books, I do not
remember which one.
* Well,” said I to

se to give me a chance for private

conver-

bate ; but it takes two to discuss,

and I re-

fused to accept his challenge. I aimed only to draw him out,and began by asking him
what he thought of Theodore
Parker, what
of Robertson,

what

of Frothbingham,

who

had an article in the current number of the
Radical.

1

heard

everything,

nothing, listened as to a new
in a hesitating objection now
to prevent the conversation
and came away at half-past

answered

revelation,
put
and then just
from flagging,
nine, with a

volume of Theodore Parker's
Sermons,
which I borrowed.
Iaimed at nothing but
to understand the man; I believe I suc-

ceeded.

In the volume I borrowed,

markably

powerful

read some extracts

I found

a re-

sermon on prayer.

from it to my

wife

I

the

next Sunday, and she pronounced them ex-

cellent until I told her

the

author's

name.

It is true he inveighed against the orthodox
philosophy of prayer; he denied that God
could really be influenced or his plans
changed;
But on the duty of prayer he vehemently insisted.
¢‘¢ Mere philanthropy
and humanity,” be said, ‘‘ are not religion.
There must also be piety. The soul must
live in the divine presence; must inhale the
Spirit of God ; must utter its contrition, its

weaknesses and wants, its thanksgivings to
. its Heavenly Father.”
Two weeks later I returned the book. I
asked Mr. Leacock to read that sermon and

tell me what he thought of it.
¢ Read it?” said he. *‘Why I could almost speak it. It's one of my favorite sermons.
It’s'grand, sir, grand.”"
:
«¢ You believe in it?” said I.
“With all my heart,” said he. ‘Who can
believe that the Great

Infinite

First

Cause

can be influenced and his plans changed by
the teasing of every one of his insignificant
little creatures ?”
+“ But the rest of the sermon,” said I. “Do

you believe that? It's only last Sunday
that’ your pastor preached
against’ what he
called humanitarianism:
He said it was
living without God; that there was very
little difference between ignoring God and
denying his existence, and that the humanitarians practically ignored him; that they
believed only in men.”
¢ Itis not true,” said Mr.

x
Leacock,some-

what bitterly. ‘You can see for yourself
that it is not true.
Theodore Parker believes in prayer as much as your parson. I
don’t believe but that he prayed as much.”
‘¢ And do you agree with him?” said I,
with a little affectation of surprise.
«¢ Agree with him, Mr. Lucus!” said he,
“Of course I do. There can be no true religion without prayer, without piety, without
gratitude to God, without faith in him.

Your church has not the monopoly of faith
in God, by any means, that it assumes to
have.”

© And you really believe in prayer?” said
I.
¢ Believe in prayer? Why, of course 1
do. Do youtake me for a heathen?’ replied he, with some irritation.
“ And every night,” said I, ¢ you kneel
down and commend yourself to our Heavenly Father's protection ? and every morning
ou thank him for his watchfulness, and
eseech divine strength from’ Him to meet

the temptations of the day;

and

every day

you gather your family about his
that you may teach your children

and reverence
worship P"

the Father

There was a pause.

you

Mr.

evidently taken by surprise.

throne,
to love

delight

Leacock

to
was

He made

no

answer; I pressed my advantage. °
¢« How is it, my friend ?” said I.
“Well. n—o!” said he, *“ I can’t honestly

say that I do.”
“ You

believe in prayer,” and

pray,” said I, ‘¢ is that it?”
«It is so much

yet never

& matter of mere

habit,

Mr. Lucus,” said he, excusingly;: “andl
never was trained to pray.”
“All your life long, said I,taking no heed
of the excuse,

* you

have

the goodness of God, and
had the courtesy to say so
you.'« All jour life long
trespassing against him,

been

receiving

you never have
much as ‘thank
you have been
and never have

begged his pardon, never asked his {orgiveness.
Is itso?”
:

#1 am
rather to
“ You
dignant

afraid it is,” said he; but he spoke
himself than to me, ° (©
believe in prayer. You are inthat I suspected you of disbelief;

and yet you never

pray.

Are you

not liv-

ing without God ; is it not true of you that
‘God is not in all your thoughts
He was silent.
“Will you turn over a new leaf in your
life-book P” said I. * Will you commence
this night a life of prayer
:
He

shook his head

imperceptibly,

very

slightly,

almost

«1 will make no prom-

convinced

against his will. Skepticisin of the head is
harmless. Itis the skepticism of the heart
that hurts.
Find out what duty, plain, simle, evident duty, is neglected.
Press that
Bons apon the conscience.
A right lifeis

myself, ¢ whatever this. man_ 18, he. is not |
irreligious.
Our conversation, when he came up, was
rather desultory. Mrs. Leacock went off
early to put the children to bed. If she did
sation, it was quite unnecessary. Mr. L.
evidently was ready fora theological de-

to be

the best cure for skeptcism.
medicine for doubt.

Daty is’ the

Prayer Meeting Exercises.
At one of his recent Lecture Room Talks,
Mr. Beecher said :

_ And now don’t let us be busy with outside things. We have got a nice church;
that's a good thing. A nice. organ; that
is good. It is good to have a minister below and to have a crowded house. And it’s
a pretty good thing to be talked about.
But the life

doesn’t

lie

in.

all

this.

to meeting, get

the

marrow and

from

the

manner.

withdraw

If one

member ofa family stammers, his brothers
would not refuse to let him speak.
The

might not want him to do all the talking
and they wouldn't select him for theirspokesman,

but

within

would say he ought

one is to excuse

moderate

bounds

to be

himself

heard.

because

they

So no

he can’t

talk or pray well. You ‘call it humble.
You say you can’t speak to edification; but
I call it pride. I know you. You are not
willingto speak

or

pray

poorly.

I don’t

want you to exhort; thatis my part. Iwan’t
to hear your religious experiences. Ifa hoy
can only say, ‘I've held out another week,

his * exceed-

Haven't I hung my soul upon

ing great and precious promises ?”and if he
brak’ his word, he would make himself a

liar, and a’ the universe would
confusion.”

rush

.

into

;

- By faith, the eld Scotch woman had cast
her soul’s salvation upon God’s promise in
Christ by the gospel.. In every sorrow she
had found him a ¢ very present help in
trouble;” and now, about to leave the
weary wilderness for her everlasting home,
could she think that he would prove unfaithful to his word? No.
Sooner than
poor Nannie’s soul be lost,
God's honor,
God's ¢haracter, God himself must be. overturned, and a’ the universe rush into confu-

sion ! - Dear old pilgrim!

“Nobody

The Right Place,
Ry

“1 have you in my heart.”—Phil. 1 : 7.

This is the position which every
scholar ought

his teacher.
Prayer

made

to occupy with

See

how

made his
children

with

warm,

his prayers fervent.

get your

reference

it was

heart

Sunday
Paul.

and

love

And you

into your

to

heart,

must

before

you will be able to do much good with
them. Love will break down many a barrier, and open

many

an

avenue

for

your

teaching. Of course you can’t love all
alike ; but you ought to exclude none from
your affections. Not even that troublesome one who is the very plague of your
class.
If you would learn to love him,
pray for him.
Think much of his faults,
not that you may murmur at the duty

‘Spoke to Me.”

DR,

'

in, out of breath;

sits awhile

and thinks,

¢ Wonder if I haven't something to say
No, you haven’t. Thereis no good comes
from a man’s speaking when he has to put
a pump in himself and try to work it, It
will suck, for he is empty.
Be full of the
meeting all day. Iknow by my feelings
it is Friday as soon as I awake, and I say,
Thank God, it is Friday.

He is a thrifty, enterprising, successful man
of business.
His property has been in-

many

years.

It must

to some one at the farthest end of the space
he preaches in, and throw his voice out

from him into the circumference of the building. The chief effort used, and the chief
watchfulness required, is to sustain the ends

ner,

When

of madness:

SCIATICA,
(that T have just got through with,) that most awful
most heart-withering, most strength-destroying, mos
spirit-hreaking
and mind-weakening of all the diseas-

en
Letus

all

go to

for

your

=

are ordained, and

your

land; Joseph Balch
all druggists.

Price

And

hundreds

of

struck on

a

Providence

smiles on him; everything goes well; he
seems to realize as much happiness as can

be had in this sinful world.
Yet he gives
often and largely ; so often and largely that
many wonder how he can possibly afford it.
It is true, that he is greatly misunderstood
by some of his neighbors, who call him
close and grasping ; and there are not want.
ing those who can see far into the fu'ure
and love to exercise their skill in prophecy,
that are ready to predict his speedy bankruptey from what they call ¢ his imprudent

or

tion.
The voice must be rested by speaking
in different notes within the compass of the

preacher's natural scals.

By changing the

keys, he willrest one while

and

so

avoid

fatigue.

using

another,

As nothing

is so

wearisome to the audience, so ncthing is so

fatiguing to the preacher, as that monotony
which ¢* flows muddily along.” A medical
man gives his accouns of the cause of clerical

sore

throats,

He

says

they

proceed

multiplied
to

upright, with the

shoulders well

open.
2
.
Then, again, in thé composition of a sermon, how much may be done to help delivery and
save the voice?
If any one
doubts this, let him take a sermon of long,

involved sentences, where there is
for ten lines,

and

another

no

of short

stop

ones,

the

value

'| of money and does not spend it needlessly ;
he

feels

himself

a steward

‘of God,

and

knows ha will have to account for every
cent. He esteems iv a privilegé to give,
and has often enjoyed and does often enjoy
its peculiar blessedness. Others give reluctantly ‘after urgent appeals and from
stress ol conecience; but he
gives as if he
loved it, as ifit did him good, asif the fountdin of benevolence in his heart was full up
to the brim, and wanted only a single touch

to make it run over, Helis an example of
that Scripture, ¢* There is that scattereth
and yet increaseth ;” everything thrives

un-

der bis management ; he reminds us of the
fabled character whose touch turned every-

they

by which that blessing may

be secured, and

pause

somewhere,

they

select

such opportunities for resting as Jeave the
result of a section of the discourse to linger on the mindsof the hearers. This should

always be done where there is a break

in

the argument, and if possible driven home
with some terse aphorism or proverb, eon-

taining the sense of whathas gone before,
sows to leave the substance of each section
of the sermon in some tangible and portable
shape

on

the

memory

of

the

andience.

After some nail has beefi driven home

and

clinched, let the hammer pause a while

and

listen for the.responsive echoin the soul of
the hearer.— United Presbylerign.

thing into gold. “In"bis eyes, the blessin

of God is of more worth than all the worldly maxims and rales about business; and
he is firmly persuaded that there is a way

must

so

C—O

Oe.

Let us lcok trath in the. face. You can
not hide it from yourself, ** Man is. bora
to sorrow as the sparks fly upwards.” Sorrow is nut an accident, occuring now and.

that way isto give as God hath given to him.
He would view it as a most glaring robbery to take money without giving the Lord
;
itis the yoy woof which is waven
his portion; be would not steal from his then
fellow-men, much less from his God and into the warp of life. God has created the
Saviour ; he holds that sacrilege is a preva~ nerves to agonize, and the heart to bleed;
lent and terrible sin, and he wants to man- and before a man dies, almest every nerve

ises,” sald he. Bat still he spoké more to
himself than to me.
:
! ‘uge his affuirs 80 a8 10 escape
“Mr. Leacock,”said I, *“ is it not evi- curse which it ever entails,

the awful

has thrilled with

pain, and

every affection

has

ed,

account

beon

woun

The

of life,

COLLEGE.

of their class.

7

the New

list, and retail prices.
A LIBERAL

in all departments,

and in

any

specially favorable terms, by sending

GRAY

&

Combined in One Bottle.

MRS. S.A. ALLEN’S
HAIR RESTORER
Will Restore Gray Hair to its
Natural Life, Color and Beauty.

quantity, on

It is a most delightful Hair Dressing.
It will promote luxuriant growth.
FALLING HAIR is immediately checked.

Boston.

Mrs. 8. A. ALLEN'S ZYLOBALSAMUM, aucthsr

BOSTON TIPE FOUNDRY,

Preparation for

the Hair;

once cease.
J

BOOK

acknowledged 1

personal

all not only in this counlvy

bmi in

Proprietors, 8. R. Van Duzer & Co., Wholesale Diuggista,
35 Barclay St. snd 40 Park Pisce, New-York.

METAL,

1y9

AND

JOB

TYPE

San,

NEWSPAPER
FAOCES.
Address orders to
JOHN

K.

55

ROGERS,

Water

Street,

Agent,

and Fruit Growers’ Clubs, and a complete story in very
Weekly and Semi-Weekly number. A present of valuable

Boston.

«pirate and vines to every

vassers unsurpassed.

2% The Alo ning Star type is from this Foundry,

25 Sorts of either for $1,00;

prepaid by mail.

|

pvCranberry, for upland or lowland

A&c., VOID
having

B. M. WATSON,

Old

Colony

Mass.
:

Nurseries

and

QUACKS.—A

victim of early

indiscre-

tion, causing nervous debility, premature decay,

tried in vain

every

advertized

remedy,

has discovereda simple means of self-cure, which
he will send free to his fellow sufferers on receipt of
a stamp to pay postage.
Address J. H. REEVF
78 Nassau St., New
York,
1y24

Also

om

cul-

offer immediate
given

Seed

CET

OWNSTU
ME
TIXOIN
= We havea positive remedy for it and all disorders ofthe throat and lungs, and
.

Is curable!

ture, $1.00 per 100, prepaid, with directions.
Priced
Catalogue to amy address, gratis; also trade list.—
Seeds on Commission.
How >
Whreliones) Plymouth,
mb2

Publisher, New York.

I. W. ENGLAND,

try it.

8t49

Small Fruits, Plants, Bulbs, all the new patatoes,&c.,
repaid by mail. 41bs. Early Rose Potato, prepaid,
or $1.00. Conover’s Colossal Asparagus, $3 per 100;
$25 per 1000, prepaid.
New hardy fragrant everblooming Japan
oneysuckle, 50 cts. each, prepaid,

True Cape

to can-

subscriber; inducements

$1,000 Life Insurances, Grand Pianos,

Mowing Machines, Parlor Organs, Sewing Machines, &c.;
_gmong the premiums. Specimens and listsfree. Send a Dol-

r and

and permanent relief in all instances.
See
testimonials 1 <21,000 will
$
3
which we do not afford positive
be

by us for any case in
fi

Established in 1842,
!

$2000 A YEAR AND EXPENSES
To Agents

to sell the celebrated

MACHINES.

WILSON

SEWING

The best machine in the world. Stitch

alike on both sides. ONE MACHINE WITHOUT MONEY.
For further particnlars address THE WILSON SEW-

ING

MACHINE

Boston

CO.,

No. 656

Washington

Mass.

street,
1y48

As Bf yg
(KEEY
T IQg,

aCHIN

RAR

For the pastsix years a betfer Lung rem

Mezsra. J, N. $IARRIS & CO,
Gents :—1 make the following
and

knowledge

of the benefits of Allen's Lung Balsam in uring
the most deep-seated PULMONARY CONSUMPTION
have witnossed its effects on the young and the old,

say that ic is by far the best expecto,

rant remedy with which I am acquainted. For Coughs
and ol) the early stages of Lung complaints, I believe
it to be a certain cure, and if evory family would keep
it by them, ready to administer upon the fArst appear.
ance of disease abou the Lungs, there would be very
fow cases of fatal consumption, It causes the phlegm

and matter to raise, without irritating

those

delicate

organs (the Lungs), and without producing constipa-

tion of the bowels.
It algo gives strength to the system, stops the night-sweats, and changes all the mor.

bid gcevetions to a health$ state.
Sort
Yours respectfully,
A. E, BCOVILL,
44
Sold by all Medicine Dealers.
™

or176 Broadway, New York.

Machine Company.
AMOS PAUL, . . AGENT,
SOUTH

NEW-MARKET,

GENTS

BROWN’S

DAMPER

PATENT

BEVERY WHERE.—

DOUBLE

CONE VENTILATING

No risk.

No

Send for Circulars to

0. R. BRIGGS & CO.

184 Washington

St,, New

York.

For Incipient Consumption,

Plain and Galvanized Wrought Iron Pipe ; Steam and
Gas Fittings of all kinds ; Brass and Iron Valves;
Steam Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine, Tubular, Flue and Cylinder Boilers; Barlow’s
Patent Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes

Bronchitis, Asthma, Enlarged

Narrow Chest, use
TUBE for
three cent
Dr. lowe
Brothers,

for Print Works ; Lap Welded
Boiler Tubes ; Quinn’s

gists,

A

Dr. J. M.

Ton¢ils,

HOwr's

Toss of Voice

INHALING

common air, the best of all remedies. Send
stamp for circular, to 227 Grand st., N. Y.
refers to Rev, Biehiop Jumes and Harper &
New York.
Can be
had of principal
Drug-

}

Smid

VALUABLE

FITCH'S

for Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks ;

pages,

(GLET,—30

“DOMESTIC

FAMILY

br.

8,

8.

PHYSICIAN»

describes all Diseases and there Remedies. Sent by
mail, free. Address DR 8, d, ¥ITCH,
714 Broadwav New York¢
A
m17

STATIONARY
AND

Stem Engines.

Portable

WANTED

3m4e

OF

1247

gives the mogt heat with the least fuel.

express charges.

N, I,

MANUFACTURERS

|

ircular and sample stocking FREE,

Address HINKLEY KNITTING MACHINE CQ,, Bath, Me,

Patent Expansion Ferules

edy has been offered to the public. Read the follow:
ing letter trom Dr, 8COVILL referring to it:

perfect conviction

ABENTS WANTED.

SWAMSGCO

sal-

: Dr. AL SCOVILL is the inventor of several med10a) preparatio.s which havé become ‘very popular,
and have been liberally used, Among his inventions
ave ‘Hall's Balsam for the Lungs” and ‘“Liverwort

fund

ivansparexs,

Europe & The Restorer and Zylobalsamum should ns
be used one with the otker. BOLD BY ALL DRUGGIATS.

And lately for its unrivalled

x

1

and

And its large varieties of

ourselves, and setbravely to work for the
salvation of others.
When we are incited
to act for God, all fears of His love tous at

and 1 can trdly

clear

without sediment. It is very simple and often produces
wonderful
resulls., Its great superiority and ccenomy
as a Hair Dréssing over high cost French Pormades is

NOTED FOR ITs

HARD AND TOUGH

HAIR

New Style.
Fmportant Change.
A REAL HAIR RESTORER AND DRESSING

First Letter Foundry in New England.
COMMENCED IN 1817,

ALWAYS

HAIR,

Is a certain indication
of decay at the roots.

their orders to

D. Lothrop & Co., 38 & 40 Cornhill,

DISCOUNT

Nature's Crown. ¢
You Must Cultivata i¢

obtain Books

desired

F rom these pri-

BEAUTIFUL

S., D., & CO.

!

land..

to Sunday schools.

State Directory and

BAPTIST MINISTERS can

they can be

cesswe make

DAVENPORT,

York

Prices.

In another column, see

CAUTION.

SAMPSON,

Lowell Directory.

. FREEWILL

Professed Christians often get into a morbid state of mind about their

and Tar.”

©

by th

in New

BOSTON, Nov. 20, 1869,

any work except

=

in all things ‘endeavoring to subdue the
flosh to the spirit. This is an excellent abbreviative of the whole duty of a Christian.

statement from a

The Meaning of Sorrow.

42

P. S.—We have at present no agents canvassing for

fering ; who
sooner shows mercy than
anger ; who offers violence to his appetite,

a conscientious man, who knows

He is only

,20 -

F% Famil gia-simpleitheapueiables Knits everything,

making the stopping-places on the road asf vation. The best cure yet offered for this
to call attention to tie finest views.
While dizease is to transfer our solicitude from

and not by the Bible standard.

York.

and surrounds me.

and try the difference.

Pauses, there must

,75

18

ers, we offer our own prize books which
are not excelled by any other books

C.L. Van

meets

and extravagant charity.” . But they do not
know him ; they measure him by a worldly

be ; and some preachers have greatart in

Wholesale

discover

He is a good man who grieves rather for
him that injures him than for his own suf-

ure'was

“Magazine” firee.

and

which cannot get as they wonld if the

single,

02

In addition to the publicationso

CO., Directory Publishers,47 Congress Street,Boston.

who

the good and the beautifal in all that

08

178

Thereis no discount on the Minutes

bought elsewhere

1h 1870, and continue sixteen weeks,

year from this time.

C,

single,

schools at as low rates as

Af retail by

refined my enjoyments ; it has soothed my
affliction
; it has endeared solitude; it has
given me the habit of wishing

884

28

We will furnish Libraries to Sunday

Poetry has beén to me ifs own ¢¢ exceedit has

jl
dozen, 120 14d

,20
2,00
,14
1,85

1871, and
consequently have no canvassers in the
field on that work, and shall have none till nearly
a

getsinto a habit of inquiring about proprieties, and expediencies, and occasions,
often spends his whole life without doing
anything to the purpose.
ing great reward;”

124
244
18
1,66

single,
dozen,
single,
dozen,

agents for the New England
Business Directory, as
we shall not issue another edition until January 1,

com-

from men stooping in reading, so that the
throat does the work of the chest and lungs,
posi

Monthly

:

whereby they are jointly nourished, and be-

One

,04
44
04
20

Lessons for every
Sunday in
the Year, ; Sov Book)
de
do
do
Appeal to Conscience,
do,
do
do -

The public are cautioned against giving orders for
Directories or advertisements in them to any
person.
who at the present time represent themselves as

Christians are like the several flowers in
a garden, that have each of them the dew
of heaven, which, ' being shaken with the
wind, they let fall at each other’s roots,

man.

Hes

7%

0

ESAt

Fresh Garden; Flower, Fruit, Herb, Tree,
Shrub and Evorgre : ~ Seeds, with directions
The pains of the wicked are ilke the frosts of for Culture, prepaid by mail.
The most
Autumn—they precede the punishments complete and judicious assortment in the
of Wirter.
:
‘country. * Agents wanted.
|

a frigid, wise

%

1,44

iy

A GIFT.

DIRECTORY

—you knit a pair of socks for a foundling—
you pick a splinter from a child’s finger.
Do something! Do it now! We will be

world than

216 1%
K
98 IM

dozen,

00k of Worship

irculars containing full information may be had
on applying to the Secretary.
C.F. BRACKETT, M, D., Sec’y.
Brunswick, Maine.
J.in. 1870.
6t.

mén,

B,

The

THe Fiftieth Anpual Course of Lectures, in the
Medical School of Maine, will commence Febru-

our work.
You preach a sermon- you
give a tract—you hand a flower—you sing
a song—you give a crutch to a lame man—
their A,

1,20
12,00
88
848
29
2,7€
28

Aa

MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.

mencement stage by a bouquet, flung
from
the ladies’ gllery.
Quick!
Let us find

you teach the Sabbath class

,20
2,40
,08
,60
,04
36
04

21t52

BOWDOIN

or

Otherwise a man cannot be too

natural,

Son, Providence.

°

Allen, 171 Broadway, New

shall be the robe, and the anvil your pulpit;
and while you are
smiting
the iron,
the hammer of God’s truth will break
the flinty heart in piecgs. Peter was never
a sophemore nor Johna freshman.
Harlan
Page never heard that a tangent to the
parabola bisects the angle formed at the point
of contact by a perpendicular to the Biracils
and
a line drawn to the focus. If George Muller should attempt chemical experiments in
a philosopher's laboratory, he would soon
up.

1,00
9,60
80
2,88
25.
2,40
25

do

-

$1.50 per bottle.

$37.50,

working apron

grandly useful, were never

Life of Marks,
single,
do
0
‘dozen,
Church Member's Book,
gingle,
,. do
do
do
dozen,
Treatise,
single,
do
dozen,
Thoughts upon Thought, - single,

Gilman & Bro., Weeks & Potter, Reed & Cutler,
Boston; W. F. Phillips Y. W. Perkins
& Co.; Port

pol-

Yale,

29
|
1

Minutes of General Conference,

!

me

from

04
48
02

‘Wholsale Agents qo. C. Goodwin & Co., M. 8S.
Burr & Co., Rust Bf¥fhers & Bird, Carter & Wiley,

your license from ‘the Presbytery. If the Lord
does not send you into the ministry, no
canon of the church can shoot you into it.
But if He has put His hand on your head,

blow ‘himself

by

DONALD KENNEDY,
:
Roxbury, Mass.

lars; alzo, our

diploma

25
2,40
,16

SABBATH SCHOOL LIBRARIES,

ished Paul up-to Athens, and plain Bartholomew down among the fishing-smacks by
the sea. Do not look so anxiously into your
pockets

has IX 2 i

dozen.

Manufactured

;

9,14

188
18,68

DIRECTIONS TO USE:
You will take a table-spoonful and three spoonfuls
of water three times a day, and in a few days every
particle of Rheumatic and Neuralgie pain will be dissolved and pass of by the kidneys.

Agents Wanted, Ladies’ and Gents’ for their spare
moments. How, when, where, what and all particu-

Send

96

,~
8,26

cure of any of these diseases in a few days is not the
Greatest Medical Blessing of the Age, tell us what is!

a Preacher.
preaching.

8,18

Christian Baptism, Bound, single,
do
0)
do
dozen,
do
do Paper Covers, single,

ost
Chom

your heart like a knife; now tell meif a relief and a

and wished

dozen,

single, 160
dozen, 15,36

Communionist,

nature;

Lying and withering in agonv and pain, unable to
turn yourgelfin bed, and every movement will go to

I

Ld

i
ae Sv]
1,96 1253
08
98

0
° 2. lozen, 9,
Ques.
8
e,
Suory of Jesus: ¢
00 osed, 14

=

When you have the

thay some Christian would talk with me,
and ‘tell me how I might be saved. I
might thus have been preserved from the
life of sin and folly that I afterwards
lived.”

Every Man

it was

around’your heart, and driving you to the very verge

old I felt myself a sin-

and tried to pray in secret,

morning

wasp, circulating the most yenomous and hot poison

welfare ;

“This is like my own experience.

was thirteen years

the

night wishing

NEURALGIA,
:
When every nerve in your being is like the sting of a

and I believe they will find persons whom
they may benefit, and who will thank
them for their faithfulness.”
>
A prominent member of the church said :

I have had occasion to observe that a
warm, blundering man does more for the

in conversa-

suffer, in

es that can afflict our poor human
~ When you have the
i
LUMBAGO,

their spiritual

at

Fi

: dozen, hed
Morocco, single, 1,10
dozen, 10,66
single,
,86

do

do

morning;
4
When you have the

house of Rev. Mr.

come nourishers of each other.

slightly.

git amd

Wi

Theolegy,
do

Ba

eagle heading, but I mean every word of it, I
have been there. When your system is racked with
:
:
RHEUMATIC PAIN,
and you cannot even turn yourselfin bed, of sitting

H
, in hope that he would converse
with me; but he made no allusion to the
subject, and I returned home sadly disappointed. I do not relate this to reproach
any} one, but to suggest that Christians
should seek opportunities to speak with the
about

« do

Se
i
Embossed
do
32me,

Butigra
0

AND

DISSOLVENT.

my soul.

of the sentences ; where it would be natural,

speak too nearly as he would

The Southern Presbyterian thus describes
a man who follows the Bible rule of giving:
Mr. Prosper is one among a thousand.
for

of the same art.

in conversation, to drop the voice

Mr. Prosper,

creasing

in the cultivation

be a natural voice which ‘is used, for no
bawling will be half so audible as a man’s
own key-note. He must address himself

Age!

wishing it ‘was night, and

unconverted

do
do
do

RHEUMATIC

NEURALGIA

in a chair, you must

I went tothe

ha

EADER, you fthy consider this a sort of spread

which they impose upon you, but in order
that you may pray over them, and adopt
is enough for the first time. It does the church means by which God may help” you to re- ‘dead soon !—Christian at Work.
good to have another mouth opened, and it move them.
If you can not love a child in
-does the boy good,especially if he has to fall your class with the large-hearted sympathy
Varieties.
.
back on his conscience and
fall back on of Paul, do your utmost to get him removed
seen fle
God todo it. I like to see twenty start to to the care of another teacher. You will
their feet at once though only one can strive in vain to cure him, unless you can
A: great thought wakens in our mind a
speak. The other nineteen needn't feel feel that you have him ‘in your heart.”— whole world of new perceptions, as a sunawkward. You wouldn't feel awkward if The Sunday School World.
beam streaming into the darkness shows a
you were sitting with your brothers and
thousand atoms floating in its path.
sisters around the fire of an evening, eating |
Reason proves its greatness in asking its
chestnuts,
and you should begin to say somesublime questions, and its folly in pretendVoice in the Pulpit.
thing and be interrupted by your brother.
ing to solve them ; her *¢ whys” soar high,her
——
And this is a family circle where we talk
Voice power is one to be cultivated.
It ¢ becauses” fall to the ground.
over
our religions experiences together.
Don't come to meeting to get warm. is an essential power of the highest order
The
mind is heaven-born, and comes
Come simmering and then the fire heré of eloquence, and a great means of usetul- immediately out of the hands of God; so
will make you.boil.
’ ness
in the pulpit.
Even comparatively that to speak properly we are nearer relatA man goes home at night, and at the weak voices may be so cultivated and used ed to the Supreme Being than to father and
The effect of mother...
tea-table his wife says: ‘My dear, it is as to be of wonderful effect.
a
Friday evening I" Hestarts. Meeting night! a singing master’s lessons on a vocalist, in
The pains of a noble soul are like the
Wouldn't thoughtof it. He gulps down bringing out tones and compass of the voice,
May frosts of a life—a Spring follows them.
his hot tea, puts on his coat and
hurries shows what may be done by the preacher
I've been tempted, but I have held out,’ that

the

KENNEDY'S

‘An intelligent lady, relating her Christian experience ‘to the church, said: «I
was. deeply convinced of my sinfulness,
and went mourning many days. My soul
thirsted for the waters of life, and I
earnestly wished that some person would
address me on the subjent of religion ; but
nobody spoke to
nie. I sought the society
of church members; but they talked of
other things, and said nothing to me about

you

The

Kingdom of Heaven cometh not by observation. It is what God does in the soul
that makes power. And when you come
your thoughts

that would be a great loss, indeed, put God
would lose his honor and_ his character.

Of:

bd

Single and by the dosen,; also Postage on the sae.
;
}

BLESSING

which is concealed in pain, has yet to learn

\

Prices of Freewill Baptists Books,

MEDICAL

who would attain the true end of his being

7

Woertisements,

:

THE GREATEST

must be baptized with fire. It is the law
of our humanity, as of that of Christ, that
we may be perfected through suffering ; and
he who has not discerned the divine sadness of sorrow, and the profound meaning
what life is. * The Cross, manifested as the
necessity of tlhe highest life, alone interprets
it.— Robertson.

ern

art

~
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BoR

TO THI WORKING CLASS. ~Weiarenow prepared tofurnish all classes with constant employ ment a
ole of
the time or for the spare momenis.
Busdness new \
and
pooitable,
Fersons of either scx eosil sans. from dc,to § ! per

Shafting, Turring Lathes,
Iron Planers, Machinists’ Tools of
’
whole ime
devoting t! eir
every'deseription, Mill Work, all kindsof Saw Mi)
anda proportional eum by
evening,
Wa.s
to th ob
Boys and girls carn nearly
as manch os men,
Machinery, (both eircular and upright.) Iron
1. "Thatall who sco this notice may send their address, and testthe
as: Ys
Ta sich as are not
and Braes Castings, Gasometers and
blele of writing.
til
Gas Works,
‘(eh. to Sep. 12, ’69)
vill do to commence

NEW

INSTITUTION.

HAMPTON

Spring Term
under the direction of

begins Feb. 8, 1870,

Wilbor's Cod Liver Oil and Lime.

]

Rev. oi, BB. Meservey, vi. M., Principal,
WITH EIGHT ASSISTANTS.

The friends of Dersons who have been restored from a01
firm
Sonsunp
by the use of this originalp
nd
and
the
grateful parties
emselves, have, by
the
ng it
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her heart. And so, reaching out her eager
hand,
she pressed on till the tip.of her fin| ger brushed the hem of his garment. * It
was enough.
The tenacious disease unloosed its grasp and fell away from her
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forever.

' a@~ All commyinications designed for publication

Premium.

Communion?

An

)

Or, ifit is preferred,

the

fifteenth

inclusive,

on

the

of a convinced

we

same

is

strength is born

weakness;

life

a new

enters;

out of

we should feel as sure of his presence and
his power as we are of the light and beat of

a radiance

heaven that is recogniz-

the sun,

this has
with

the

never failed a soul that accepted it
smitten

woman's

earnestness.

«For there is none other name under heaven,

given among

men,

whereby

we must

be

saved.”

Personal Responsibilitys

address with excited and heated debate;
she pondered while wailing for the next
living sentence from those lips whose drop-

pings were wondrous wisdom and heavenly
was maturing
rousing courage
forward into
were becoming
and sanctity of
heedless ofhis
work and

sought a ground of accusationin some sentence which they

_ uttering.

might

provoke

him

Reverent ears are always

into

better

than a heedless tongue, and the docile pu-

were upon him,making him feel that he was
-the support of their hopes, and so lifting

him up to a great purpose and to brave
deeds. That selfish fear, which seeks only
‘for personal safety, was gone. He became,
for the moment, a part of the great national life that he was battling to save. The
public interest he made his own, and present danger and future suffering were unthought of. He felt that his presence and
his bullets were needed to secure the victory. This feeling intensified his purpose,
be
and made of the individual. a true and
mighty power.
:
We may notall be engaged in actual bat-

pil gathers a diviner wisdom than the hos- tile ecritio. Longing for light hastens the
dawn of the spiritual day, and the dutiful
heart will see the way open when rebelliouness is baffled at every step, and finds
barred doors everywhere that will not yield

to knock or pressure.
J
This diseased woman was a sore sufferer. For years she had carried the burden.

She had felt its pressure

growing heavier

and heavier. Her waiting for relief had
been vain. Her resolution could not blind
her to the fact that she was diseased. Her
will was not strong enough to shut out
the consciousness of affliction. She had

(]

tried human skill again and again.

Some-

times hopeful, yet she was oftener cast
down. The life forces were failing. Hope
wavered and was at length ready to die.
She could no more ignore her necessities,

nor treat them as though they were of little
consequence,

nor trust in her

sist and endure,

power to re-

nor expect healing from

time and patience, nor put

any confidence

in man’s ability.

She was thus shut up to

the necessity

finding

helper, or

of

some

mightier

giving herself up to despair and

‘death. Her want and her woe were therefore urging her to seek relief at the hands
of the Great Physician, if perchance she
might approach him and find a reason for
believing in his power to heal. And so she
was in the mood to listen without prejudice
and to take the word of" hope without resistance.
Besides this sense of want and distrust of

all other helpers, this woman had discover-

ed that relief depended in part on her own
effort, She must reach the great Healer.
His aid could not be hoped for while she
remained listless.
She must seek if she
would find. She must translate her de. sire into deeds. She must act as well as
perceive and feel. She must risk an effort,
even though it were a ‘difficult task before
her. The crowd hindered her approach,
but she felt that she must not let the crowd
deter

her.

The

case

was

stand on mere ceremony.

too

urgent

to

To wait for ease

and convenience would probably be worse
than fruitless. Such a blessing as she need-

ed was not likely to be gained

effort. . And she

must

not

without an

wait:

The

crowd did dot lessen, the hindrances were
liable to grow greater by delay, the Master
might pass on beyond reach and hearing,
She felt that now
and return no more.
was the accepled time. And 80 ‘‘she came
behind him in the press.”
Her faith,howover, was the most marked

thing. It was not a thoughtless; headlong
credulity. She had heard of the great
Physician, had weighed the testimony, had
at last seen him and heard his voice,—seen

the wonders wrought
and believed.
She
could heal her, 8he
willing
to heal her.

upon other sufferers,
was

sure

that Christ

tle, where death threatens us if we advance, and shame and disgrace attend us if
we retreat; but we are in the midst of a
conflict, nevertheless, and the results have

great interests attached to them. . Here, as
well as on the literal

battle-field, every

ef-

Such a feeling would add vigor and

e

«

difficult to get

along, and really

does

not always

depend

upon

sum received, but.quite as much

the

upon the

skill to use what they do have

to the best

above other schools in scholarship, in the

Sind

modes of teaching, in the intellectual life
which centered there; but the Christian
atmosphere was remarkable. As expressed
by a brother whom we met in California last
summer: ‘‘ It was a precious place, where
they cared for each other's souls.”
Brother and Sister Branch, who presided

ministers live
dollarsa year.

Their families, somehow, are well fed, well
dressed, wel ediicated”
and happy. Peopleoften say: *‘ I dontsee how they do it;”
yet they do succeed, and actually have more

comforts than families who spend four times

E—

Fame would be counted

had

done

much

more;

but,

comparing

Hope

for Office-Seekers.

the

circumstan@es, dis-

Not thatthey will get office, but somePthing better. Mr. Jenckes and Mr. Schurz
are urging reforms in the Civil Service
which will drive hundreds of thousands of
office seekers to other and ‘more proper and
profitable employments, and also make official life a business, a profession, which may

be followed with honor and profit. They
propose that every applicant shall be exam-

couraging. No greater success could have
been expected. Our men and money have
been chiefly devoted to education.
In that
work we have been -enthusiastic.
Semina-

too small and mean a reward for the labors ries and Colleges have swarmed in the
ofa life-time, and those who had been the brains of our leading men. Through them
most successful in the pursuit of it would they hoped to garner strength, accumulaté
And
find but disappointment and unhappiness at forces and win victories for Christ.
the end. The great trath, that man was they have done a great and good work.
not made for himself alone, would finally Our whole people have been laid under conEvery nook
force itself upon him who had cherished no tribution to ensure success.
generous impulses, and the discovery would and corner has been canvassed for money;
Students, not worth
crown misspent time with bitterness and no one was exempt.
a dollar,straggling to prosecute a course of
remorse.
"All these results might be realized, and study, and no cne to help them, subscribed
infinitely more, if we would properly ac- by the hundred dollars; poor ministers,
cept the fact that we hive an individual eking out existence on three or four hunpart to sustain in the great work of life. dred dollars a year, paid a hundred each,
There is a place for every effort, and if it is and repeated the dose again and again.
rightly made, it will find its place-and do its Great sacrifices were made, determined
work, just as each stone helps to sustain earnestness was evinced, the enthusiasm
the arch, and as each brick helps to perfect was general, and the results, success.

pointed, may expect permanency in the

uation.

This will

give character,

sit-

dignity

and efficiency to official life, and will make
itan object for men to qualify themselves
for its several duties, and to aspire to proficiency in the discharge ofthem. Mr. Schurz
propoies that every applicant shall

pay

a

fee of five dollars on filing his name for
examination, and ten dollars for his certifjcate,
if he passes.
This will pay the
expenses of the Board, and more too, and

deter hundreds from making

application at

all.

Pecuniarily, it will hs a great saving to

the government, to have competent

men to

transact its business, but thd chief good
will be moral.
Inthe first place, the law

will offer a premium for honesty, industry
and capacity ; whereas it now tempts men
to rely upon

trickery,

partisan

influence,

power to wheedle the public at elections,
and helps aspirants to offize and emoluments ; and it thus makes official life a school
of servility, deceit and cunning contrivance
the building. We seldom need to trouble _Of course, church extension was very to secure and hold what is not deserved.
ourselves about results. It is work that is much neglected. Itwasleft to * take care Another great advantage will be that thouNo sands will be deterred from seeking office,
needed. If this is faithfully performed, of itself.” It could not be otherwise.
those will take care of themselves. Deeds two all-absorbing interests could be pros- from spending time, neglecting business,
that seem insignificant to us may be just the ecuted with equal vigor, at the same time. sacrificing principle, troubling friends and
ones that the cause requires.
We should The demands of education were imperative, spending money to) secure situations for
not jadge of the great end toward which and it seized the ‘* loaf” and left the crumbs which they are not qualified, which it would
we aim, by the simple means that we em- tor missions. The wonder is, that so much be a damage tothem and the public for them
ploy to reach it. One would never think of has been done in church building, durin tohold. The waste of time and money,
measuring the Mississippi by the little this long ‘struggle.
The churches have the injury to business habits and to moraliv
streams that flow down the Rocky Moun- stood bravely up to the work, and still ty, which nw result from offica-seeking,
tains. But these are all needed to make up hold on with heart and hope.
are immense and constantly increasing, It
the great river. It is just so with our work,
Yet there are signs of fatigue.
It. will is working corruption and shiftlessness
Every effort unites with every other to make not do to press them too far.
The feeling among the people, causing a disrelish for

to reach

the

Nowhere is this spirit needed more than

in the Christian life, and i1no other sp’ er’

is general and deep, thatthe tim2 has fully

‘the sober, every-day daties of life,

for

come for a change of policy. The heurts of those business pursuits which
develop
the brotherhood yearn for more vigor and manliness and yield a eompotence to the
effort

in the miwion

work.

Increaseof

patient and industrious.

a

keep . This new system of appointments will
their spirits up, and prevent discontent remove the temptation from the multitude,
‘and disintegration. That is attaivable on- and turn them to other employments, This
members and

churches,

alone,

will

ly by turning the chief volume

of our will add to the forcesof productive industry,

§' rength, in men and means, into the Home

Mission work.

Missions

give society amore settled and orderly life,
must take the and especially protect our elections from

** loaf,” absorb our energies, enlist

our en- the fraudulent schemings
a

[

and

PO

The New York papers are very properly
calling attention to the appropriations made
in that city in aid of the educational and
ecclesiastical interests of the Catholic church.
Partly on the pretense of providing for the
instruction of children who are not supplied
in the public schools, large grants of money

is

go,” but under such unwonted invitation of

the Gospel they may be the first to repent
afd obey the Master's command.

Prompted perhaps by the recent action
of the Plymouth Church, Brooklyn, which
has voted to dispense with the formal assent
tothe articles of faith that candidates for
membership have- heretofore been required
togive, and by Mr, Beeclier's statement
that he preferred to have‘the door of that

church open to UniVérsalist Christians, the
Congregationalist devotes a lengthy article
to the question, whether Universalism is
properly Christianity. It gives a negative
reply,and concludes as follows:
Here we rest our argument. It is, and
must forever be, impossible, by any honest

and reverent exegesis, to get its exact o
site out of any boek, and so to get’ Univer-

salism out of the Bible. The only way in
which it can be done is to deny the inspiration
of the word of God, then reject the great
portion of it as *‘ unreasonable” because it
teaches what is not agreeable, and then infer from what is left about the goodness of
God,:the compassion of Jesus, etc., that

tense, can have

the

assumption

A very clear statement of the two oppoging theories of life and the method of
human progress appears in the Waichman
& Reflector. It is important that the question thus

raised

be

well

the

amount

of which

is

startling.

outside of Romish circles.

The Independent

devotes a lengthy and vigorous editorial to
the subject, and both the Kvangelist and
the Ezaminer deal strongly with the same
theme. FfoMy
the paper first named, we
copy this startling statement, which, after
all, contains the less significant part of the
concession to Romish claims:
Four hundred and twelve thousand dollars—not far from half a million

of dollars

—were paid over from the public treasury
in this city to the Roman Catholic Church

during the past year.
This looks alarming.
It is, indeed, specially ominous, becanse it
is the first practical operation of an entirely

new principle in our-legislation; but the
tour hundred and odd thousand dollars will

not seem much when compared

with

other

we—that is

representa-

and more liberal gifts which we New Yorkers have been pouring into the same outstretched hands. Eor example: in 1866
to say,

municipal

tives—gave to the Roman Catholic archbishop, for a nominal consideration of one dollar a

year, half a block of ground on Madison
Avenue,
now worth $200,000.
In 1852
we gave to the same sect, for $83 consideration, the fee of a whole block

of

ground

running from Fifth to Fourth avenues, which
isnow worth a miilion and a half of dollars.
In 1864 we paid this sect $22 000 for the
privilege of cxtending Mudison Avenue
across this very ground’ which we had thus

flung away; and we ddded a donation of

$8,928 to pay the assessments.
we gave them half the next block

In 1846
on Fitch

Avenue for one dollar rent, and in 1857 we
generously threw in the rest of the block—

it was not worth making two bites of a cherry—for another dollar; and this block is
now worth another

million

and

a

half

of

understood,

es-

will, while all will,

God's as well as man’s,

ought to be conformed to the eternal law
of reason.
According to naturalism,sin is impossible,

as juvolviug
ilt or wrong. Itis an ineident essential to man’s progress. - It is to
what

measles

are

to the body,

necessary to eliminate some hurtful tendency. Thus the ages of corruption and
darkness have helped the general advancement. According to ‘the Christian idea,
however, man may

be

his life in antagonism

right.-

a sinner,

spendin

to eternal truth an

Such an one wastes his life; he loses

himself. But a redemptive force is furnished in Christianity. As the sun is the
source of all the forces that now work in
the earth, so the love of God

in

Christ is

of all light, but of all
working

in

our

world. The result of this redemptive force
will be to transform society into the kingdom of God. ———

The New Era is the name given to a paper just started in Washington, intended especially to develop
and organize the
forces of the colored people, so many of
whom are just entering upon the responsible duties of full citizens in America. Rev.
J. Sella Martin has resigned his pastorate
to take the editorial charge of the sheet,
and Fred. Douglass is a regular editorial
contributor. 1t does not lack in ability or
skill, and will prove a real power in the

land.

Mr. Douglass thus plainly and for-

cibly expresses his idea of what the colored
people have to do for themselves, and indicates his conviction of the need of such
a paper:
To us it seems self-evident that now is
the time, that the national Capital is the
place, and that, in the absence of more
competent hands, we are the men to raise
this new standard and to ucfurl this new
banner, The time has come for the eolored men of the country to assume the duties
and responsibilities of their own existence.
Our friends can

aresome things

do much for us; but there

which colored men

can

and must do for themselves. Benevolenee
and sympathy are naturally awakened by
impotency and destitution; but respeet
and confidence are called inte- life by the
vigorous assertion of nianly power, self-

bi. ekg and
ways for
shown us
we deem
with fair,
probation,

independence.

Grateful al-

the sympathy and benevolence
by our white fellow-citizens,
it not arrogant to assert thas,
play and a reasonable period of
the entire capability of our raee

dollars. Thus we have during the time to win the confidence, respect, and friendmentioned given in real estate nearly three shipof all patriotic men will be amply
millions and a half of dollars to the Roman demonstrated. Among all the instrumentalities available to this end, none, it seems
Catholic
Caurch in New York.
to us, is more mauifestly potent and apWhile looking abroad to see what the propriate than a well conducted public
Romish prelates propose to decree, it is fit- Journal, mainly in the bands of men comting to look at home and see what Denio- pletely identified with the interests of the
newly-emancipated class. Such a journal,
cratic officers are actually doing.
published from week to week in the capital

of the nation,

The Chrisiian Advocate,

in discussing the

methodsof reaching the masses of the peo-

°

pecially by those whose work it is to guide
1 the thought of the age. Our contemporary
ays:
There are two theories of human progress,—the naturalistic and the Christian.
The naturalistic is that of force. It holds
that man may be improved as the animal
is improved, by the continued crushing out
of the weaker.
Moral ideas have nothing.
to do with it. The Christian theory. hol
that man is not a mere force acting aceording to the laws of nature, but a being endowed with reason, conscience and free

the spiritaal forces now

fraction of this money finds its way

to claim

that it is grafted upon the Bible—whatever
else it may be, and however excellent may
‘be some of its misguided believers, is not
Christianity.

are also provisionally

for the

it

ity be impossible that men can be forever
ost
But this is not a Christian method of argument. Such an eviscerated revelation is
not the Christian Bible. And that Universalism which only thus, by any decent pre-

the source not only

made

in the parable,

while others, by their attendance, ‘are saying, “I go, sir,” and yet do not move, are,
in their present condition, saying, ‘Iwill not

land have been needlessly made, and

ple who grow up, live and die among our
which have be- (ogactysties, ignorant, godless and disposed
|

Gospel. There is an immense body of peole within -sight of the Church walls that
never enter them.
A deliberate, earnest,
prayerful, and systematic visitation of these,
while it would quicken the zeal and graces
of the Church members, would add to the
congregation a new and more impressible

the soul

Spirit of the Press.

—

twenty years ago and now, we have more
and of
reason for joy and encouragement than for ined, as to qualifications, by a Board: grants
of examiners, and such only as are approved future,
despondency.
a
shal! receive appointments, and when ap- Only a
The percentage of increase is not large,
neither is it, under

become hardened against the offers of the

These, like the second son

as much money. It all depends upon “fac- over the school for many years, were choice
u'ty.” The wife generally solves the ques- spirits. Education with them was secondation, and,by making much of a little}*brings ry to, and the servant of, religion. ‘They
and instead of feeble attempts at reform, the year around with a balance inv the treas- believed, what many say, and don’t believe,
there would be effective demonstrations; in- ury. It is a great thing to know how little that our schools should be wholly devoted
stead of shunning
responsibilities, each we really need, and exactly what we need, | to Christ, and that the money and labors
would feel that the work was his own; and how to get it, and how to save the pennies given for their support should most emwhere now no fruit is, thousands would and enconomizein little things. Blessed is phatically serve the great cause of redeemcome rejoicing and bringing their sheaves the family whichis endowed with this ing souls. Hence they made that seminary
“faculty ;” it has a rich inheritance and the seat of an ‘earnest, irrepressible Christian
with them.
:
life. It pervaded every thing connected
.
There is a divine power in a consecrated shall never come to want.
Then there are ministers who have the with the school, it was met in the classes,
purpose. There are no Alps where it is,
by in the dining hall, at social gatherings, in
and threatening seas become dry land at its skill to supplement their salaries
approach. It embodies something of the productive industries, which do not ‘'materi- the chapel ‘and -on the play grounds, as
great power that is infinite and eternal, ‘and ally trench upon their ministerial labors. well as on the Sabbath and in the prayer
ik
no obstacles can discourage or hinder it. They have two or three cows, Some hens, meeting.
It was omnipresent, earnest, sometimes
When we feel that the work is our own and a garden, young stock growing, a few acres
not our neighbor's, then we are preparedto under cultivation, or a shop for mechanical impertinent and meddlesome, but honest
apply this earnest purpose to its accomplish- work, from which they gain both bread and apd unselfish. Wherever the Christian
ment, and the ‘well done” will not be long muscle. There is a public sentinfent life is’strong, there will gather, or be de. enthusiasts and hypocrites, and
against such employments, and it. may
not veloped,
in coming.
were sometimes”
foend at
be very aristocratic to prosecute them ; but such persons
Chester, the seat of this school; but the
in numerous cases, upon such endeavors
Cause and
ure.
the whole question of having or not having teachers, and the chief part of their sup
the gospel preached depends. The people porters, were intelligently consecrated to
Our numerical increase, in twenty years, are too few and too poor, or not sufficiently Christ and his work, and were resolved to
has been 17,000. The figures are not large interested to support the gospel in full, and
use all the forces and advantages of the
and by no means express our-real growth. they must have a ‘tent maker,”a man
school to promote the salvation of men.
In 1850, we enrolled a large per cent. of skilled in and disposed to do some kind of As a consequence, that school probably did
floating material, which gave us no posi- work to fill out his support, in part, or not more, according to its means, to give to
tive strength. These have been replaced have any preaching at all.
the church and the world an earnest, conby a much better class of members. Oar
If the small churches in the country, are secrated ministry, than
any other educhurches have gained much more in quality to have the gospel preached to them, if the tional enterprise in which we have ever enthan in quantity; our ministry are much’ hundredsof small communities are not to gaged. The school has ceased to be, but
better educated and more efficient than be left desolate and given over to Satan, it yet speaks; the savor of its influence is
they were; we have supplied the place of we must have men who can live on small felt, and will be feltto the end of time, yes,
thousands w-bo have united with other de- salaries, and rejoice to do so for the good of throughout eternity; and many, many
nominagjofif, on account of removing to souls. Itis astudy,ascience,lo know how to ¢¢ stars” will adorn the crowns of the dear
places where we have no churches ; we have do it; but more honor to be able to do it brother and sister who gave to it the type
founded two oolleges, one theological sem- than to stand in the pulpit of the richest and and spirit which made its influence so
inary, many classical schools, and raised,at most popular church in the land.
precious.
‘‘ They cared for each other's
least, a million of dollars to establish and
souls.”
support them ; we have planted churches,
3
—

souls are to be sdught outside, if the regu-

‘Jar attendants upon the public services have

vout earnestness ‘* compel them to come in."

That school had its history. During the
years of its prosperity, it made as deep and
lasting impressions upon the minds of those
who attended it, as any seminary = which
has ever existed. All who were connected
with it remember the associations with peculiar interest. It was not distinguished

endure

more hardships than many who receive even
less than $600.
The degree of hardship or
comfort which a minister's family experi-

ences

Geauga Seminary,

were, so would be our reward and blessing.
Every moral and philanthropic organization would become an irresistible power,

mon humanity, and not for the promotion
of selfish interésts. Then we should recognize the great end of life. Our deeds would
be such as proceed only from the highest
motives, and worth would be estimated by
the amount of good. accomplished. The
heart would covet no higher honors than
our efforts would naturally bring, and precious energies would not ne=d to be wasted

ll; her faith gave to it a djvine meaning labor most effectively and
a redee
power, She made the highest attainments.

r

receive

receive twice six hundred ard find it very

in all.

was sure that he was up the great achievement, and not one
Bhe was sure that he | should be omitted because it may seem inwas ready to heal her. The virtue that significant. It is only when we realize that
went out from him was no myth to her, we have each a personal work to do, and
buta solid, vital, presnt
fact. She need- feel that we have no right to leave it uned nothing but
simple contact with his out- done simply because it may produce no
ere
0 external act might be very immediate results, shat we are prepared to’
of oh of horf nger sublime and quickening
by means
of the mighty confidence of

who

Indeed there are those who’

We know of cases where
well on four or five hundred

fort should be inspired with the feeling that
He from whom we have received our lives
and our work,-has still his eye epon us, and
expects every one to do his duty.
This
would stimulate our ambition, purity our desires and intensify our labor. It would lead
us to engage only in what was honorable,
and we should work with all our might. It
would make us feel that the weight of every
good cause was resting in part upon our or converted weak ones into strong and
own shoulders, and that if we stooped to- prosperous ones,in the cities of Lewiston,
ward a single base desire or pandered to Bangor, Augusta, Portland, Manchester,
a hurtful passion, it would lower the stand- Dover, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Bosard of human excellence. It would bring ton, Providence, Taunton, New York, Elresponsibilities home where they belong,— mira, Buffalo, Cleveland, Marion, Harrisburg, Chicago, Minneapolis, Fon du Lac,
to the individual, and not to the masses;
and
many large towns and villages, like
and all labor would be expended as it was
designed to be,—for the benefit of a com- Lowville, Hillsdale, &e. Would that we

for mere renown.

less than that.

advantage.

earnestness to each Christiun effort.
It
would make the church a mighty power in
the land, and truth would be more widely
disseminated.
There would be earnest,
tireless work, and as our fdith and purpose

That must have been a happy soldier
terous
is often hollow;
the undertone
who,
at the close of a successful battle, said
of the roused soul is solid with compressed
forces. And this poor woman's eager si- that he felt as though he himself had won
lence was more weighty and fruitful than the victory. It was by no means a boastful
all the criticisms and huzzahs of the crowd spirit that he displayed. He had stood at
that pressed around Christ when he taught his post all through the fight; he had not
in the place of instruction and thronged the flinched when his comrades fell around him,
highways as he journeyed.
They talked,’ heither had he taken a single step backbut she meditated. They noisily respond- ward when cowards proposed a retreat.’
ed to the Great Teacher's statements; He had simply done his daty, and that alshe listened as one who fears to lose a ways makes us feel that we are of some use.
word. They filled up the pauses in the It was asthough the eyes of all the nation

his

Christian chufches, in all the land.
So
shall we gather a great harvest, and honor
the Master who has redeemed us and sent
us into the vineyard.

sufferers, and not a few

to contemn the Christian faith, thus urges
the responsibiligy and duty of Christians:
It isa very significant intimation . thas

It willdo more

who now work with unscrupulous cunning
to achieve a victory in the hope of reward.
The annual occurrence of elections is now a
moral pestilence ; few dre able to endure its
attacks ; it breeds drunkenness, lying, cheat- ‘class, among whom Christian . labor would
ing and all deceit, and many ‘Christian men show perhaps more encouraging results,
feel compelled to stand aloof. Those who “This class of persons ought notto be neglectdo venture into the arena, are liable to ‘be ed, while.so much labor is expended upon
few, and often, apparently, in vain. '
Galseized by the contagion and to sacrifice aside
organizations are attempting to reach
their integrity. The chief cause of this these Church-neglecting and too largely
state of aaffirs is the system of appointments church-neglected people ; but they offer the
to office which sets men of the vilest char- appropriate field of labor for Christian disciacter in hopeful pursuit of places of emolu- ples in their Church relations. No unvisited person within the circuit of an established
ment. ‘We most earnestly hope ‘that -Con- Church should be permitted to remaie thus
ress will grant us reform in this grave affair. neglected for any . considerable
period.
This is a blessed way to invite and bring
people to the altar—to go out, and by a de-

new our zeal; to come back to this great
work, and ‘seek first the kingdom of
God,” By planting, reviving, strengthening

do.
But we must feel,as Paul did, that we
are
to work out our own salvation, before

lay and plague and disappoint the seeker; we realize with him that Christ is. all and

lips, but heart-speech is always emphatjo and carries a deep meaning.
The bois-

criticised

;

This should by no means convey the impression that we are thinkingto buy eternal
life and pay for it by the wo:k that we can

the sense of being a child of God.
This old way of finding salvation cannot
be too often urged. All other methods de-

"spoke these words. - They were said
with the heart rather than with the

they

own

and

ed as the smile of ‘mercy ; the uplifted heart
goes on its way rejoicing, bearing with it

«If I may touch but his clothes, I shall
It was astrong faith that
be whole.”

claims while

our

we appreciate

needful.

displaces despair;
streams out from

Touch.

light. Her earnest study
conviction, kindling hope,
and pushing her purpose
deeds; while the multitude
familiar with the majesty
the Messiah, and growing

When

surrendered] divine character and richer experiences of
Tte infinite our Father’s love. His service would belove and power become ours at once; hope comea pleasure and heaven a reality, and

soul ;—only this

terms. The
postage,—which is twelve
cents,—must be paid by those who order the
books.
:

Faith’s

takeit.

to

purify elections than all the. registry laws
and penalties for fraud, which can be put

upon the statute books. Itisin the nature.
of prevention,removing the chief temptation
to wrong, cutting off the stimulants among
the thousands and hundreds of thousands

the ‘despair of human aid,

the trust

will send any unbound volume of the
Freewill Baptist Quarterly, from the second
to

hands shall

a

i

come really alarming.

Twen-

The sense of this, then we are prepared to do the work
the readi- and to enjoy the blessing.
Wé can -never|,
Money or Faculty.
ness todare and todo for the sake of help realize the possibilities of Christian attainthe
as
‘Christ
of
and life, the apprehension
ments, nor know the perfect peace and enDoctor John Hall, in the Evangelist, gives
one revealed Redeemer, the firm belief in Jjoyment of the Christian life, until we feel
his readiness to help ;—and then there is this personal responsibility. We may not a graphic description of the hardships of a
needed only the simple touch, into which always know just*how it comes about, but pastor, on $600 a year.
'Itis a smullsalary,
we crowd ll the yearning of desire, all the discharging our duties in such a spiiil and in many places one could scarcely live
energy of aloyal-and obedient will, and all would afford us purer conceptions of the upon it. There are many of these $600
want;

Experience and an Argument,”— and" will
also send
a copy of the same work to the

new subscriber.

ward for all of us, retains it until

By the same steps a sinful’ soul now

finds its way to divine relief.

To any person who willsendus a year's
subscription in advance for his own paper,
together with a year’s subscription in advance from 4 new subscriber, we will send
a copy of Mr. Kennedy’s velume,—‘¢ Close
open

At the look and

The local incident. carries a universal les-

son.

ten

or

thusiasm, animate all our people.

ty years of such devotion to this cause as
save our souls than the food that he eats can we have given to education, will work:
satisfy our hunger. We need to feel that wonders. No one will ask then, ‘‘ Why
blessings await only those who earn them. don’t thé F. Baptists grow faster?” The

trembling with awe
and same time the evidences of our own faithwonder, but glad and bold with a kindled ful service. Love that is boundless and
gratitude and a solid confidence.
Her mercy that is unparalleled, still has no gifts
“faith had saved her, and she went away in for those who will not work for them. The
peace, carrying the Master's benediction.
bounty that has purchased the priceless re

- should be addressed to the Editors, and all letters
on business, remittances of money, &c., should be
+ sddressed to the Publisher.
J

Communion,

can it produce greater results. We must
feel that our neighbor’s virtues ean no more

her confession,

GEORGE H. BALL; 4 EDITORS.

A Large

STAR: FEBRUARY9, 1870.

query of her Weare allowed to plead the merits of a fields have long been ripe for the reapers;
Lord, she fell prostrate at his feet and made Saviour only so far as we can present at the we must not delay; now is the time to re-

GEORGE T. DAY,

©

MORNING

9

manly

inspiriag

sentiments,

its readers wi

ennobling

aspirations,

reflecting the highest intellectual and moral

resources of the colored people, will serve
a8 # pillar pf cloud by day and a pillar of
fire by night.
;
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DeerrieLp CENTER, N. "H.

from their friends at Meredith
amounting to $80,00.
=e

Rev. R. J. Poston and wife acknowledge a.

protracted meeting, and then, with the two

other churches, joined in the observance of

| Mots an Appts.

nese of California, he has been able to raise but
a small amount for building purposes. The plan
proposed embraces an extensive school or college
for the Chinese. The Methodist Missionary Board

NEW

donation of $135, Jan. 27.

of families have professedto love the Lord

i:

Rev. A. M. Totman and wife are grateful for a

held in Lowell last

in Wisconsin

in 1853, with

6 ministers

congregations in 8 states.

and

HAMPTON

In Brunswick,Me,, Feb. 1, by Rev. Dr. Adams, Mr,
Charles
Charles D.D. Thyng of New Ham : ) , N. H., and Miss

INSTITUTION.

Me., Yr
Jan.
D. In GaCanton, Pg

The fifth annual installment is now due from those
who subscribed to the ten years’ tund in aid of the
New Hampton Institution. It is desirable that all
the friends of the school, who are indebted, will inclose the amount due
and send immediately to the
Treasurer.
‘BE. H. PRESCOTT, Treasurer.

generous donation from the Mainville church,
has authorized the appropriation of $20,000, on
Jan, 1.
:
Se
Rev. C. J. Mott and wife tender thanks to the. condition that $5,000"be raised in California.
friends in Huntington, Vt., for their very liberal
The Norwegian Lutheran Synod was organized

MeN AND BRETHREN :—Having' consent- the week of prayer. The Lord has heard
ed to act as Corresponding Secretary of the the prayers of his people, and quite a
H. Mission Society, it becomes my duty to. number of middle-aged people and heads

ask your attention to its pressing necessities.

Center, N. H.,
i

9, 1870.

‘While Rev. O. Gibson has had great success
in exciting interest in the instruction of the Chi-

Rev. G. W. Knapp
and wife gratefully sc.
Imowledge a donation of money and other gifts,

There is a

very precious work of the Holy Spirit manfest among usin this place. We held a

"Special Word for Home Missions.

At the Anniversaries,

FEBRUARY

THE MORNING-STAR:

Re

88

and Miss
Marilla A. Olmsted.
Jan. * Nai Wm, 8, MeCallam and Emma V. Albee,

»

It mow contains 60

Special

Dedication.

and his people. We are still laboring here, ‘donation of $359,69, from their friends in Nor- ministers, 247 congregations in 12 states, and 85,- | The new Free Bapti¢t church in Norwich, N.Y.,
October, the Treasurer reported“a large preaching the gospel, traveling over the wich, N. Y., on the evening of Jan, 18.
000 communicants. But one minister confines | will be dedicated to divine service Tuesday, Feb. 22,
:
at 11 o'clock, A. M. Sermon by Rev. G.
H. Ball,
D,
deficit. The Foreign Mission also was in ‘rough places, and we feel the Lord to be GW. Bean and wife gratefully acknowledge his laborsto a single congregation. The others D., of New York. The meetings will be continued.
A
cordial
invitation
to
all.
Superintendent
Day
of
serve
{rom
2
to-12
congregations
each.
re" the same distress. But your generous
very near to us. We unite with the oth- their indebtedness to parishioners and friends of
the N, Y. & 0. M. R. R., has kindly promised h
fare
Dr. Krotel, a leading Lutheran pastor of New to those who are regular attendance at the ded tion.
sponse to the appeal of the Secretary has er churches alternately, and frequently Sandwich, for $114 presented them, chiefly on
By order of Trustees,
:
York,
says
that
in
the
English-speaking
Protesrelieved the embarrassment of that society. there are between three and four hundred the evening of Jan. 11.
REV, A.M. TOTMAN, Pastor,
out to the meetings.

Pray for us,

again.

A good collection from each church

work may continue.

~~ GEORGE S. HILL.

will doit. Foreign Missions, Education,and,

support of this home

work.

Many

ask

will surely

far

them.

If

they

ask,

the welfare of souls.

Over fifty have ap-

they

receive; for the churches have

give liberally if opportunity is offered.
Will the pastors consider the necessity of
the case and take immediate action? ~ Shall
we hear from them without delay? The
month of February ought not to Dass without a collection from every church. I
we could have a general, prompt and liberal> movement in this matter, it would do
immense good. It would relieve our treasury, and, what is more, it would assure
the entire brotherhood
that we
are
fixed in purpose to go forward, to stand

Rev. G. W. Knapp informs us that the
report of a revival at Meredith Center, as
it appeared in the Star of Jan. 26th, was

true to our cause,

All classes are interested, and a large
number
have defermined to forsake the
paths of ®in. Twenty-seven have already

and win success at what-

ever cost. Every church which responds
to the call of this society, votes with an emphajic voice to remain loyal to our.colors,

earnest

men

in

cities and villages, where young churches
are springing up and promise a rapid

growth ; and we have

promisdd to aid them,

and must do so or they must abandon
their work. Still other places are asking

for help;

“wide and effectual doors” are

open to us on every hand, but we cannot
enter them from lack
#T funds. There
was never a time when generous collections
were more needed,
or promised larger
fruitage than now. Shall we have the
funds? Shall we give a new impulse to
the whole denomination by our action?

Shall we say to our Home Mission Society,
“Devise liberal, enterprising

things,

It should have read

“ We have

been

meetings in two

enjoying

Meredith Ctr. church,

of precious.

as

in

Corinth church.
We enjoyed a pleasant, fraternal re-union with each other and we hopeit
was not in vain.
Sermons were preached by
Brethren KE. Manson, A. W. Reed and C. H.
Smith, and 1hey, with their hearers, were blessed
in their efforts. ‘We coufidently hope that good
results will follow this occasion. - The March ses
sion 18 to be
held at Dexter village. ‘I'he name

a series of
near

which

of Rev. G. D. Garland, of Burnham, Me., pastor

the

of the church in Hermon, was accidentally omitted in our return for the. Register.

a number

-

souls have expressed a deter-

mination to live for Jesus,”

-

NorTa ParMA, N: Y.

We

at this

place for

several

the church at Boothbay.
It was a stormy and
muddy time, and the attendance very small.
The next session will be held with the church
at Winnegance, Feb. 26, 27. Churches that have
not. paid their
ct. tax, are requested to send it
to the next session without fail.
L. GIVEN, Clerk.

fearn that
weeks

past.

CUMBERLAND

with the

and

we will sustain you?”
Send all contributions to Rev. Silas Curtis, Concord, N. H.
G. H. BALL, Cor. Sec.

80 Vesey St., N. Y., Feb. 1, 1870.

A Statement and a Plea.

than at- any pre-

vious time. Revs. Wm. Walker and L.
Johnson are conducting the meetings, and
are receiving
encouragement on every,
hand.
;
:

eral otheve will soon follow
Master ic this

to confer

three

out invitation,

Jackson cdme
directed,

DEAR STAR:—You

make

me

glad

How?

and

Why, the

minute you appear, I turn to ‘News and
Notes,” and read till I can sing for joy; and
when I see how much is being done for our
Foreign Mission, I would shout indeed, if I

had not come from the coldest corner of
Maine! But when I look for Home Mission
receipts, I hardly find any. May the friends
of our Foreign Mission never be less, and
may India's deserts become like the garden
of Eden!
You tell me how generous many churches
are in sending help to the poor, away from
home,

and

and

they

to us with
by

the Holy Spirit, and their ministry has been
attended with the power of the Most High,
moving those whom Satan had long held
bound, and still the good work goes on.
It is hoped that the way may be opened
for them to remain with us in'the pastoral
relation, that the lambs may be cared for

perishing

Christ,

as

RELIGIOUS

What

shall

ph

be done! Will the churches be satisfied to
give their neighbors bread and let their
own children starve?- Charity begins at
hom,e and ends only where the last footprint of man is found.

DEAR STAR,

do tell

the churches to do more ‘for Cbrist at home,
lest our own kindred condemn us in the
judgment.
Every day Iknow of suffering
I cannot relieve, and know of thirsty souls

dying without the waters

‘

and friends, of Biddeford, Me., for a large
box; Mrs. G. H. Ball and friends, Buffalo,

N.Y, for a barrel of nice things; and to
those who sent me such cheering letters,
from Lewiston, Portland, Lowell, Lowville,

Also for a new and valuable S.

Library from *¢ The friends of the New

mittee,” and instructed that Committee to
secure the services of an Evangelist for
the Q. M. They were fortunate in engag-

ing Rev.

A. Randlett.

The Dec.

session

of the Q. M. was held at this place, and
Rev. M. Atwood, from the Lawrence Q. M.

should

came full of the Holy Spirit, and preached
most earnestly the word of truth. Bro.
Randlett protracted the meeting
3 weeks,
holding meetings every evening, and some
The result, thus far, is that

is peculiarly adapted to the

work

.
ANNE 8. DupLEY.

very

easy way of approaching

and

He is also

dearly

needs

as

a very

of an

Q. M's

the

uncon-

discern

a Denomination, they

our

will.

see

A

that such men are laboring all the “Autumn
and winter seasons at least, in this very interesting and useful department of the
Christian work,
Bro. Randlett goes from here to Philadelphia, N.

Y., where the Q. M.

holds

weeks,

we

have

been

the

holding

in this vicinity, and the love

of

last

its

five

meetings
the

Father

Asarvorp, N. Y.

An interesting

members, and

a

ROCKDALE, Penn,

The church

God.

house

revival

under the labors of Bro. L. D.
Seven have united with the chureh,

and others are candidates for baptism.
ELmira, N. Y.

Our young church is en-

Jjoying a precious

work of grace under the

labors of Bro Edgar.

Several have already

‘been converted, and united with the church.

is

inaugurated

A meeting

among

the

been

held’

Street Prayer meeting

New

York,

every

in Wisconsin

privi-

All through the West,

the work

of revival is

gloriously progressing.
, Rev.

William

Taylor,

’
formerly

known as the

¢ California Street Preacher,” is now holding
revival meetings in Melbourne, Victoria, with
signal success,
The colored Baptist Churches in Virginia have
a membership of 43,318.
Massachusetts has already raised $15 Q00 of the
$50,000 she has to collect for the Universalist

SRev. A. Randlett is laboring as an evangelist
in Jefferson Q. M., and the Lord has blessed his
labors to the salvation of souls.

Centenary fund.

Donations.

.

The Supreme Court of Missouri has tuken St.

grateful to

Charles College out of the hands of the Northern
Methodists, and restored it to the Sourthern

friendly

visit on the eveningof Dec, 21, and for a gener-

Methodists, who lost it during the war,

ous donation, in money and provisions, of $70.

The

American

Education

Society, at the last

Rev. J. M, Crandall acknowledges a donation
of $207,22 from his friends in Ames, N. Y., and

quarterly meeting, found itself without the funds
necessary to pay half the regular appropriation

one

of $25 in nid of young men in the course of their
education.

$110.

from

the people

of Flat

Creek,

N.Y.,

of

:
hd

RocunstenQ.

dice of the
ajkonochie

Privy ‘Council's

case,

several

HUNTINGTON

clergymen

have ex-

the

Vi., Feb. 26.

'

.

installation of R. J. Adams

Letters

TION.

J. 8. STAPLES, Clerk,

fathers

have

been di-

C Swezey—W

Tucker—dJ

F

Tufts—M

declaring, that “two

races cannot live together

permanently

same

on

the

soil, for

absorb the other or be absorbed.”

one

1

must

The colored

which passed resolutions to the effect that they
sympathized with the desire of their colored

withhold

in the land of their birth,
the Methodist churches to

contributions from the Colonization

Home

Eugene has purchased the burial place of the
Virgin Mary from the Sultan, for $4,000.
Dr. Temple has been enthroned amid much en”
thusiasm as Bishop of Exeter.
His sermon was
in effect an answer to those who charged him
with heresy.
In it he fairly owned his acceptance of the Bible as containing a revelation from
God, of Supreme
authority so far as religious

are concerned.”But,

he regards it as a

It is said that in London, 1,000,000 of men,
women and children profess no creed and never
enter a place of worship.
It is said that since 1860 the average length of
life among the Quakers of Great Britain has been
from fifty to fifty-five years, twenty above the ordinary average. :
A Roman altar has been discovered in a wood
near the little village of Eastgate, Stanhope-inWeardale, England. The stone is finely wrought,
is four feet in hight, twenty-two feet in breadth,
and twelve feet in depth, and bears the inseription, “Deo Silvano Avrelivs Guirinvs Pref.’
Which signifies that thealtar has been dedicated
to the deity Silvanus, the heathen god o the
woods, or country, by Aurel us, prefect of the
M. Anto1st Cohort of the ‘‘Gordion Legion.”
Bishop Marvin, Southern Methodist, of Missouri, introduces to the public a new book,
It brings
entitled. “Martyrdom in Missouri.”
befere the public the alleged facts in reference to
the robbery by the Northern Methodists during
the

war of

belonging to

property

and

churches

the Southern Methodists, and gives details to
show that ministers of the gospel were mobbed,
imprisoned and put to death for preaching
without takng the test oath.

It gives us real pleasurein calling the attention
of our readers to the advertisement in another
The Lamp which he has
column of Mr. Folger.
for sale is recommended by many substantial
men as being *“non-explosive,” and if it shall be
instrumental in saving the life of a single person,
it will far more than re-pay to ‘the world the

Please read

cost of making it generally known.
hig'advertisement.

)isease.

:

BROWNS

rors

B. HOME

are required, in others

testament,

in

the

SINGERS

DISEASES,

and

they have

PUBLIC

use

clear and strengthen the voice.
Owing to the good reputation and popularity of the
Troches, many worthless

and cheap

offered,

for

which

are

‘good

imitations

nothing.

Be

are

sure

te

OBTAIN the true

BROWN’S

BRONCHIAL
SOLD

TROCHES.

EVERYWHERE.

We call the attention of our readers to Clarke’s European Cough Remedy advertised in another column,
It is prepared bg Rev. Walter Clarke, of Minot, Me.
who was formerly a medical practitioner in England,

M

B Haunsong

“

StephenJames,

Nelson,

4

Rev 8 Aldrich, ’'hanix, N Y.to con Mrs C C H Al-

reliable cure of diseases of the lungs

A friend, New Hampton, N H, per G W Bean
C F Lothrop, Chesterville, Me
Madison, Me, per H Washburn

drich,

Corinth

physicians,

that when once the Consumption is fairly fastened
upon the Jungs, no human power can save the patient
from death.

They also say that about fifty per

cent.

of those who die from this disease can trace the cause
to a neglected cough or cold, which

might have been

cured by a small bottle of Liquid Opodeldoc, or what
is the same thing, Johnson's Anodyne Liniment.
Cut this notice out and bring it with yeu. We are
suthorized to refund the cash to any person or per
sons who shell buy and use Parson's Purgative Pills
and fail of relief and satisfaction.

LM

Q M,

Vi,per 8 W

Stephen Carson,

to complete his

Dover,N. H.

th

o

y 00

|

Treasurer.

Dover, N. H,

24, 1870,

Su

I8 THE

‘STAR SPANGLED

send

BANNER,”

superb

76 cents for the

for 1870.

ANTED—AGENTS—$75
to
$200
month, everywhere, male and female, wh

1,00
,00

714.38

assistants,

11-2 BY 2 FEET 18% ses

troduce the GENUINE IMPROVED ' OOM:

MONSENSE F
LY SEWING MACH
This Machine
will stitch, hem, fell,
quilt, cord, bind, braid and embrof
in
most superior + manner.
Price ony els
Fully warranted for five
.
will

25,00

Ho
00
11,18
+25
0,00
8,50
6. 65
230,00

Monday,

pay $1006 for any machine
stronger, more

4

eautiful,

will sew 2

orimore

elastic

;
ton Eve
al] ,
Ake Pe cut,
4 ge
Lock
stitoh.
an
still the cloth cannot be pulled
without Ye
We pay
pa; Ag ents from 3%$76 10
it. We
a com
COMB
&
0 .,
MASS,,

acy
Nelson
Organ” stand+ pre eminently at the head of ali iastru- | Car Rogers, Lundy’s Lane. a
1st Tamworth, N H, per J Runnells
ments of its class, 5

pe

will commence

geline” given free to all who

1,00
5,00
6,50

N.

per W H Bowen

CAUTION.

sold

2
per J M

or

.

Beware of all Agents selling Machines

under the sane name as ours, unl ss they" oan show
a Certificate of Agenoy si,
a
° shall not
hold Dutseives Toa main) 0) “or waribless ashines

Bible & Tract Cause.

Rev E H Butler,

Hampton, N. H., Jan.

12,50

0, 0. L1BRY,

ACADEMY.

TERM

young gentlemen and ladies seeking an education,
ae
WM. T. MERRILL, Sec. of Trustees.

10,00

Warsaw, N Y, per M H Abbey

SPRING

.

This Institution (one of the oldest in the State), sit-

12,00

NY

No New Sharon, Me. per C Campbell
Sah school Woleott & Hardwick ch, Vt.

.THE VEGETABLE PULMONARY BALSAM for Coughs
Colds and Consumption. As good as ever—as ever
the best. Got the genuine: Prices, $1 and 50 cents,

Me., Jan. 20, 1:70.

uated by
the sea side, in the anciént and beautiful
town 0 Hampion, is in a flourishing
condition, and
offers the
advantages
of
thorough
instructiom te

10,00

Cowell

INSTITUTE.

with competent

Y. should have begn to Lawrence Q. M. N. H.

a subatantial acknowledgement and appreciation of
these magnificent organs, At home the ‘American

|
Pal,

.

The $18 credited In the Star of Jan, 19, to Lawrence,

manufactured by Messrs. 8 D. & H. W, SmiTH,of
Boston, Mas+., has acquired such
great European
popularity. Great numoers of these Instruments are
sold in England. where they must necessarily come
in competition with the most celebrated organs of
Eoglish and French manufacture. This fact shows

CENTRAL

m3

REV, D, W. C. DURGIN, A. M., Principal,
and
Miss 8. JENNIE CHASE, Precepiress,

5,00

Burns, HL perd 8 Dinsniore
Renusselear, Ill. per W H Gifford
Parkman, Me, per J W Hinkley
Postage
Rey E Knowlton, So Montville, Me
Ea Troy, Pa. per B H Stevens
Lawrence Q M. N Y. per D 8 Smith
Estate of Moses Bates, late of Ohlo, per I, WBates
Estate of Dea Fre: wan Parks, late of Wis. per 8
F Bwith

THE AMERICAN ORGAN:
It is a matter of
pride
with our countrymen abroad that an instrument
re
ing such a distinctive title as the “American Organ,”

). H. ADAMS, See.

Feb. 21, under the direction of

1,00

:

A friend, Rochester, N H
Mrs E ¥ Morgan, Mohawk.

HE

¥3U
450
2,25
a5

Cooks Prairie, Mich. on I. M. per Geo R Holt

admitted by honest

Pittsfield,

1,00

3,25
6.45
2,00
0
5.00
1,00

TUESDAY,

Center, Vt , Jan. 1870.

MAINE

2,00

Eastbrook, Me, per E Harding
Sebec Q M. Me. per B 8 Gerry,
“Eighth Street,” Vinelaud, N J
M A P. Sac City, Iowa
Fem Miss Soc. Goshen, N H. per Angie Cutts
Rev J 8 Copp, Andover, Mass
Sah school, Wolcott & Hardwick chs Vt. perd M

ME.

HE SPRING TERM of this Institution will eommence Feb. 17, and continue ten weeks. For par
ticulars address,
G.B FILES, A, B., Principal.

5,00
2,00

N H

te

SEMINARY.

y

Waterbury

2,00
1,00
1,00

Elim st. Mauchester,

HAYES; See.

H. SHAPLEIGH,
Wee.

MOUNTAIN

HAMPTON

Rev H F Dickey
Rev P Clough
Canaan & Orange ch. N H. per N Jones
J Morse and anotlier

B.'F.

ACADEMY.

JNO.

GREEN

8,25

oh.

Thursdaf’ Jan,

any inforu ation,

HE SPRING
TERN of this Inc<titution will
begin Feb. 16.
Board $3,560 per week, including
everything.
For Rooms or Board.address O. I, Dan
iels or A, J. S:nborn, the Principal.

Foreign Missione,
Mrs

or

LEBANON,

3t3

13,25

NM KE Libby, Chas St. Dover, N H
8 Teel, Goffstown Center, N H
Mrs H 8 Kimball, Sutton, Vt

SEMINARY.

will begin

Send for Catalogues

WEST

5,00

M W Warren, Lincoln, Ill. per F M Warren
Mrs Betsey Horton, So Puliney, N Y

BRONCHI-

HE SPRING TERM
commences
Feb. 16. Send for ciroulars to

of

IN

Me. per Miss E L Oliver

TERM

LEBANON

CHURCH.

used by physicians ia the treatment of coughs and
consumption, and has the reputation of being a very

It is now generally

27.

STATE

SPRING

the Principal.

2,00
8,00

1tis one of the few proprietary medicines extensively

bronchial

MAINE
HE

Society

CHURCH

ASTHMA,

118, etc. The object of the advertiser in sending the
Prescription is to benefit the aflicted, and spread information which he conceives to be invaluable ; and
he hopes every sufferer will try his remedy, as it will
cost-them nothing, and may prove a blessing.
Parties wishing the prescription will please address
Rev. EDWARD A. WILSON,
3m42
Williamsburg, Kings County, New York,

of Home Mission Society.
8. CURTIS, Treas.

Hanson Cook, Main St, Lewiston,
LM, per W H Bowen

uhes.

SURE CURE FOR CONSUMPTION,

who

presence

of the pre-

preparing and using the same, which they will find a

MISSION

[33

Om44

and

scription used (free of charge), with the directions for

Arthur Given, Lewiston, Me

them to

2mb50

1,76

Nelson Young, No Jackson, Pa
A friend, Greentield, Pa

a soothing effect

SPEAKERS

&

Mailed for

suffered several years with a severe lung affection,
and that dread disease, Consumption—is anxious te
make known to his fellow-enfferers the means of cure,

only two),

TO MISS
A.S. DUDLEY
FOR
MARTINSBURG, WEST VA,

Friends in Georgetown,

HARRISON

20,00

100,00

form, only Education

SHEPARDSTOWN

A.

THE Advertiser, having been restored to health in
a few weeks, by a very simple remedy, after having

us, who at the request of the said A.B, and
his pres-.
ence, and in the presence of each oiher, have hereunto
subscribed our nan.es as witnesses,”
SILAS CURTIS,
Treas
Concord, N. H.
?
rer
P. 8. Bequests to the F. W, Baptist Education Soclety

SENT

E.

TO CONSUMPTIVES.

should write against their names, their places of resideuce (ifin cities, the street and number). The following
form of attestation will answer for every state in the unfon: Signed, sealed, published and declared by the said

CASH

Boston, by

To all who desire it, he will send a copy

W.

advise

60 cents.

ecutive Committee of that Society to its charitable uses
and purposes,”
The Will should be attested by three witnesses, (in

in the same

is some

would

CO., Proprietors, and by all Druggists.

Treasurer.

will most variably give instant relief.
For BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA, CATARRH, CONSUMPTIVE
and THROAT

Tremont Temple,

2.0

Mission Society, incorporated by the Legislature of New
Hampshire, to be applied under the direction of the Kx-

be made

‘I

LOZENGES.”—ELISHA HNNTINGTON, M. D., ExLieut. Governor of Massachusetts.
For sale at No. 1

All Legacies to this Society should be made in the following form
BEQUEATH to my Executor (or Executots) the sum
dollars in trust, to pay the same in
days
after my decease to the person who,when the same is payable, shall act as Treasurer of the Freewill Baptist Home

should

NEEDS

10,00
50.00

SILAS CURTIS, » Treasurer.
Treasurer.

B.), as his last wiil and

PERSON
Costiveness.

25,00

10,00

Bequest of Bro Swain, late of Stiafford, N H. for
permanent Fund, per Hiram Felker, Exec
Interest on the above

(A.

EVERY

all those who are troubled with Dyspepsia, Costiveness, Piles, Biliousness, Headache, or any form o
Indigestion,to use DR. HARRISON’S PERISTALTIC

Wolcot & Hardwick ch. Vt. per J M Nelson

FOR

TROCHIES

WHAT

FUND.

TO THE F.
BOCIETY.

HAYES, No. 4 Bulfinch street, Boston.

remedy for habitual

6.74

Rev D Waterman, Milton Mills, N H
:
BENEFICIARIES.

.

BRONCHIAL

Y

PHYSIOLOGY

Address “THE PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE,” or
Dr.

Education Society.

A COUGH, COLD, OR SORE THROAT
lect often results in an incurable Lung

Price of SCIENCE OF LIFE, $1.00.

5,00

SILAS CURTIS,

Journal, July,

OF WOMAN AND HER DISEASES, $2.00. In Turkey morocoo, full gilt, $5.00.
Postage paid.
Either book sent by mail on receipt of price.

-

A friend

should be inserted in the place

Requires immediate attention,as neg

These are truly scientific and popular works by Dr,
Hayes,one of the most learned and Jopularphysiciaua

of the day.— The Medical and Surg

2
10.00

Gt Falls ch. N H. per J B Davis

states three

PHYS10-

INFANOY
ENGRAV-

of our race for these invaluable productions. It seems
to be his aim to induce men and women to avoid the
cause of those diseases to which they are subject, and
he tells them just how and when to do it.— Farmington Chronicle, Farmington, Me., Sept. 2, 1869.

81.82
250,00

Rispah Tower, Pierceville, Ind. per E Redlon

some

OF

N.B.—Dr. H. may be consulted in strictest confldence on all diseases requiring skill and experience.
:
eowlyds

Wolcot & Hardwick ch. Vt. per J M Nelson

BEQUESTS

TREATED

VALUABLE BOOKS.—We have received the valuable
These books
are of astual merit, and should find a place in every
intelligent family. They are not the cheap order of
abominable trash, published by irresponsible parties
and purchased to gratify coarse tastes, but are writ
ten by a responsible professional gentleman of eminence, as a source of instruction on vital matters, concerning which lamentable ignorance exists. The important subjects presented are treated with delicacy
ability and care, and, as an appendix, many useful
prescriptions for prevailing complaints are added.~—
Coos Republican, Lancaster, N.
H., Sept. T,1869.

5.0

N H

FREEDMEN’S MISSION.
Gideon Wilkins, New London, N H
J Bartlett, Monroe, Me

OF

or WOMAN

DR. HAYES is one of the most learned and popular
physicians of the day, and is entitled to the gratitude

Horton street ch. Lewiston, Me. per.J S Burgess

FORM

DISEASES;

and interesting character are introduced, to which no
allusion even can be found in any other works in our
anguage. All the NEW DISCOVERIES of the author

Pa.

2.00
2,60
2,20
5,00
5,83

Concord,N. H. .

Woman.

‘| medical works of Dr. Albert H. Haj es.

Mrs E F Morgan, Mohawk,
NY
John Mason,
Dover, N H.per
LR B
F WM Warren, Lincoln, Ill
Mrs A X Moulton, Concord, N H
Col Weare Q M. per H 8S Kimball
Sabbath col. in the first church in Belmont, N H,,
Mrs H 8S Sleeper 5,00; Joseph Xanborn 2,00; Moses Sargent, Joseph Folsom, Mrs J Sauhorn, J
Weymouth, W M Clark, G Swain. MrsJ WWells
$1 each; Mrs JLamprey ,75; DLeighton ,50; Mrs
B Johnson ,25; from other persons 16,32, per A
K Moulton
Estate of Moses Bates, late of Mich. per SWBates

nius Gordianus Pius reigned A. D. 238-244.

Every

man—are given in full. No person should be without
these valuable books. . They are utterly unlike any
others ever published.
.
:

1,00
15,00
11,66
450
2,00
5,00
4,36
5,00
12,50
6,44
1,00

GENERAL

for

whose experienceis of an uninterrupted magnitude—
such as probably never before fell to tha lot of any

8 Frost, Ea Parsonsfield, Me
Ch at New Market, N H. per J A Lowell
Col New Durham Q M. N H. per E A Stockman
Wau'cot & Hardwick ch. Vt. per J Ml Nelson
Gt Falls ch. N H. per J B Davis
Wellington Q M. Me. per J P Longley
Col Rockingham Q M. N H
Steep Falls, Me. per A Hobson
Col Corinth Q M. Vt. per S W Cowell
Hs Sebec Q M. Me, per B 8 Gerry
ev.

Concord, N. H.

Book

explained, and many matters of the most important

Mission.

South River Q M. Iowa
J L Sinclair, Contoocook,

IN

HYPO.

is nothing whatever that the MARRIED OR SINGLE OF
“EITHER SEX cat require to know, but what is tully

|

East Troy ch. Ba. per B H Stevens

question open to discussion how far it is to be regarded as an infallible authority on questions of
science or history that are quite indifferent in
their religious bearings.

DECLINE

DEBILITY,

These are, beyond all comparison, the most extra.
ordinary works on Physiology ever published. There

D Lothrop & Co., Boston, Mass
Rev A E Wilson, No Seribu,
NY
Thos Bickford. Bangor, Me
P Hugg, Middleport, Ohio

terest manifested in the Methodist Episcopal
churches.
There have been many conversions,
the attendance is large, and Sunday» schools are
in a prosperous condition.
g

questions

HER

EXPRESS.

Society.
On the Pacific coast there is considerable in-

PREMATURE

PHYSICAL

LOGICALLY AND PATHOLOGICALLY, from
10 OLD AGE, with elegant ILLUSTRATIVE
INGS.

ne

Rev 1 B Smith, Pike,
NY.
* J M Kayser, Atkinson, Ill
‘A Dodge, Sullivan, Pa
8 G 8mutz,
Connellsville, Pa
Rev'C Jenkins, Fullerville,
NY
8 A Stow, Minnesota Luke, Min (2)
Rev J Fullonton, Raymond, N H
“ W H Waldron,
Fabius,
NY
* J Rand, Blackstone, Mass
H C Martin, Underhill Cen. Vi
Jas W Martin, Woodyard, Ohio
Rev M Tupper, Churchville,
NY
* J M Langworthy, Prospect,
NY
“ A P Phinney, Parish,
NY
* J W Brown, So Addison,
NY
J F Buzzell, Warren, Vt
Rev 8 D Hopkins, 5221 Market St. Phil

peoplg there were indignant, and came to present
their‘case to the Methodist ‘preachers’ meeting,”

brethren to remain
and recommending

A

L TrusW H Waldron—A Whitney—8 Wiliams—S8 8 Wiggin—C A Whittemore—Mrs Henry White—E Winslow—3
B Young.

Books Forwarded.
BY MAIL,

AND

Entitled SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY OF WOMAN,AND

Tup-

Tasker—A M Totman—B Thomas—Mrs
vjded into groups according to their nationalities, | per-—L
sell-E Willard-- Wooster- -G Wheeler—A Wares—

to discuss important matters separately in their
native languages.
They then each choose two
mento discuss the affirmative and negative before the Council.
| The Colonization Society held meetings some
time ago in Providence; and the Episcopal
churches supperted them heartily, Bishop Clark

VITALITY,

NERVOUS

CHONDRIA,
aad all other diseases arising from the
ERRORS OF YOUTH,or the INDISCRETIONS or EXOESS
ES of mature years. This is indeed a book for every
man. Price only One Dollar. 285 pages, bound in
cloth. DR. A. H. HAYES, Author.

Received.

Thompson—dJ

INSTITUTE,

A Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure of

EXHAUSTED

W H Ackinson—N Brooks—G W Bean—H Brackett—E
Bosworth—J Bassett—S T Brown—F F' Bailey—I 8 Bur_bank—8 Barr—S8 I’ Cotton—dJ I) Cross—L L Cross—R BE
Cornwall—J © Choate—P 8 Congdon—J M Crandall—J
Chase—R Deering—C Daniel—J 8 Dudley—=R Dunn—H
F Dickey—S8 8 Douglass—B Edgerly—ds Edgecomb—dJ Erskine—dJ Griffin—Mrs J C Gaie—W C Griffith ~A H Gladden—L Hanson—G W Holmes—Miss C OC Hill—Annie
Hoyt—J A Howe—G E Holt—D W Jude—J dudkins—W E
examined was the pastor-elect, or Dr. Ide, or Lewis—J
Livermore—A A Laughton—H 8 Limbocker—I)
W Lord—J Mathews—D Moult'n—L W Mattison—J M
Mr. Trask, the Congregational pastor, who haporrison—A K Moulton—8 L Martindale—J W Martin—J
pened to be present.
“1
McAllister—O T Moalton—8 K Miner—R Martin—W L
B Neal—8 8 Ormsbec—R J Poston—Mrs M A
One million of the people of London neve go Noyes—dJ
Prince—N Pratt—C O Parmenter—L Phelps—L Plummer
to church, yet London” contributes m
ns of —W N Patt—J B Penington—R J Poston—B O Pratt—M
A Quimby—F Randall-G W Richardson—TA Ranney—N
poney to convert Asia, Africa and the Indias,
L Kowell-D L Rice—8 Ridge—J B Shipley -G Salisbury
J 8 Stamym—S Savage—I Stone—E Swain—C Steward—N
The confusion of tongues is so great in ‘the
F Strickland—dJ T Staples—J H Sanford—W Mtevens—S I

thatthe

MEDICAL

:

100,000 COPIES SOLD THE LAST YEAR.
THE SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF PRESERVA-.

Baptist church in Holyoke, Mass., quite a discussion took place in the council on the question of
restricted communion.
Dr. Ide placed this practice simply on the basis of expediency; and for
some time it was a question whether the person

Council at Rome

THE

(Opposite Revere House,)

.

MAN,

overa

BY

No. 4 Bulfinch Street, Bostgd,

C. J. Morr, Clerk.

adelphia Village, Feb. 19, 20.

PUBLISHED

PEABODY

JEFFERSON Q. M. wi'l holditg next session at Phil-

Catholic

Church; the Roman ‘clergy, however, have suggested that they should take time to consider.

At

i»

Q: M. will hold its next session with

the church in Lincoln,

decision in the

ssed a desire to enter the Roman

MANHOOD.
AND WOMANHOOD,

M. will hold its next session with

the Fairport
church, March 11, 12. Opening sermon
on Friday, at 2 o’clock, P. M,
WM. WALKER, Clerk.

this country of the evil results in Germany of a
union of church and state.
The Church Herald asserts that, in conse-

is sustain-

Plans for holding a New York State Methodist
Convention are taking shape.
Bighty-one Methodist Episcopal preachers died
last year, ending November,

Ministers and Churches.

are very

has

One of the best circuit-preachers
is an Indian chief.

To God

the friends‘in Brunswick, Me., for their

interesting.
new enter-

Sabbath.
He is a young man himself, thoroughly educated, and well versed in the Scriptures,
an extensive traveler in Asia, and especially
Bible lands.
Hundreds attend his class, manifesting a deep interest,
He is a splendid teacher,
and would “@o as well in a theological as in a
medical college.

WM. JOHNSON.

Rev. D. C. Burr and wife

reform

Christian Union, 4th Avenue,

lege of baptizing 8; also, Jan., 19th,3
others. Ten have heen added to the church
be all the praise.

(free com-

minister

Prof. Thompson, M. D., conducts a Bible Class
for young menin the hall of the Young Men's

fo Rock-

Dee. 16th, I had the happy

aloof from

ed with unabated interest. Bequests from all
parts of the country are sent here, soliciting remembrance in prayer, and reports of many remarkable answers are also received.
The pres.
ence of the Lord renders the place sacred, and
often glorious.

of worship will shortly be erected. We
cordially invite any of our brethren who
may be traveling to the West, to make us a
call and test our hospitality.
ROBERT MARTIN.

has heen enjoyed in ‘Ashford, Catt., Co.,
N. X.,
Howe.

The Fulton

has ted many hearts to seek his favor. Lips
tell of sins forgiven, which were only a
little while ago blasphemiog their Maker's
name.
We expect soon to organize a
church of about 50

Ifthey stand

by the more honorable and conscientious of them
and a society formed to induce members of the
profession to refuse to be made tools and servants of villians, swindlers and sharpers.
Itis
high time such a step was taken.
It is a shame
and disgrace, that an educated profession, possessed of xo much talent and sharpness of mind
should stand ready to aid any and every scheme
of fraud that villians may propose.
Success to
these reformers! They undertske a necessary but
very difficult task.
Greed
and
perfidy
are
against them,
;

J. 8. STAPLES.
For

modgl

New York lawyers.

next session, Feb. 19—20.
13TH LINE, CANADA.

think of this.

His remarks were very
munion).
The prospects of -usefulness in this
prise, are flattering.

I often think

fully

raised, and ample buildings are to

sailor, but is now a Baptist

spiritual man

loves the work.

that, when our

Harper's Ferry, W. Va,, Jan. 25, 1870.

Revivals, &c.

than

entering

A bethel for seamen has been recently established on Long Wharf,in Newport, R. L., by Bro.
It is a very pleasant
Charles Handard Malcom.
room, nicely fitted up, and conveniently located.
It was opened for the worship of God, on the afternoon of Jan. the 23d, Bro. Malcom making
the opening address, followed by Rev. Mr. Denmqre,.8 . Swede, who for many years wus a

Evangelist. He has a happy talent for explaining and presenting Bible truth, and a
verted.

about

Protestants ?

12

by baptism, and two ‘by letter.

umphs of the Gospel.

after more

is

this work of education, they invite Papists to pervert the negroes with their wiles.
‘Which do
the South prefer, a horde of negro Papists, or an
educated, religious,
industrious
population of

foreign fields rejoice in

{ri-

Seminary,

The Catholics are making great efforts to plant
missions among the Freedmen.,
The field isimmense, and if Protestants do not occupy and give
them the truth, satan will take the ground, and
lead the ignorant astray. Christians at the South

dale has enjoyed a few mercy drops during
the last twelve weeks. The Nov. term of
the Washington Q. M. was held here, and
a good season was enjoyed.
It was fullowed by a protracted effort, lasting three
weeks, The church was revived, backsliders reclaimed and sinners converted to

glorious

Clerk.

be erected, fo as td make this renowned school
of the prophets, truly metropolitan.
Bro. Dr.
Hatfield is devoting his enefgies to the accomplishment of this stupendous work.

Yearly Meeting,” and for 8. S. papers from
Dover and other places. They that give
to the poor lend to the Lord.
Harper's Ferry Normal School has 150
scholars and is gaining friends every day.
The success and prosperity more than
meet our expectations, Iray for the Shenandoah - Valley, and let all the churches
give for Home Missions till the treasury is
over flowing, and workers in home and

the

or pastor

address
ei-

yeais of prosperity,

of it is alregtly

S.

York

church

will please
:

MISCELLANY.

Union Theological

chose a ¢¢ Mission Com-

of life, because

there is no pitcher to take it in!
The night bas been long, the morning
cometh. Let the nations rejoice and all
that hath breath praise God. Our hearts
are cheered in our toil and exile with many
tokens of love and sympathy, and for myself and the Marfinsburg church, most
heart-felt thanks are returned to all who
aid us, especially to Miss Lucretia Meads

and Pa.

session, the Q. M.

have joined the church,—11 by baptism
and 1 by letter,—and s
others intend
to go forward. I feel that Bro. Randlett

she did.

Any

GENERAL.

DerauviLLE, N. Y. We are enjoying a
precious revival in this place. At its Sept.

first they

as

days’ meetings.

upon still wider usefulness.
New lots have been
secured in
vicinity of Central Park, a fund
of half
a milfion dollars proposed; the largerpart

at home.

surely

our churches in holding

up to declare the praises of the living God.

the needy

Let me speak a word for Home.
Not only
for Martinsburg,
for the Shenandoah Mission,
for the South, but for all our father-land,
loved America. Mary Magdalene has a
million of brothers and sisters in our own
fair country who need the healing touch of

aid

and a Church of working Christians built

seem to forget

The

and

thirty

afternoons.

oughtto do,and not leave the other undone.

with

represented.
Bro. Moody, from Hillsdale Q. M.,
wus present and added much to the interesto
the meeting.
Bro. Hurlbut was ordained to the
work of the gospel ministry.
Ordination sermon by Rev. C. Goodridge; consecration prayer
by Rev. 8. A. J. Moody; charge by Rev. C.
Goodridge; hand of fellowship by Rev. O. Kilgore; benediction
by the candidate.
Bro. Exort received license to preach one year; also Bro.
Lynder’s license was renewed.
Next session to
convene with the New Haven church, commencing February 25th, at 2, P. M.
0. KILGORE, Clerk.

J. W. LEVERETT.

soiry too, every week.

season

OXFORD Q. M.—Held its last session with the
Bruce. thurch. © The churches were generally

blessed

undoubtedly,

session

A good

W. F. EATON,

holy ordinance.

Rev. and Mrs.

its Jan.

Falls church.

wishing their assistance
ther of the eemmittee.

and sev-

their

Little

M.—Held

land church. Revs. W. KF. Eaton, B. F. Pritchard and B. S. McLeon were chosen a committee

HiLissoro,’ Wis, The F. B. church of
this place has been enjoying a precious rerevival of religion under the labors of Bro.
Isaac and Sister Mary Jackson.
Twenty
happy converts have put on Christ by baptism, and united ‘with the church,

Q.

wus epjoyed.
The guthering was large, the
meetings spiritual and refreshing, and, like Peter
upon the mountain, we felt it goodto be there.
Next session (May) will be held with the Port-

The Church'js repoit-

ed in a better condition

N.F. WEYMOUTH, Clerk.

EpcrecomB Q. M.—Held its last session with.

there has been a-prevailing religious interest

MACOMBER, Clerk.

. 'BXETER Q.M.=Held its Jan. session with the

follows:

school-houses

are expected soon.

We have missionaries among the Freedmen, evangelists among the weak churchin new fields, and

incorrect.

RIVER Q. M.—Held its last session

B.C.

united with the church, and more additions

Letus have the

votes.

es and

GrAND

A good
with the church in Chester, Jan. 7—9,
We were fuvored with the
time was enjoyed,
fabors of Bro. lsrael Luther, from Indiana, who
Next
preached the word to goud acceptunce.
session with the church in Lansing, Apr. 8—10,

proached the altar for prayers, and a majority of these have found Christ -precious.
The interest still continues.
:

this Home Mission work at heart, and will

to push.on the warfare.

BR

Rev. L. J. Phoenix is laboring with the
people, and there is a mutual striving for

have

been disheartened because we have done so
little. We cannot afford to do less.
But we shall get no collections unless the
pastors

~ Quarterly Meetings.

ALBA, PA.
We learn that the work of
the Lord is‘ being revived at this place.

above all, the courfige, stability and union
..of the churches, depend upon the vigorous

tant churches of the city are found among the
laity many prominent men in various walks of
life; but in the German churches there are few
such men. This he regards as a reproduction in

that the

Notices.

SK your druggist
for lHOMAPS PERSIAN
ue
A
"48H, and you will get the best known reme S00
dy for REMOVING MO I'H PATCH, TAN and FRECK.
LES. Manu tuired only by B. F. Rackley, Drug.
gist, Dover, N.
H! Price $1.00 per bottle.
6m5

.

H. Mission on its feet

Now let us put the

y by Rev, D, Al) on, Mr. . Geo,

In So. Addison, N. Y., Dec.25, by Rev.J,
Mr. Henry C. Carr

ww

5.00
8.00
2,50

1.73
0.0. LIBBY. Treasurer.
Ahi

er

sithor soling oF

, and

prosecu

in Machines, n

e full extent of the law, nal
obtained from us or our ‘Agents.
upon by parties who copy our ady
he and offer worthless Machines

4

:

;

a

parties

this name to
‘be

were
imposed
t and cin
i

can

THE MORNING STAR: FEBRUARY

1]

Spoils of the Sea.
>

“He wasmy son—my only son. How
aml togobackto his mother? How can

on the wind, a fragment on the

I break

sea, a waif,

awake before dawn, dressed, and, with

—

BY H. H. CLEMENTS.

‘{ bundle in hand, had léft his home
did not look back till he came

He

to the

turn

which shut it entirely from his view.

Then

They tell of a ship, of a storm and a wreck,

he

Of those who had brethers among the crew;
Nothing but ruins ever came back,~
Naught but a mast and a spar ortwe!

took a last look at the dear old place. It
was imprinted on his heart, every feature
of it, so deeply thathe could always call ig
up and see it as a living picture.

There comes a beat to the rocky shore;
Calm thy bosom, oh beautiful sea!

is & horror, a hopeless gloom;

hast no trophies or glories past,

No proud city or palace grand;

All we know of thy depthsis cast
Up from thy blue on the barren sand.
Mournfully tender thy white lips say,
¢ Youth and beauty are often mine,
Out on my bosom, at morn they play,

not,

J

only

fence,

and

their cold, still,

¢¢ God protect them,

upon the ground

to rest.

way again.

fears,

Thy empire glimmering on life’s shore,
white fleets sail thro’ the tempest’s breath,

To carry its pallid millions o’er;

Rest!

remorse.

He was

a

divide.

the Way.

milked..

He could

But how has that little one stolen
A march on my foolish old heart?
And why, as I watch those bright eyes,
‘Will the quick tear instinctively start?
Ah! because in the long ago years,
Ere time mingled my tresses with gray,
I, too, had a baby as lovely
As the little one over the way.
From the white robe and clustering curls,
From that vision of infinite joy,
Oh, sadly, so sadly I turn
To all Ihave left of my boy;
y-clothes, yellow with age,

To the curl that once lay on his brow,
To the old-fashioned cradle—the nest—
So drearily tenantless now.
The first grief comes back to me then,
The longing that cannot be told,
For the sight of the dear little face,
_For my own darling baby to hold;
And my arms ache with emptiness so

The sister is

sent

to

She

-

That I feel I am hardly content

And so, for the sake of the joy
oh
That long ago gladdened my heart,
For the light that once shone on my way,
So quickly, alas! to depart;
For the love that I bore my own darling,
All babies are dearer to-day;
And I think I must call on the mother
Of that baby over the way.

ing-case, a book or two are missed. Is his
Bible gone ? Thank God, itis! O, there
is some consolation—a little softening ofthe
anguish in this! The mother prays—‘‘God
of the

Bible,

God

¢f the wanderer,

« God help me!” he exclaimed.
considerate
George was discontented with farm life.

He complained that it was drudge, drudge
—néver any.rest and very little pleasure in
it. He was tired of foddering and milking
cows; of hoeing, weeding, raking, husking.
He ¢“ was never meant for it.”

he do
had

He sang of it as

‘“ the bold, the grand, the ever free.”

He fancied that he should like to ride its
proud waves, to battle with its storms, to
play with it and conquer it in accordance
with fanciful book-talk. Then he wanted
to see everything—whales, dolphins, flyingand

all

the celebrated countries and peoples.
As George grew discontented he "grew
undutifal. He worked grudgingly, slowly,
he said, as he

‘I'm sick to deathTof hoe-

ing,” he said,when sent to work ia the
field.
His father was often displeased with
and as often reproved him. This
George the more dissatisfied, and he

cornhim,
made
kept

work

What

hard

shall I

do?” he seriously questioned; ** ghall I go
to sea? It would trouble father if I did;

that would be one good thing,” he wickedly and foolishly

thought.

would miss him, and be sorry

scolded him so much.

The old man
It

might kill her.

and

patient!

Have

where?

To-the

nearest’

city.

Arrived

there, where shall he go?
To the wharves,
to the ships, to all his acquaintances.
He
advertises ; he inquires of every one who

may by any possibility know anything of the
wanderer.
In vain.
But he must

search on.

He- cannot

re-

turn to the broken-hearted mother without
tidings. They come at last. In another
city George had shipped for a long seavoyage.
Blessed news! He is still alive.
He may be found. The vessel may not
bave sailed, and the son may be regained
and be persuaded back to home and Idve.
But O, if the father be tod late!
If the vessel with George on board should have sail-

the

sulky

and

his

master

rode

minister drove up, Tom seizing the bridlerein as he stopped.
The hostess came out

with warm words of welcome for the new
comer, who, when he had replied, followed
the horse to the barn. But the animal was
already safely in the stable, and Tom was
sitting, on a box near the manger, staring
vacantly at the floor.
The minister loved souls and believed
that every living human body contained
a soul. He felt it to be his duty to say
something to the soul before him.

“ What is your name, my boy ?”
always

noticed

that boys with a deal of red hair, a great
nose and a large number of freckles, always
get on well in the world if they try to be
good.”
No answer from Tom, and the minister
went to the meeting-house.
That night the good man’s horse got an
extra half peck of oats. The next morning the minister went home, and a change
was noticed in Tom.
He did not spill any-

thing that day, neither did he break anything. He kept out of everybody's way,
and a strange fire burned in the eyes that
had been dull so long. He was faithful at
his work for a few weeks, and then he
felt the

minister's kitchen and

stable were

all.

fore he plunged into what appeared a great
sea to him—the city. He had many desires,
buf the mest ardent one of them all was

Three yedrs without him will bow

to the
break
Three
again

me

earth. Ah, it will not take so long to
the beart of her who bore him!
years, did you say, sir?” the father
inquires,
/

* She is bound on a three years’ voyage,”

was

the

reply.

‘“ Have

you

any

board of her ?”

one

on

en.

g

¢* Wait a minute ; the ship has been sgokWe've news from her.”

The father

listens.

The record

is

read;

head tguthe deck and was instantly kill-

_“ Ship ‘Julia,’ one day out from

ed.”

New

'

What is the matter?
How pale
man is ! Does he breathe P
¢ Is your name Allen, sir?” is asked.

The minister said

of red

the
!

hair, a great

G
nose and a large numget on well

in

the

world if they try to be good,” was the plank
to which poor Tom lashed himself just be-

that he might be good.

God

loved him

and led him to a place where the gospel
was preached in its simplicity, and ere long
laid

of Jesus.

hold, by faith,

Years

occurred, and Tom

have

of the

goodness

gone since all this

still lives and tells his

own story. He is ‘one of the most loved
and hovored citizens of Springfield, Mass.
He

is

the

firm

friend

of

the poor,

and

believes in being liberal wiih kind words
a8 well as. with money.
‘Words spoken in senson—how good they

are.

They are like apples of gold in pict-

ures of silver,

‘‘ He sold them and

bought

I see now.

“The manhad

little children, and

the

a

and clothing.

bought

from

oston:
pp. 482.

food

his wife

drunkard,

is in the

es brought

almshouse.

a boy

like you, with

a

healthy

taste for food and clear cold water.
ever swallowing

As to

a cow, much more

fifteen

cows, such a thing never entered his head.
But you see what he cameto at last. How
was it PHe began by taking a glass of ale or
beer,
or a little wine

at parties,now and then

This corrupted his pure taste

and gave him

an unnatural thirst, which only strong drink
would satisfy. From ale and beer he went
to whisky, rum and brandy ; and™he more
and oftener he drank, the more his thirst
increased, until he became a poor, miserable
drunkard. So you see, George, that no boy

¢«

Now, Aunty, that is too bad!” exclaim-

ed George. ‘You know I won't.”
‘So hundreds and thousands of little

boys might once have said, who, now that
they have grown to be men, are drunkards.

There is only one way of safety.”
;
+.“ What is that} Aunty?” asked the boy,
looking up with serious eyes.
¢1t is the way of total

abstinence, as we

call it—the only way of safety for boys or
men. If you never drink a drop of intoxicating liquor, you will never be a drunkard.
If you depart from this rule, no mad can
say to how low a depth of wretchedness
and degradation you may fall. The worst
drunkard in the land was once a pure and
innocent boy.”
“I'll never swallow even a calf!” exclaimed George, starting up and speaking
with
great earnestness.
‘“Touch

not,

taste

not,

handle

not

the

unclean thing,” said aunt Kate, ‘‘and all
will be well with you. But indulge ever
so little in drinking as you grow to manhood, and none can tell into what a great
deep of hopeless ruin you may fall.”

The Prisoner.
I was once

upon

the

same

car with

a

police officer and his prisoner, a very young
man, who was going to Auburn

a term of years.

prison

for

He was a fine, handsome,

rather elegant-looking youth,

well-dressed,’

and with altogether the air of an educated
person. But his wrists were fettered, and
as he sat in the corner of the

seat, he look-

ed so pale and wretched, so -altogether
overcome with shame and misery, that
all in the car pitied him sincerely.
The officer who had charge of him seamed more sorry for his prisoner than any
one else. He spoke to him kindly and politely, drew down the blind when he shrank
from the light, and - wrapped
"his plaid
- more carefully about him when he shiver-

As the train sfop-

ped a few minutes, the officer went out and
returned with a cup of coffee, which he tried
to make the prisoner drink; but the poor
boy only said, ¢* No, thank you, sir,” in a
grieving voice, and turned away.

‘What brought him to such a pass?”
said a gentleman in a low voice as the officer went by on his way back

to his

seat.

““ He don’t look like a criminal, and he is so
young.”
:
““ Well, you see, sir, I don't think the poor
fellow really méant any” harm; but he was
easily led, and he fell into bad company.”
How many a man who

has

‘never “meant

any harm,” has seen camse to ruc the day,
when he did not resolutely mean to do
right, and keep out of bad company ?—
Child's World.
J

The

French Chimney:Sweeper.

*

of the

Pope,

12mo.
x

Charles Mackay.
With an
a Commentary on the charg-

against Lord Byron by Mrs, Beech

Boston: Fields, Osgood & Co.—

Pamphlet.
pp. 128.
These three books contain nearly every thing
that throws any new ‘light upon the subject of
which Lord Byron’s morality is the principal
feature, and which Mrs. Stowe’s paper in the
Atlantic Monthly brought out into the arena of
bitter and passionate controversy.
The first is

her elaborate vindication of the points

made in

no

Protestant writer

complete arsenal of weapons for the attack®of the

Papacy, as it will stand- out before’ the world

when that dogma of infallibility shall exhibit it.
Indeed, it is a terrible

blow at the very

preten-

sions involved in- the idea of the Papacy. Such
a Catholic church as here pleaded for is not so
very objectionable

1870.

and

has,so impressively pointed out the folly, the absurdity and the mischiefs of that dogma. Itisa

in theory, but. it seems

to us’

wholly impossible in fact. Take away the Papa«
cy and the infallibility, and there is really nothing left for which most Catholics would care to
contend, and very little that the dominant ideas
of the nineteenth century would not soon modify
or sweep away.
But we commend this book.

with
. special emphasis to the attention of those
who would understand one of the great ecclesigstical questions of the day.

It is worthy

of care=

ful study, and probably represents very nearly
the same position as that occupied by Father
Hyacinthe.
And itis pre-eminently a book for
protestants, who would understand the question,
to read and study.
THE EARLIER YEARS OF OUR LORD'S LIFE ON
EARTH.
By the Rev. William Hanna, D. D.,
* LL.D.
New York: Robert Carter & Broth-

ers.

1870.

12mo. pp.

400.

Sold by D. Loth-

rop & Co.
THE SPIRIT OF LIFE$ or, Scripture Testimony
to the divine
‘person and work of the Holy
Ghost. By E.
H. Bickersteth, M. A., author of
“Yesterday, To-day and Forever.” Same Pub«
lishers, etc. 1870. 12mo. pp. 192.
;

“her magazine article ; and, though showing some
marks of haste, some looseness in style, some | Dr. Hanna has a mind and a heart that special
“partisan heat, a reverence for Lady Byron’s charly adapt him Yo the work which he has here un
-acter that is fare and almost romantic, and an al- dertaken.
He writes the Lite of Christ with do
‘most merciless indignation against Lord Byron
aim to reconstruct the scripture narrative so that
as having a villain’s heart along with a poet’s
it will harmonize with his preconceived opin«
imagination,—yet it is a piece of keen and vigorfons. His object is to seize upon the salient
ous criticism every way worthy of her reputapoints in that narrative, and, gathering around
tion for insight and ability.
:
)
them whatever light is afforded by the latest bibThe second of these works contains what purlical criticism and the researches of explorers, to
ports to be an autobiography ef ‘‘ the child of | vitalize the scenes that are described, and imsin” to whom Mrs. Stowe refers as the offspring
{ press the spiritual truths that render the deeds
of Byron’s incestuous wickedness, along with
and words of Christ so full of meaning and of
considerable critieiSm by the editor, who is not
transcendent and redeeming power.
The volprepared to endorse Mrs. Stowe’s story. The
ume is not less an aid to devotion than it is an
third is only remotely connected with the subject
interpreter of the record. Dr. H. writes in a
.in debate,—it being alleged ‘that Byron quoted it
pure, fervid, glowing style, that is equally redoin his.contest with his wife, as illustrating the
lent of culture and of piety.
We infer that this
spirit in which he intended to deal with Lady beautiful reprint is to be followed by other volByron unless she would connive at his offenses
umes that deal with the later periods of our
and keep her lips closed against the terrible seLord’s ministry as this deals with the earlier. It
cret which had made him desperate.
is a fitting task, and one that cannot well fail of
Of the controversy which has so stirred the
exalting the Lord Jesus in the view and the afliterary world in England and America,—of the
fection of all who truly love the Redeemer.
probable guilt of Lord Byron,—of the injury
Mr. Bickersteth’s volume, presenting the testiwhich Lady Byron’s reputation suffered while
mony of Scripture to the person and work of the
she lived and which her memory is still compel. Holy Spirit, is at once clear, devout, evangelical
led to bear,—of the estimate to be pyt upon Mrs,
and quickening, as is everything which emanates
Stowe’s attempt to vindicate the fame of the lady
from his sanctified pen.
He is always reverent,
and give the poet’s name over to the moral conscriptural and meditative, though not lacking in
tempt of mankind,—of all these points we have
the evidence of learning, logic and taste. His
neither the space nor the inclination to attempt a
treatise is adapted to exalt the office and give E
discussion.
But having given some attention to
definiteness to the doctrine of the personality and
the whole painful case as it has been brought out
Before the public eye, we have just these brief divinity of the third person in the Trinity.
statements to utter as embodying our own opinLIGHT AND TRUTH;
or, Bible Thoughts and
‘fons:
T
s. The Acts and the Larger Epistles.
Mrs. Stowe has not positively proved her
BF Horus Bonar, D. D. New York: Robpoint. That is not her fault; for the conclusive
r
Carter & Bros.
1870.
16mo. pp. 414.
testimony, if it exists, is beyond her reach.
nf,
Bonar has here given us a second volume
her book makes certain things plain. Lady By» ~ Dr.
in precisely
the same vein as the one noticed
ron did, in the most solemn and deliberate wagy
some time since.
These brief expositions, or
declare Lord Byron guilty of incest with his half
biblical lectures,or epitomized sermons,—what~

sister.

Her character was

such as to forbid the

idea that she maliciously invented the story.
Her rare mental clearness and vigor forbid us to

believe that she was the victim of such a hallucination as attends

sanity.
that she
evidence
| not have

and

establishes the

fact of in-

Itis possible,—though not probable,—
may have been mistaken, and that the
declared to be in her possession may
been conclusive. The admitted immor-

ever they

mdy be called,—are

sometimes valua-

ble for the light which they throw upon the passages which they specifically consider; they are
often suggestive, giving the mind a clew and an
impulse by the aid of which it is put upon the
line of valuable thinking; they are always stimu-

lating to the best ‘feelings of the heart, even
when they have no fresh thought to give, and
raise questions over the accuracy of his interpretation.
He is master of a pleasant style, the

alities of Lord Byron were such that it requiref
no special credulity to believe him guilty of this
possessor of a settled faith, and he writes with a
crime, on any proper evidence, and such eviview
to spiritual profit. Mechanically, the book
dence Mrs. Stowe seems to have had, Her theois a bunch of beauty and an embodiment of the
ry makes a very reasonable disposition of all the
best art in this special field, ’
counter testimony that her critics have brought
forward. Lady Byron was most fcully slandered
and unpirdonably ridiculed by both her husband -SHAKSPEARE'S MID-SUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM.
The designs by P, Konewka.
Boston: Roberts
and his allies. She was a woman who impressed
Bros.
1870. quarto. pp. 88,
nearly all who knew her with her eminent morAmong the sumptuous books prepared for the
al and Christian excellence, and Mrs. Stowe esholidays, this edition of one of the most striking
pecially, who was taken cordially into her confiand imaginative of all the great dramatist’s creadence and sympathy, looked upon her as one of
tions, takes a leading place.
The type, paper,
the noblest and most saintly of her sex. Mrs. 8. and especially the illustrations, known as silhoualso firmly believed that her fame was suffering
ette, are of the most exquisite kind, and reflect
through malignant and continuous misrepresentcredit upon all who have been concerned in the
ation; that truth and justice and morality were
production of a volume that so honors and exalts
being publicly sacrificed in her name; that they
the art of book-making, and so ministers to the
who had the means of telling the truth and clearesthetic faculty.
It is one of the richest as well
ing her fame were tacitly consenting to the terrias one of the most unique of all the holiday gift
ble wrong and falsehood; that the publi conbooks that has yet appeared in any quarter. And
science was being debauched by means of the unthough the holidays have gone by, yet the book
disputed libel and lie; that Lady Byron wished
is just as attractive and meritorious as it was a
the truth proclaimed ; that, unless she spoke, the
week before Christmas, and will be prized quite
falsehood would go on to gibbet the spotless
as much as a gift, and ornament a center table as
fame of a friend and canonize the reckless genius
admirably, in February as in December.

that tainted all who revered it; and that the duty
of speech was demanded alike by friendship,
honor, justice and public morality, Under the
pressure of that conviction,
Mrs. Stowe opened
her lips.. She did not probably dream that her

first word would wake such a storm of doubt, of
denial, of accusation, of pious horror and passionate mud-throwing.
But if she had expected it, we believe she would not have shrunk
from the ordeal though she would probably have
guarded her first statement with the testimony
and the logic that are now brought to its deféense.

Not quite satisfied that she judged wisely or
proceeded judiciously in opening this wretched
controversy; admitting that she has only made
her position appear probably, not certainly, correct; still, the evidence 1s abundant that all the

conscience

and

chivalry

of the true Christian

woman were called into play when she broke the
silence of the world over Lady Byron's wrongs;
that she has nobly
and truly vindicated her
friend; that she has made out a strong case
against the whole army of her malicious critics;

HISTORY OF ENGLAND, from the fallof Wolsey
to the death of Elizabeth.
By James Anthony Froude, M, A., late Fellow of Exeter College, Oxford.
Vols. 5 & 6. New York: C.
Scribner & Co.
1870.
12mo. pp. 474, 495."

Price per volume,

$1,25.

Sold

‘by E. J. Lane.

THE WONDERS OF POMPEII
By Marc Monnier.
Translated from the original French.—
Same Publishers, ete. 1870.
12mo. pp. 250.
We have spoken so strongly of the value of
this History of Froude, and of the excellence
and cheapness of this new and popular edition,
that we need only announce the issue of these
two additional volumes to induce readers to obtain a work that so admirably justifies: the outlay
and rewards the reader for the time spent over
the luminous pages.
:

_ The volume devoted to Pompeiiis another of
| the * Illustrated
Library of Wonders,” and gives
us a very satisfactory account of the buried city,
and of the process and result of exhuming the

treasures, The illustrations afford a real help in
giving definite ideas of the aspects presented by

the resurrected wonders, and the story, though
that tried to im. ~not marked
by the greatest simplicity of style, is
her womanhood and
yet well and attractively told,
+

and that many of the journals

peach her veracity, traduce
ridicule her statements, would

A pastor relates the following incident ;
Ilike to repeat the-answer ‘a little sweep
gave me in our Sundayschool. Knowing

credit If they were to confess their defeat and
take back their shameful charges. Itis pitiable

that all the children in my

that so much of what passes

class were

con-

stantly occupied during the week, I feared
the duty of prayer was sometimes neglected.
insisted, (hat day, on the importance of

prayer.

At the close I asked a little boy

of ten years of age,
fortable life in the
sweep:

who led an uncomservice of a master-

‘¢ And you, my dear friend} do

you

pray?”
“ O yes, Monsieur.”
when do you do itP
“And
out very early in the mornicg
not

do

themselves

for criticism should

be only a poor attempt to satirize what

there is

no ability to answer, and to smut a reputation
when the search for a fallacy is fruitless.
And thus we dismiss the Mubject. They who

wish to Bee the testimony may properly consult
the volumes whose titles we have given, along
with the articles in Blackwood and the London
Quarterly.

ever
THK POPE AND THE COUNCIL.
ton:

You go
do you

Roberts

Brothers.

By

1870.

Janus. Bos2mo, pp. 846..

Sold by E. J. Lane.
The subject of this volume is likely to gain at-

tention for it,

The authorship,~being written as

j it'is by German Catholics of the liberal achool,
~** Yes, M:nsiear, and we are only half who protest with all their strength against the
awake when we leave the house.. I think ultramontane theory, and insist that the Romish
church must put herself in sympathy with mod-

‘* When, then p"

:

I beg
pardon, sir.
Be always recolving or doing
good. not forbid us to resta little when we are
bett
lifeer
than homo, where parents love I'did not dream that the jour
young man who This will make your life otic ML
at the top. Then Isit on the chimney and
pudicare
for us?
was killed could be anything to you™
de:th happy, and your

ace. unt glorious.

to get a decree of the Council affirming the iiifale
libility

bt

er Stowe.
New York: Harper & Bros. 1870.
Pamphlet. pp. 92.
ADVENTURES OF CALEB WILLIAMS.
By Wil-

liam Godwin.

fearful an arraignment of those who are working

Redeemer.”—

Fields, Osgood
& Co.
Sold by E. J. Lane.

hy.
‘Edited by
ny
and

Isn't it dreadful to think ofP”
:
The children looked very sober.
“You'll never catch me drinking up fifteen cows, nor one, either,” spoke out
George, very positively.
“1 don’t know as to that,” said Aunt
Kate. :¢ The man we are talking about
was once

my

MEDORA LEIGH; A History and an Autobiogra-

and

children go hungry and cold, and he, a poor
miserable

and

it lacks the intense

personality and the terrific and biting satire of
that great work, Nowhere else have we seen 50

know

LADY BYRON VINDICATED.
A History of the
Byron Controversy,
from its beginning to the
resent time.
By Harriet Beecher Stowe.

But now, having swallowed

as we were saying,

I

© Literary Review.

and two

them

little.

no grand words with which to speak to
God. Most frequently I only repeat two
verses that 1 have learned at school,”
$ Which-are they ?”
My scholar repeated with fervor, ¢ God
be merciful to me a sinner;’ ¢ Let the
words of my mouth and the meditation
of my heart be acceptable .in thy sight, O

Well,

he sold the milk

fifteen cows and

the cows,

wife

Provincial Letters, though

very

French 8. 8. Magazine. ~~

beer with the money,” explained her aunt
Katy.
x
“Oh, oh! that was it.

Monsieur,

Lord, my strength

whisky and

* You see, Monsieur, our master orders
us to moupt the chimney quickly, but does

breaking heart.
“I'm sorry.

i

answered the little maiden, firmly.

about God butcan not-say I pray then.”

No answer, but the swell and heave ofa |

a

Her ears had caught the words in a conversation that was going on in the room.
“Yes,” answered _her brother George,
¢¢ he drank them all up.”
>
“Drank fifteen cows! I.don’t believe it 1h

** that boys with a deal

ber of freckles, always

Tom

?

‘¢ A son.”

in astonishment, looking up from her play.

ed as the door opened.

too small to hold him.

Bile. ‘Then ho was over-tired and grew

His words de.

to

away, charging him to be on watch for the
other preacher. It was not long before
the watching was rewarded and the strange

ed! Helis too late—ihe vessel has sailed.
.
¢¢ When will the ship ¢ Julia’ return ??
‘In three years.”
““ What a voyage! In three years the
bey will be a man, and have forgotten us

‘worked on more patiently ana dutifully
for Bedford ; George Allen fell from the mastws. His father was displeased, and

horse

“Tom, sir.”
:
‘¢ Well, Thomas, I have

latitude and longitude is given,

been too severe.

there did not seem to be

always in everybody’s way.
One Sunday, the minister was to exchange pulpits with the pastor of a church
in an adjoining town. Tom hitched the

I driven

He loved his mother
; how could he give her
pain? No, he conld not leave her. He

have

His nose was

The only thing that troubled him was,he was

out mine own son—him whom I loved ?”
He hastens after him. Which way—

that he had

But his mother!

would break her heart—it

#‘ Was

I severe on the boy?” he asks himself.
“0, that I had been more gentle, more

Away,

and be scolded for nothing.

bless

my boy! Save him—O, save him! For
the sake of the beloved Son of Mary, heara
mother’s prayer.”
The mother’s face tells the father all.

The Funilp Circle,

saying, “ Iwill not stay here to

ward him, because

best clothes,
his porte monnaie,
his little writ-

—Selected.

fish, all the wonders of “the earth,

learn

“ Swallowed fifteen cows!” said Bertie,

‘very large, and his face was covered with
freckles. So were his hands. His hair was
can tell what he may come to. Maybe, inthick and long, and was as red asit was
stead of swallowing fifteen cows, you will
thick and long. He had grown to be slow,
get down, one of these days, after you beawkward and lazy. He had a vacant look,
come a man, forty or fifty~and a house into
like a fool. Nobody had ever felt drawn tothe bargain.”
;

ere we die. God be thanked for this!
Death itself is nothing to the dying, still in
life.
:
George’s room is but little changed.
‘It
was always neat and orderly, and is so now.
He left it so on purpose, thinking of his
mother. But some things are gone—his

To wait for the summons to go
The way that my little one went.

He

to

Tom was a homely boy.

ness of soul, can come to us but a few times

What would

trades, and

the mechanics

of people, for he had a wonderful faculty of
getting just where somebody else chose to
be, and a pauper child has no rights that
human beings are bound to respect.

wretched

him,

with

all these years Tom had received nothing
but sharp invitations to get out of the way

and

wake

Some went

anything in him that would draw. He was
finds the open door, the deserted room.
about fifteen yearsold. Not very tall and
‘¢ George is up,” she says, returning.
not very round. The diet of the Poor-house
‘“ Where can he be?” the father anxious- was not calculated to increase the length and
ly inquires, as if of himself.
circumference of boys. That was a matter
‘“ Where can he be ?” responds the moth- that troubled the minds ofthe Board of
er.
Managers
not at all. The great question
¢« Have you called him ?” she inquires. '| was, how should they ever get rid of Tom ?
The barn, the woods echo back his name
The long-looked-for opportunity came at
in vain.
He will never hear himself called last. A well-dressed and fat man called for
by a father’s lips again. And this is the last a boy to help in his family. He was a mintime the father will speak his name without ister, and his wife wanted a chore and kitcha tear, ov groan, or inward sigh.
boy right away. There were no boys in
The breakfastis eaten in silence. Then the institution except Tom. The minister
the father, forgetting his work, walks the looked at him, spoke to him and finally orlast room and says, ¢ Itis so strange about dered him into his wagon.
There was no
George. He never did so before.”
baggage to attend to. On the way home
But he does not breathe his dreadful fears. there were no kind words and no sruiles.
It
No; if—if it is so, let the truth be broken was a chore and kitchen poy from the Poorslowly as may be to the gentle-hearted house, and a mere matter of business. They
mother.
soon reached the house,and Tom commenced
The moth
s quietly and alone to her work at once. He was awkward at everypoor boy's ‘deserted room. If she had sus- thing he undertook. He spilled, spoiled
pected anything before, she knows all now. and broke. He slept inthe stable near the
God help her! Such faintness, such sick- Horse and ate what the other servants left.

As I’ve sat at my chamber window,
I’ve noticed again and again,
The sweetest of baby figures,
At the opposite window pane;
Rosy eheeks daintily dimpled,
Curls that, without any check,
Tumble and twist in confusion
‘With the corals about its neck.

took his pail.

his

Alas ! she will never wake him more.

been called for by the Saviour.

others found a home with good farmers. In
short, every other child had been the recipient of kind words and other attentions from
the richly dressed ladies and gentlemen who
were wont to pass through the wards. And

‘‘How unusually late he sleeps !” says the
mother.
The sun is high inthe heavens, and the
cows are lowing for the pasture, still un-

the gulf so wide,

And soon illusion’s mocking rays

and sometimes badly.
* How I do hate to milk!”

lies to fill the places of children who - had

:

and

children had been brought

taken them away. Some went into rich fami-

chok-

pursued

too
the

there, and visitors bad spoken to them and

this morning,” says the father.

And the waning currént of each one’s days

some fine ideas of the sea.

laid herin a bed that seemed to him
narrow and dark. Since he came to

he

“ And what do you say?”
“¢ Ah,

Katy.

He lived in the County Poor-

Poor-house,
many

‘Swallowing Fifteen Cows.

3

it is funny.”
‘No, not funny, dear, but sad,” said aunt

took him away from his dead mother and

boy, hurrying on after a dream, but carrying enough wretchedness in himself'to spoil
even a paradise. Let us go to his home.
‘« Where is George? I haven't seen him

In shadowy outline, stands, O death!

knew.

be

house and had had no other home sinee they

was

of yearnings and regrets, misgivings,

Constantly out from-your rocky lair
You seem to fling us their dying moan.

hardly

ther and thy mother, that thy days may

other name.

We will not follow him in his weariness,
his loneliness, his perplexities, his heart full

Beautiful were they, but not too fair
For death to claim them for his own;

He

fa-

He went by the name of Tom, and cou...1
not remember that he had ever had any

unforgiving

the dear ones!”

not rest, and springing up, he

Daughters of goodness and sons that we prize
Lie deep entombed in the memory.

could?

thy

————

them

He

‘‘ Honor

The First Kind Word.’

It was the evening of the next day, and,
feverish and foot-sore, he threw himself

Tomb and eovert of more than what lies
Buried forever under the sea;

ifhe

O,

giveth thee.”—Golden Hours.

tightly and hurried on his way.

Ave all the spoil of thy world of woe,

What should he do?

heart?

long upon the land which the Lord thy God

ing down a sob, he grasped his bundle more

Beyond all purchase is what youn keep,
Hidden far down in the crystal wave;
Only the spoil of the ‘‘ upper deep”
Can well compare with thy gaping grave.

Running

and

find

whispered ; ¢“ God keep them!” and,

Virtues e'er shining with wealth of grace,

The Baby Over

the

graves? far he must be forgiven.
already half penitent.
:

The shroud of the storm, on thy beautiful face,
Droops as if mourning the Jost, below;

Will the two realms no more

againt

| How could he beaf to come

At night they rest in the dreary brine,”

' Is sweeping across

leaned

fore long. He would come back to it,proud
with success. He would gladden it again.
He was grieving its loved inmates now ; he
would make them rejoice. A dark, terrible thought crossed his mind. Would they
all be there wher he should come back?

Yon frail bark was the ocean’s toy,
And thy bright waters a loved one’s tomb.

And

paused,

force anew the command,

But he would see it again in reality be-

‘Where are the lovely forms you bore
Out on the laughing deep with thee?
Beside this mirror reflecting joy,

Thou

smitten

be learned. And surely his fate is enough
to teach you contentment
and patiemte in
your lot; to warn you against the folly of
boyish willfulness and self-seeking, and en-

forever.

How strange ! how foolish Y how mad!

Hunt for the shells when the tide is low, °
And gather the Alg® on the beach,
@, And list to the waves as they come and go,
They chant with a voice of prophetic speech;

we, There

her already

—who cares for him? Who cherishes, wlio Ged, be with her and support her!”
blesses him? . . .»
".
Mitr "~ Dgsyou question more concerning poor
George slept little that night. He was Geolit's death ? I havg toldspll that could

an
oy

virtue and reprove our faults ? Look at the
forlorn stranger, the homeless one; a leaf

.

prey.”

:

ern civilization

and

in

harmony

with’ the best

results of modern inquiry or give up her claim
to the homage of mankind,~this will prompt to
a careful reading. And the learning, the boldness, the

and

logical

the manifest

mark the work

vigor, the depth

resolution.to

from

be without effect.

of conviction

be heard, that

beginning to end, will not

It reminds

one of Pascal's.
]

ed

we!

CONJUGAL
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AGAINST

THE LAWS

OF

LIre

AND HuALTH, and their effect upon the Fa.
‘ther, Mother and Child.
By Augustus K,
Gardner,

A,

M.,, M.

D.

New

York:

J, S.

Redfield. 1870. Paper Covers.” pp. 240,
This treatise is tobe commended for its aim,
for the important information which it gives on.

subjects of the most vital moment, for its substitution of physiological truths in the place of em-

pirieal superstitions and falsehoods, and for the
dignified style and discreet reticence that Mi

low no healthy taste
offer nothing in the
rient imagination,
circumlocutory, but,

to meet an offense, and that
way of stimulants to a pruIts style is a little hard and
it tells what it has to BAY 80

miss

It can

that any reasonable intelligent reader will not
its meaning,

useful.

Tit CONGREGATIONAL

is unusually valuable.

hardly fail of being
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Its formal articles are va-

ricd and interesting, and its statistical informas

tion is full, well digested and most admirably
classified.
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©THE

;
tween the rooms where both the ladies
:
{were
béing examined, and ming led freely

An

American M.D.

in Paris,

A correspondent of the New York 7rib-

une, writing from Paris, gives the follow-

ing account of the.triumph of one of our
.young
countrywomen, who bore off the
chief honors at the examination which ended the course of study at the famous School
of Medicine :
vo
Passing through a dirty, winding,narrow
street, through the well-known
*‘Latin
Quarter,” we reached the famous Ecole de
Medicine, and entered the lecture-room.

There was

no accommodation in the room

for visitors, and yet there was something
to take place, for all the standing room
- ‘was occupied by young-men, students ev-

with the crowd.

be struck with the simple good manner of
these Frenchmen.
They showed. a deep
but a perfectly respectful interest in what
was going on, and the pleasure they took
in the success of the women was as cordial
as it was delicately expressed. At the end,

by the chain and the iron

was

selected

the American

American

a

a burst of appro-

“Tres

satisfait,”

their

ringleader,

many such cases

TT
+

Ag

iS

TS

.

Rrra

by

the

as

this,

the

1, aged

16 years.

A

found
him in
which
this to

little

the
bapshe
the

Teo

TO
S.

her sister who preceded her, she was going to
rest,
:
;
:
.
GILBERT HoLMES died in] Sutton, Vt., Jan.
18, aged 19 years. During his sickness he was a

great sufferer, but there was noj lack of patience,
not for a moment.
He was the youngest of the
family
and tenderly
beloved.
His funeral,
though in the week, was attended by adarge concourse/of people from this and adjacent towns,

body of the

PASTORS

from the atmosphere to the

ground.

Itis

8S.

Saar

Superintendents.

Catalogue of New Sunday School

Books just

published by the Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment. - These Booky are now ready for sale

and delivery.
Series.

Sabrina Hackett, :.
I
fakgltyse:

NANCY A., widow of the late David Field,died

QUESTION BOOKS.
ditions:

eel

ASA

Rainy Day Series.
A Rainy Day at School,ceeetscecessosees ,T5

60 years.
life were
communTaunton.

nubian

The subscriber offers to pay the
of $150. for the best original
mehuscript for a Sabbath School
Question
Book that shall meet the following con-

:
Prize

trust, is now the * ‘better portion.”
W. L. NOYES.
in Norton, Mass., Jan. 13th, 1870, aged
About thirty years of the last of her
spent in the service of the Lord, and in
ion with the 1st F, Baptist church in

NEW

CHURCHE

He expressed his readiness to depart, and his, we

always dangerous in a thunder-shower to
be so situated in relation to surrounding
bodies that are good conductors as to form
with them a channel for the ‘passage of
the force.—Jacob Abbott.

the

OF
AND TO

Jan, 15, aged 21 years. She often expressed an
interest in the Saviour’s love and felt that, with

special

» 7

hr Hbetisemnis, _

MARY, daughter of Silas and Julia Howe, died
n Sutton, Vt., Dec.

more than a year ago she sought and
Saviour. Subsequently she followed
tism and united with the ‘church, of
was a faithful member till called from

brigand was so situated as to form part of
achain of communication well
adapted
|
for the Slewicky to pursue in Its
passage ‘which furnishes a testimony of his high'-worth:

they ran down to the court-yard to hear th
usher read the decision. The verdict was:
for the two young men, ¢‘Passable,” a very
low mark; for the English lady a ‘‘Bien
satisfait,” a very high mark indeed, and
the

-~
rreranalgen: gr
ARLES
I
SRR
%

a

church triumphant.
oon.
ELLEN, sister of the above, died in Satton, Vt.

judgment .of Heaven, in retribution for
his crimes. In this case, and |indeed in

bation sent from the group of students as

for

to which

trolled, were struck with consternation, believing that the lightning had intelligently

girl, rubbed his hands, and turning to his
colleague, said aloud, “Oh! Tres -Bien !

there

fixture

laws by which this natural agency is con-

attempted to conceal his satisfaction atthe

Bien!”

SOE om ES

it was attached, passed through the body
of the chief and -instantly KilI him. His
comrades knowing nothing of the natural

when the Dean of the Faculty, who had not

Tres

EE SDI

ring or staple, his companions, bound in a
similiar manner, around him. The electric
charge, controlled probably in some degree

It was impossible not to

failure ofhis efforts to stump

EL

MORNING STAR: FEBRUARY 9, 1870,

:

"LITERARY MISCELLANY,

Sr

Ty

iis

1. It must contain matter sufficient

to make not less than 144 pages of a
book whose full pages shall contain 3%

idently, who kept their eyes pretty con- ‘highest that is given, and the first time it
Birth Day Present,csecsesecescscscscsecs 40
gained this year. And this is the
stantly fixed upon the doors at the further has been
end, where servants with bottles, papers, way, oh, boys of Philadelphia, that women |
Jlrs. Child’s Series.
| lines of 85 letters each ; or, pages like
Sister F'. was greatly beloved as a -neighbor,
A Russian Fable.
books, and sometimes with nothing but an are treated in the greatest University in the
friend and Christian, and she is deeply lamented.
‘The ChristChild,essesssesseseersressasss 75
those of « Lessons for every Sunday in
official look of importance, kept coming world.
She
was
ready
to
meet
her
Lord.
Com.
"The Russians have a fable illustrating the
Good Little Mittie,...
and going, At last enter, all at once,
the Year.”
EB
Making
Something...
FREDERICK
B.
WOODWARD
died
in
Pawtuckfact that the rewards of fidelity often come
three, four, six gentlemen in an odd cosJamie and Jeannie,.eeees seeessoes
et, R., L., Jan. 2d, aged33 years, 9 months,
Bro.
too
late
to
be
of
any
service:
=
*
‘Male
Flirts.
tume, black silk gowns with scarlet satin
2. It must be adapted to the use of
Boy’s Heaven,.eeesssssnsaresessess
W. was a Christian, and a member of the 1st
F. Baptist church in Taunton.
His late resilinings, capes, sleeves, or whatever fanA certain squirrel served a lion so well dence
adult’
classes in our Sabbath Schools
Bright
Day
Series.
2
was in Pawtucket, where he was a member |
tastic upholstery, and caps evidently sugThe male flirt is pretty equally distributed that it was promised a whole cart-load of of three benevolent societies, from which he reBright
Days,eeeccecsseserscenssensoneesl,2p
gested to the morbid imagination of their
and
to
follow in regular gradation the}
through various ranks in the social scale; nuts gs a reward. Time passes by, but the ceived the highest honors conferrable by them.
Sunny SKies,eeesteneicctsrncncenniaeeesl,2p
inventor, in an age that will never return,
His
remains
were
brought
to
the
city
of
Taunton
nuts
come
not,
and
the
squirrel
is
often
so
book
above
referred to.
:
Pompeii and Herculaneum,.eeeeeessioss.1,25
4 the pies in the pastry-cook’s windows. but the higher atmospheres are best suited hungry that he finds it hard to grin as he for burial, where appropriate services were atfor
his
complete
development.
He
is,
of
G. W. RICHARDSON.
hey may be described as a sort of dice3. It must treat in a clear and sys"Postage on the dollar-and-a-half books, 16 cents
should when in the presence of his royal tended by the writer.
box, made of black velvet and scarlet satin, course, a squire of dames ; but his object is master. Sometimes when he passes neara
each; on the dollar-and-a-quarter books, 16 cents
tematic
manner of Christian Doctrine, to
single
a
few
from
the
herd
roaming
on which somebody had sat down heavily
forest he sees his former companions glanceach; on the 75 cents books, 8 cents each.
when they were fresh from the oven. This through his . ordinary hunting-grounds.
ing through the anderwood, and hears them
Development. and Duty.
Parties designing to get new Sabbath School
simile confounds the dice-box and the pie, He does not care to meet his match, nor does cracking nuts at their own sweet will.
Libraries, or to replenish old ones, can send us
his match care to meet him. The precious
as 1 perceive, but it makes no difference.
He also offers to pay the sum of
Often he is on the point of rejoinining them,
their orders which will be immediately filled with
It is not at the professors, however, pale soon discoves that they might as well but just as he is moving toward the trees he
$100.
for the best original manuscript
our
own
publications,
or
will
be
filled
with
the
rop
their
foils
when
they
neither
hit
nor
that the young men are looking. No, it is
is called back on urgent business. At
books of other publishers,and will be furnished to for a Sabbath School Question Book
at two young
ladies who enter with the disarm each other, Our man flirt, however, length the squirrel grows old, and the lion
Sabbath schools in Libraries, at wholesale prices.
learned gentlemen, the one an English does not want for recreation. The country finds him tiresome. The time has come for
that shall meet the following condisupplies him at the start of every season.
Address,
‘L. R.-BURLINGAME,
git, the other an American.
The
Enghim to withdraw from active business. So
Dover, N. H.
tions, viz. :
shwoman has the fine complexion of her It is his agreeable, self-imposed duty to the squirrel is put on the retired list, and
race and the beautiful hair; she is dressed attach himself to a young girl as much as the cart-load of nuts is given him at last.
Remittances of money for our publica~
1, Tp
soni not less than 108
THE BEST MEDICINE FOR
elegantly, but without finery. The Ameri- possivle, and imply that he is madly fond of Splendid nuts in truth, and such as are seltions may be sent either in Drafts on New
er..
The
elegant
fellow
does
this
with
and
not
more
than
120 pages, each of
can is smaller, is dressed with an absolute
dom seen ; picked fruit, each one perfection
plainness, not A wisp of superfluity in her his tongue in his cheek all the time. itself. There is just one thing, however, All Diseases of the the Throat and Lungs York or Boston, and made payable to the whose full pages shall contain 32 lines
order of L. R. Burlingame, in Post Office
- garb, and with a certain quaint scholastic He never commits himself, to use a favor- which is a pity—the squirrel has long ago
We claim for the European Cough Reme- Money Order, or in Registered letter.
ite phrase.
That
is, "he has never
of 35 letters each; or, pages like
air, that contrasts oddly with her fresh,
lost
all
his
teeth.
:
the
courage
of his intention “when
edy that its power to relieve and cure obstigirlish face, and her youthful figure.
Moneys
thus
sent
will
be
at
our
risk.
those
of the “Story of Jesus.”
his intention is bad, and he is. equally |nate and long standing coughs, and pulmon- Otherwise they will be st the risk of those |:
This,
then, Is examination-dfy,
the brave when his inclinations are
good.
If
A Territorial Delegate.
2. It must be especially adapted to
fourth examination, and these young laary diseases in general, is UNEQALLED BY sending them.
women only knew the utter: worthlessness
dies have come to take their places with
children
from 10 to 15 years of age,
ANY
MEDICINEKNOWN.
The
proprietor
beof
some
of
the
nincompoops
they
occasionalGeorge Alfred Townsend, in his Chicago
the young men who have been pursuing ly favor! I have seen a male flirt—his soft
came
acquainted.
with
the
ingredients
of
and
to
follow
in regular gradation the.
Tribune correspondence, thus describes that
the same studies, under the same direcE WANT
AGENTS
EVERYWHERE.
To
brain rendered softer by the use of wine—
canvass for Henry J. Raymond and New York
which it is composed while conducting an
tion, and for the same space of time.
The
member
of
the
National
Legislature
known
book
referred to in the first condition
pull out your tender, and indeed, harmless,
Journalism, an Octavo volume of 500 pages, beautiYoung American, with all her unconsciousapothecary .establishmentin England nearly fully illustrated and richly bound; being a life and
note, Miss LAURA, for the criticism of a cir- as a Territorial Delegate :
above.
history full of deep interest to alh-*.The author, Mr,
ness, is a character that must one day take cle
of mean snobs, of his own quality, in a
A Delegate is a sort of Congressional tad- thirty years ago. In that country its suc- Maverick,Managing Editor of the New York Evening
its place in history.
Of herself and by her
8.It must present in a clear and
Post,has in this book revealed many scenes of stirring
club
smoking-room.
The
pleasant
dandies
cess was almost incredible, many persons
pole.
He can swim and dive, but he can
own strength she has accomplished a long- are bartering confidences and testimonials,
intérest never before shown to the public. Canvassers
not
croak.
‘He
has
no
vote
upon
what
he
being
restored
to
health
by
its
use
who
concise
for
this
work
will
derive
great
benefit
from
gratuitous
manner the Life and Teachingscherished purpose and opened a way to you perceive, and are so far honest as’ to
advertising,
Send for descriptive circular
has been talking about.
He says, ‘ My
were supposed to be in incurable consump- editorial
women that, until she came,
was entirely
and see our extra inducements.
of
Christ
or other prominent Bible
keep
back
nothing.
Well,
these
fellows
voice is for war !” but that is all of him that tion, and since its introduction into this
closed to them.
Defeated in her quiet,
8t2
A. 8. Hale & Co.; Publishers, Hartfprd, Ct.
-| characters.
persistent) efforts to get access to the are vulgar exceptions, if you will; but let is. He is cruelly endowed by Congress couutry some 12 or 14 years ago, it has been
Those of the former are
schools of medicine in New York, she me warn ladies addicted even to ‘ harmless with the power to put his nose into every
i
preferred.
flirtations” against trusting MS. with a com- question, but his hand nowhere. He dis- equally successful, effecting everywhere the
came, about two years ago, to Paris, and
mon
‘‘yours
sincerely”
at
the
end
of
it
to
male
obeys
his
Bible
every
day,
which
says:
‘Let
most
extraordinary
cures.
Many
persons
tried here what had been tried in vain by
And generally, each book manuherself in her own country, and by Eng- friends. This advice augurs badly for my all your conversation be yea! yea! and whose lungs had, by physicians, been proOBERLIN COLLEGE.
script must have 52 lessons and be in
lish women ini England and Scotland. The male acquaintances, does it? Not at- all, nay ! nay!” while, according to the rule of nounced hopelessly diseased, emaciated by
ouly school of medicine to which women Miss, I assure you. Ihave known the most Congress, he has everything but a yea and coughing, night sweats and raising of blood,
the possession of the undersigned on
The claim of this Institution to first rank as a place
had succeeded in getting admission was honorable man in the world to thoughtlessly nay. Besides, he is subjected to the indigleave
an
ordinary
note
of
thanks
for
the
to
obtain
a
thorough
education
in
all
departments
of
or
have
been
cured
by
from
one
te
half
a
dozbefore the first day of, April, 1870.
nity
of
being
sworn
in
after
the
regular
that of Zurich, where there is at present a
considerable number. I think: that until loan of a book on his shelf, and a miserable ‘ members,” like a negro Methodist who is en bottles of the European Cough Remedy, Music is being sustained by a constantly increasing
Manuscripts
not adjudged
best,”
this young lady made her's there had been sequel to follow. And this is a trap of the allowed to speak in class-meeting after the everywhere establishing the belief that it is patronage from all parts of the country.
male
flirts,
To
establish
an
intimacy
with
but having sufficient merit and adaptapoor white trash have finished. This kind the greatest remedy in the world for coughs
no application to enter the Medical School
None but first-class Teachers are employed; all of
of Paris. In advance, every one said that justa whiff of impropriety is what he de- of second-hand Congressman, I commiser- of every description, and for.consumption in
tion to our wants will be bought at a
the present corps having been educated at the celeit was a thing impossible to be done. But sires of all things. What a grand triumph ate. He is like Shylock, invited to Bassafair price.
as Kossuth grandly said, “There is no dif- it is for him to win a girl's heart—to see the nio’s dinner: ¢ To smell pork; to eat of the all its stages. IN WHOOPING COUGH it acts brated Conservatory at Leipzig, Germany,
ficulty to him who wills”; nor to ‘her” love forhim growing in her face day by habitation; to buy with them, sell with like a.charm, never failing to relieve and
The committee of award are Rev.
day—to baulk it now, to challenge its sympthem, talk with them, walk with them, and
cure. It is purely vegetable, and may be
either.
Miss
believed this and acted
BRANCHES
TAUGHT.
G.
toms
again,
to
discover
its
shrinking
senT. Day, Rev. J. A. Lowers and L.
go following ; but net to vote with them !”
upon it.
The first application was made
taken with perfect safety by the most delito a certain Professor for permission to en- sitiveness, to subject it to sudden chills,
La
R. BURLINGAME.
Ld cate person or the youngest child.
Price 85
Piano Forte, Cultivation of the Voice, Organ, Har
warmth, and fickle returns, until the pure
ter his dissecting room.
The request, feeling
Saturday Night,
cents and $1 per bottle.
:
has died, and lies a cold corpse, and
L. R. BURLINGAME.
mony and Composition.
made through a friend, was granted. Miss
Sold wholesale by John F. Henry, succesthought herself happy. when, lo! a heavy as a stone at the soul's gate of the
Dover, N. H., Dec. 15, 1869.
Some
one
beautiu)
says:
Tia
woman
for
the
rest
of
her
life!
A
noble
SPRING
TERM
letter comes saying that Professor S. had
sor to Demas Barnes & Co.New York ;Goodsuccess and victory this, is it not?
And
taken
Saturday night makes people human,
it for granted that” Miss
win
&
Co.,
Boston;
J.
Balch
&
Son,
and
begins February 15, 1870,
would attend the classes in men’s clothes. even without risk—for the male flirt never sets their hearts to beating softly, as they
Chambers & Calder, Providence, R.
I.,
Down went the plucky
little American goes beyond the convenances; never, if one used to do before the world turned them inFor full particulars send for circular,
heart to its owner's heels. Men's clothes! may be permitted, attempts absolute seduc- to drums and jarred them to piéces with Burnhams and Van Shaack, Chicago, Ill. ; H.
tion.
No,
he
is
a
much
superior
artist;
and
FOR EVERY TOWN IN NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Address,
The thought had never entered her head.
tattoos.
The ledger closes with a clash,
H. Hay, Portland, Me.,and retail by drugThe next day she saw the Professor, or one his prosperity carries its own reward with the iron-doored. vaults come to with a bang, gists and medicine dealersgenerally.
she took for him, passing across the court. it. Women like him better for his cruelty. up go the shutters with a will, click goes the
Good canvassers can make money rapidly, and do
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC,
She walked up tohim and_introduced her- — Gentleman's Magazine.
key in the lock. It is Saturday night, and
_ good, selling the)” Z
3m2
OBERLIN, OHIO.
CURE FOR FEMALE WEAKNESS.
self, saying that she understood that he
business breathes free again. Homeward,
This wondérfiil medicine, made from an Indian recwished to speak to her. The good Profes|
ho!
The
door
that
has
been
ajar
all
the
tipé, i8 entirely vegetable, and is a certain eure with
The Englsh Language.
sor explained politely to her, that anapPERKINS & HOUSE
week gently closes behind him, the world
out supporters.
By enclosing a three cent postage
stamp, I will send you my circular which will give
Rlication had once been made to him by an
is all shut out. Shut out? Shut in, rather. testimonials.
Manufactured
and
sold
by
MRS.
LINUS
Must appear fearfully and wonderfully
nglish lady, an artist, who wished to
Here are his treasures after all, and not in BELCHER, Randolph, Mass.
Patent
Non-Ezxplosive
SECOND-HAND
Sold by G. C. Goodwin & Co., 38 Hanover Street,
study anatomy in his dissecting room; made to a foreigner. One of them, looking the vault," and not in the book—save the
Boston,
Mass.,
and
by
all
Druggists.
Price,
81
per
at
the
picture
of
a
number
of
vessels,
said,
that she had been permitted, on condition
record in the old family Bible—and not in bottle.
eowbmdg
of putting
on men’s attire; that she had ‘“ See what a flock of ships.” He was told the bank. Maybe you are a bachelor, frosty
that a flock of ships was called a fleet, and and forty.
consented, and that he saw no reason why
Then, poor fellow, Saturday
Stones 80 inches in diameter, manufactured
IT CANNOT BE EXPLODED BY ANYTHING
Miss
A SAFE,
night is nothing to you, just as you are
should not do the same.
The that a fleet of sheep was called a flock.
by
HoLMES
&
BLANCHARD.
Has
been
in
SHORT OF
little lady looked up from her short five feet And it was added, for his-guidance, in mas- nothing to anybody. Get a wife, blueCERTAIN
o
to his towering six, and, throwing out her tering the intricacies of our language, that eyed or black-eyed;
but, above
all,
use about two months only.
Also,
Nitro-Glycerine or Gun-Poswdey !
arms, exclaimed: “Why, monsieur, look a flock of girls is called a bevy, that a bevy true-eyed.
Get a little. home—no matter
SECOND-HAND
Dr. C. F. Elliott of Great Falls, N. H., says, Jan. 14,
at my littleness!
Men's clothes would on- of wolves is called a pack, and a pack of how little—a sofa, just to hold two or two
1870: “Knowing as I do that Kerosene must, necessaexaggerate it; I should never be taken thievesis called a gang, and that a gang and a-half, and then get: the two or two and
rily, be the means of light for the people general
T
W
0
Steam
Boilers
or a man, and the objection to mixing with of angels is called a host, and that a host a-half in it, of a Saturday night and then
and knowing, also, the fragile lg
erfectly uns;
character ofthe lamps used, I Moor: J 5 myself of the
the students would
be increased a hun- of porpoises is called a shoal, and a shoal of read this paragraph by the light of your
each
4
x
20
feet,
with
two
Flues
15
inches
first opportunity to obtain some ofthe Perkins &
buffaloes
is
called
a
herd,
and
a
herd
of
chilNERVOUS
dred fold.”
Struck by her earnestness and
wife's eyes, and thank God, and take courHouse.
Iam perfectly delighted with‘them.
I think
diameter.
:
DISEASES.
they are all that is claimed for them. I also think
her, simplicity, the good Professor—for the dren is call a troop, and a troop of partridg- age.
that
whoever
labors to secure their general introduerest, a famous man—at once gave her the es is called a covey, and a covey of beauties
SECOND-HAND
Its Effects are
tion is truly a public benefacter.”
is called a galaxy, and a galaxy of ruffians
permission she demanded.
Still, this was
Magical,
Prof. Sylvester Dixon, of Tiiton, N. H. Female ColOur Social Paradise.
ON
Steam Boiler
is called a horde, and a horde of rubbish is
not the medical school, and that washer
lege, says, Dec. 16,1369: Having made trial of PerAn UNFAILING REMEDY for NEURALGIA FAc——
:
kins
& House’s Patent Non Explosive Kerosene Lamp
called
a
heap,
and
a
heap
of
oxen
is
called
a
aim.
What, then, was her delight when
IALIS, otten effecting a perfect cure in a single day.—
81-2 x20 feet, with two Flues 18 inches
I can most cheerfully commend its use. It gives a
Appleton’s Journal has the following re- No form of Nervous iseace fails to yield to its won-i |
one day the same Professor said to her, drove, and a drove of blackguardsis called
clear, steady light, far surpassing in brilliancy that of
derful power.
Even in the severest cases of Chronic
the ordinary Kerosene Lamp, and commends itself
in diameter.
‘But, why don’t you enter the school ” a mob, and a mob of whales is called a specting the female portion of society in our Neuralgia,
affecting the entire system, its use for a
foriits economy as we | as its safety.
Its construc‘But, sir, that I am fold is impossible !” schogl, and a school of worshippers is called day:
.
|
few
days
affords
the most astonishing reliefand rarely
tion is such as to preclude the possibility of explo$e
Above
Boilers
in’
excellent
condition.
Ap
fails to produce a complete and permanent cure.
It
sion.
“By.no means. Make your application. a congregation, and a congregation of enIt has only to be knawn to come into
general
Our
society
is
so
much
an
affair
of
frivcontains
no
materials
in
the
slightest
degree
injurious,
use.
I am pleased to find such a lamp, and shall use
gineers is called a corps, and a corps of
It will be granted.”
ply to
:
It has the unqualified approval of the best physicians.

LCLARKE’S
~ EUROPEAN
COUGH REMEDY.
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CANVASSERS-

FOR

ONE

And, for a sequel, there she sits to-day,
on the bench withtwo young men, passing
the fourth examination, and sailing past
her companions in the race, as if she were
born to the water, and’ they were canary-

birds.

I should

professors

to

and

to

describe

the

whole examination. How it brought back
my college-days, with their hopes and
fears. The two students who were exam
ined at the same time with Miss
had
evidently wasted their time. One stuttered

so that it was heart-breakFinally, tears coursed one

another down his innocent nose. He could
not describe a potato. I suppose he had
never seen them except when fried. He
could not describe anything.
His tongue

clave to the roof of his mouth.
And the
professors boosted him, and his young
friends behind boosted ,him, but ‘twas
of

no

avail.

Then

people is called a crowd.

Brain

like to describe the three

you,

and stammered
ing to see him.

robbersis called a band, and a band
locusts is called a swarm, and a swarm

came

the next,

and

he

was better by force of contrast, but, judged

of
of

Workers.

Dr. Beard, in Hours at Home, says brainworkers, as a class, are more active than
mechanics or laborers. The literary man
need never be idle, for his thinking powers—the tools of his trade—are always at
Bulwer,

in

his

Caxtoniana,

men-

tions this fact as a great advantage that the
literary man

has over all others.

The me-

chanic has a definite task, assigned for certain hours, and when that is over he feels
free to rest. On the other hand, the powers of thought and composition are only in-

terrupted by sleep, and the intensity of the
labor is measured by our mental discipline
and powers of endurance. Brain-workers

exercise, more or less, all the organs of the

by any absolute standard, quite incapable. oy as well as the brain. Even the most
The first had failed when brought up to the secluded book-worm must use his muscles,
standard of potatoes ; the second succumbed to a.greater or less extent, and the great
when asked to tell what he knew about majority of literary and professional men
opium.
’Twas of no use. Then came the are forced fo take systematic and vigorous
lady’s tarn, and how easily she did it! In exercise, in order to keep their brains in
a low voice, meant for across the table, good working order.
On the other hand,
without appearing to know that there was the uneducated and’ laboring classes, while
a cordon of youth two deep about her, she they toil with their hands as their daily
answered all her questions, and showed necessities require, are apt to» let their
* that she had studied well. Perfect self- brains lie idle, and thus the most importpossession, with oF fat modesty—a born ant pagt of their nature undergoes comparthe words that one of atively little change, except that which
comes from

time

and

disuse,”

5

Lightning as a Detective.
reflected

more

acter

and attainments

honor upon the

name

of

American women than all the doings of
the aforesaid upper circle could reflect dis-

A great many curious

tales ave related

we protest.

so

little an association of

life. Then we have the vapid girl, the
pensive gir, or a bevy of milliner-made
girls,

who

forbid

generation.
saints!

You

any

Pensive

You

will

hope

for the

next

Thousands, in every part of the
acknowledge its power to soothe
and restore the failing strength.
Sent by mail on receipt of price
One package
.
.
$1.00
.
Six packages
.
.
800.
It is sold by all dealers in drugs
TURNER

&

CO.,

and postage.
,
Postage 6 cents.
te
BL
and medicines.

will call us horrid!

us

of brutality.

Already we are

the cruelest portion of a much-incensed
sex; for girls are cruel, they have the art
and patience of spiders, the sense-seductiveness of flowers.
Buf, because they
have made our social life empty of everything but what pleases their verdant taste,
and have made fashion and flirtation the
chieftest objects of our American social
paradise, therefore we have palinodes for

our first loves, instead of pmans to the girlgraduates of our land.

SWAMSCOT
16tf

COLTON’S SELECT FLAVORS.
DELICIOUS, strictly PURE, of the Choicest Fruits.
Dr. J. G. Holland (Timothy Titcomb), Spring
fleld, “They
are the standard in all this vicinity.”
“Julius
Sayer, Newport,R. I.,the well known daa
er in luxuries.
*‘I have trebled my sales with them

Grocers and Diuggists treble their sales with them
cowbm30

GOOD, CHEAP AND

RELIABLE

LINIMENT,

Such an article is Dr. Tobias’ Venetian Liniment.
Pint Bottles at One Dollar.
For Lameness, Cuts,
Galls, Colic, Sprains, &c., warranted better than any
other... It 18 used by all the great horsemen on Lo 8g
Island courses.
It'will not cure Ring Bone nor Spdvin: as there is no Liniment in existence that will,—
What it is stated to cure it positively does.
No owner f horses will be without it after trying
one bottles One dose revives and often saves the life
of an over-heated or driven horse.
For Colic ‘and
Belly-ache it has never failed,
Just as sure as the
sun rises, just so sure is this valuable Liniment to be

Place, New York,

iu

equal to five cent a line, to insure an insertion.
Brevity is specially important. Not more than a
single square can well be afforded to any single
obituary. Verses are inadmissible,

D. F TromrsoN died of apoplexy, in North
5 mon
of

.

y Vt., Dec, 30th, 1869, aged 03 years and
He was converted, under the labors’
Woodman,

thirty i

ago,

and

by his father, Rev. E. Thompsom. He
was a kind neighbor, an indulgent husband, a
worthy Christian,
and we have no. doubt that he
rests with
Jesus, He leaves a companion to
sorrow for him,
:
J. E. D.

THE WIDE WO

Ml

B)

Joba Jovi

Slates,ga
Faated:
Wios
Wonwp, Boston.

BAPTIST BOOK
IN BOSTON,

And Religious Publications,
The most Complete

Assoriment

and’ Lowest

Prices...

D. LOTHROP & CO.
38 & 40 Cornhill,

of Concord, says, Jan. 1, 1869: “The Lamp I bought
of'you is the very thing I have been wanting.
It ean
be turned down low without any of the usnal disagreeable odor.
For reading it gives the steadiest and
strongest light I have ever seen, and because it is
safe; 1 have put away my glass lamp, and have yours

in ute, which

can now be had

I cdn

carry about the house without

Smith,

D. D. L., L. D., President Dart-

fear of accident.”
Rey.

A.D.

mouth College, N. H., rays: *“ My

family

regard this

lamp as superior to any other in respect to safety,

fect combustion, freedom from

any unpleasant

per-

o or,

and the amount of light given.”
Rev. N, Lord, D. D., late President
of Dartmouth
College

, says:
The Lamps perform their promise.
I recommend them as a decided improvement
upon

the ordinary kerosene lamps.”

R. C. Kedzie, Prof.

of Chemistry in Michigan

ricultural College, says:

The Reports.

appalling accidents

* This

of burning

lamp will

and

Ag.

banish the

roasting result-

ing from explogions of Kerosene lamps,
and is a boon

to the race.”

The Reports of the Freewill ‘Baptist
Benevolent Societies for the year 1869
are now out of press.
be

Upon application, they will be sent
to any address on the receipt of four
| cents for each copy to pre-pay postage.

AGENTS!
\ Ar WILL

PAY

READ THIS!
AGENTS

A SALARY

OF

$30 per week and expenses, or allow a large
commission, to_s8e!l eur new wonderful inventions.

M. WAGNER

& CO.,

3m

GREAT

CHANCE!

Marshall, Mich.

AGENTS

WANTED!

$1 0005s: year sure made by agents, male
or female,se'ling our world-renowned Patent ocriusting White WireClothes Line,
Cheapest and best clothes line in the world:

only 8 ofa, per foot, and Will last a hundre
years. Address Hud.on River Wire Co., 1

STORE

SUNDAY SCHOOL LIBARIES

LAMP.

Rev. D. W. Farrell, Pastor of First Baptist church

n

on application, for 25 cents for each copy.
Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, or
2 cents each for two or more copies. Orders are solicited.

414

FREE

CO.,

Treatise, just revised by order

of the General Conference,

Address,
Particular Notice! Persons wishing obituaries published the Morning Star, who do not
patronize it, must accompany them with cash

MACHINE

Treatise.

AL
Wanted, a few reliable,
energetic
salesmen, to sell by sample standard goods.
Address
H. H. RICHARDS & CO.
4tew10teow3s
413 Chestnut 8¢., Philadelphia, Pa

What everv Horseman Wants, _

KEROSENE

SOUTH NEWMARKETN.,
ch28t

The New

lyeowd8

the Horse Embrocation of the day.
ron
Use it one andall. - Soid by the Druggists and Store
keepers throughout the United States. Depot 10 Park

@bitwaries,

Grrist Mill

Proprietors,

120 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass,

SALE.

it to the exclusion of all others.

country, gratefully
the tortured nerves

idiots, and priggish

accuse

appalled at the prospect of persecution irom

dramas

of human life. Arago gives an account of
the chief of a band of b gande being s‘ruck
anor.
(HE
;
T wish now before leaving, to write, to down in the court-yard of a prison in Bavaspeak of the behavior of the young men on ‘ria, in the midst of his comrades. He was
this occasion. I went back and forth be- seated on the pavement, or on a stone, being fastened by an iron chain to a fixed

We are tired of the fashiona-

ble girl who rules our social paradise;
heartless as the gay insects buried in the
festive flowers, often with a sting, too, she
buzzes about us and onopolizes social

of extraordinary interposition of the electric
force in some of the most striking

and

charming and experienced women, that it
fails to interest and attract the hearts and
intellects of men.
We are more forlorn
than courageous, more desperate than bold,

in this revolt against girls. But, witnessing the emptiness of our social paradise,

—

hand.

olous girls,

WANTED.

Wm. St., N. Y,, or 16 Dearborn St. Chicago,
Ill.

ADIES, send 50 cents and obtain a box of that
4 nicely perfumed INITIAL STATIONERY.
Ad.

dress, CHAS. C. WEEKS, 164 Cambridge st., Boston,
Agents wanted.
3t5
1000
the deed of

pur 3 MONTHS

AT

HOME.

$10 will

ase an outfit,samples worth §50,and
aawhole
mehip for the two best aAg):
whole 4

cultural Patents ever issued.

Particulars free.

dress J. AHEARN, Baltimore, Md.

iH

Hon. Asa P. Cate of Northfield, N, H., under date
* Some few days since
C.
H. Robertson of this town left with my family Mr,
ene of

of Dec. 10, 1869, says:

‘ Perkins & House's Non-Explosive Lamps,” for
the
purpose of selling and testing the same.
Since its
receipt, we have used it to date.
It has given satis-

fastion, giving more light from the same amount of
oil and tne same sized wick than any other lamp we

have ever used.
But- beyond this, and what i far
better, is the fact that the lamp is non-explosive; of
this we are fully satisfied, udging both from personal examination and the evidence of scientific men who
have carefully tested it. This is a great point secur.
ed by this invention, and really stamps it as a great
and genuine improvement,
Ican, therefore, and do cheerfully recommend it,
and really hope that all will encorrage him in his ef
forts to introduce it for the public use.”

Rev. L. D. Barrows,

D, D. Pres’tofN. H, Confer.

ence Seminary and Female College, at Tilton, N, H.
says, Dec. 8, 1869: ‘“ This certifies that we have u

tn our family for a short time Perkins & House’s Non.
Explosive Kerosene Lamp. We like the article much,
not only for its evidént safety, but its brilliant light

and solid structure; and so far as we can judge it is
all it is recommended

to be.

Rev: 8. G..Kellogg, Pastor
in Tilton, says: “

of the
rtrd

Methodist Chureh

the above statement in all particulars.” b ly endorse
In places where we have no agents, we
d
per pL fsid on receipt of $3.95 or d. A
p
complete,
i
Fae

Though
lately introduced it has
ceden ted sale, Jooante it Supplies WL
old
only by canvassing
.
Exclu
guarranteed.
For descriptive
address with stamp,

rm
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ALLEN FOLGER,
GENERAL AGENT,
White's Blook, Concord, N, He
eb

ee

ph

i
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increasing the

A republican in the

Spanish

Cortes, Saturday,

violently defended the recent insurrection.

amount of new curreney to be is-

Gen-

eral Prim called on him to retract, which he refused to do, and there is a prospect of a duel. The

sued, and. authorizing a redistribufion of $13,

000,000 now circulating in states having an exIn the House, the feature
cess, were adopted.
of the day was the introduction of the proposed

French Minister of the Interior says that there
will be no more monopoly in ocean cables.

amendments of the tariff law on which there was
a brief discussion ended by making the bill the

Paragraphs.

special order for Tuesday, the 15th of Feb. The:
Artificial ehony is prepared by taking sixty
House then went into committee of the whole
parts of powdered seaweed, obtained by treating
a
on the appropriation bill, and Mr. Hoar made
the seaweed for two hours in-diluse sulphuric
the
speech ‘defending the administration from"
acid, then drying and grinding it, and adding to
eriticisms of Mr. Dawes.
it ten. parts of liquid glue, five parts gutta percha, and. two and a half parts of India rubber, the
On Wednesday, in the Senate, the currency
law
two dissolved in naphtha; then adding ten
bill was passed as amended, by a vote of 39 yeas
Senator Trumbull troduced a bill, par ¥of coal tar, five parts pulverized sulphur,
to 23 nays.
within
two parts pulverized alum, and five parts of
the effect of which is to bring the Chinese
Senator Howe
powdered
rosin, and heating the mixture
to
the pale of the civil rights law.
made a speech in favor of amending our neutraiabout three hundred degrees Fahrenheit.
In the Housea report was made on
ity laws.
A bear in gold is a man who has made an
the subject of American citizens in Eogtish prisagreement to deliver it at a given price on a givinThe committee on foreign affairs was
ons.
en day, hoping meantime tobe able to buy itat
structed to inquire into and report upon the oba lower fizure for delivery; and if he does so, he
a
and
lligerency,
be
Cuban
g
jections to recognizin
makes a profit.
Should the bear be compelled
of
District
the
of
bill for the relief of the poor
to buy his gold at an advanced price, he loses
Columbia was passed.
money instead of gaining.
The bull is precisely
On Thursday, in the Senate, Mr. Sherman
rethe reverse of this, for he agrees to receive
for
bill
a
e
tommitte
finance
" ported from the
gold at a given price and time, hoping for an ad“funding the public debt, regulating banking privvance in the current rates on or before the day
bill
A
fleges and returning to specie payment.
appointed.
appropriating money to continue work in navy
No Japanese ever enters a house or shop,
provisa
by
amended
and
,
yards was discussed
without taking off his shoes and leaving them at
governin
rule
ur
fon which makes the eight-ho
the threshold.
.
ment yards nugatory. Then followed a long deFather Secchi’'has been examining the spectbate on the scope of the neutrality statute of rum of Uranus and Neptune, and finds that both
Tn the House a bill was passed admitting
1818.
of these planets present some,absorption bands
Mississippi to representation under the same
that do not exist in the solar spectrum.
The inA
conditions that were imposed on Virginia.
ference is that they shine partly by their own
bill was also passed appropriating $1,500,000 to

light.

continue work in the navy yards.

°

he

:

Large districts in France are given up to the
raising of silkworms.
On some of the limestone
plateaus north of Nismes, which are bare for
miles and present no soil, large holes are excavated, and the earth te fill them, in which the
mulberry trees are to grow, is brought from a
distance of 30. miles, so great is the profit of this
culture.

5

&

M. Lenormént says that the horse was not introduced into Egypt till the time of tne Shepherd
A severe drought prevails in Southern Califor-| Kings, while the ass appears freqently on the
nia,.and cattle are dying in large numbers.
monuments before that time.
The horse is reThe
rebel government of Riel in Iupert’s
feardegd.as the native of Central Asia and Eastern
Land has been overthrown by a counter-revoiuEurdpe, while the ass is an African product.
It
;
tion.
seems impossible to allow an extreme antiquity
The bridge over the Ohio river at Louisville is for man, or for the settlement of Egypt,if the
completed.
horse was introduced | ess than 4.000 year’s ago.
A hurricane at Helena, Montana,
unroofed
There is reason to believe that the primitive
several houses and demolished the U.S. Arpopulation of Western Europe came from Afsenal.
.
rica. A pre-historic necropolis of 3,000 MegaThe President has officially announced the ad- lithic graves has recently been opened in Algeria by M. Faidherbe, who says that the skulls do
mission of Va., and has abolished the First Milinot resemble any African or Semitic race, but
itary District.
MISCELLANEOUS.

rather the

The Consolidated Bank at New Orleans has

The Governor of Tennessee has asked the Legislature for authority to use military force in sup-

pressing mobs in the state.

The

The Kansas Legislature has instructed its representatives in Congress to favor the proposed
sixteenth amendment.

Senate, in executive

session,

of Western Eu-

rope.
Under the new English system of the assumption of the telegraphs as apart of the post-office
system, a message may
be sent anywhere. in
Great Britain for 25 cents, with an extra charge
of one penny if sent from the receiving office by
mail, or 12 cents per mileif sent by message.

been robbed of nearly $50,000.
A whole family in Buffalo were severely burned and one child killed, by the explosion of a
Ya
3
kerosene lamp.

The

earliest inhabitants

island

Robinson

of Juaa

Crusoe,

of Germans.

Fernandez,

the

has been settled by

Robert

HL

A recent decision of the United States Supreme
Court that United Statés military officers are
not responsible for property seized by them during the war, in fartherance. of the Union cause,
will virtually settle thousands of lawsuits.
.

tartar,

j

Te
ate

eat

A company has been organized in New OrIt is reported that gold in great abundance has
leans, to put into use several inventions for the
been discovered in Clark Co., Ill
application of compressed air as a motive power
ate intelligence received at Chicago from the
for street cars.
Each car is to have two cylinWinnipeg territory does not confirm the story of ders upon its top, to contain the air, with which
the arrest of Rielle,
:
‘| “hey will be charged at the depot by an ordinary
engine.
These cylinders are made of paper, in
The Florida Legislature is expected to impeach
stout sheets, enveloped with cordage.
One that
the Governor of the state.
has been finished has heen subjected to a pres:
The attempt at impeachment has failed.’
| sure of 300 pounds to the square inch, which,it
is claimed, will afford amply sufficient power.
FOREIGN.
The projeclors. are confident of complete success.
;
There is great destitution among the Russians
in Aliska,
The statement made some time ago that the
cuckoo lays eggs of different colors, which mock
Russia again declares that she does not want
the appearance of the eggs of the bird whose
"war but peace.
nest it invades, i3 vigorously attacked by British
Count Bismark agrees with our administration
Will some of our American birds’about the proper policy to pursue in dealing with naturalists.
nesting friends
study the
subject, and learn
the Chinese.
!
whether the eggs of our cow-bird vary more
The Pope is still determined to be infallible, than those of other birds, and whether the eggs
and seems resolved to bring the question before
laid in the nest of one kind of bird are ualike
the Council.
:
those laid in the nest of another foster parent?
The French Government declares that the CaA flying toad has heen brought to Washing:
‘ble monopoly will be abolished.
ton and placed on exhibition,
This curious repSince the Ecumenical Council assembled, seven
tile (or fish) was captured in a seine off Cape
delegates have died.
Henry a few days since. It is of the most sin-

Mihister Bassett has been

insultingly

refused

threatened

a

by ihe Haytian mob.
The Nile has risen this year toa greater hight
than on any occasion within living memory, and
the damageis estimated at $40,000,000.

Stromboli is again active.
Win illness of the Pope from epilepsy is report
:

The

adherents

of Salnave

are

being

Lancashire

cotton

factories, which

Pu

Gen, De"

s

as wings, ubout the center of the body

on each side,

The

iris, the curtain

of the eye, responds,

through the elasticity of its tissues, with the
most exquisite delicacy, to every variation of

have

o feo is troubled with revolutions, conspira-

Juarez

as large

Mun, needing just such a diaphragm for his optical experiments, and capable of shaping a lens

been suffering from strikes, have to a considera

‘cles against the

perfectly flat boney back, eyes wide apart and in
the center of dé circle, capacious mouth, and fins

light, opening or’ closing the pupil in the center,

“death in Hayti,
The

gular conformation, and of beautiful variegated
hues, measuring abont six inches in length, with

to

put

day.

The

Houdan

Fowls.

government and anarchy,

Abotit to hold an Interview

‘with Cespedes, andto offer him terms of peace.
Voz
of Havana was killed by

of microscopic size to given curves with extraordinary exactness, still cannot even remotely imitatethe iris. The joints of the human body ate
so adjusted in shape and with interposed tissues as to give not only facility, but elegance to

each movement, As a whole, the body i§ a mar.
vel of elasticity throughout, Which adds to pre.
ciglon in the use of the limbs, and enables them

__|jto receive heavy blows without
injury,

All orders and remittances for the paper should be sent to L. R. BURLINGAME E, Dover, N. H.
:
a
TerMs.—Single copy, 30 cents a year.
Ten copies or more sent to one address, 20

ents each,—payable in all cases in and
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fowl.

Their

culoris black ahd what

a farmer would term mottled. They make a
very singular appearance, as there is a good deal
of style about them, and the horned appearance
about the head Bes them rather a wild look.
They are sometimes
inclined to be pugnacious, but are wanting in courage. They have
one peculiarity that is found only on the Dorkin,
which is the fifth toe, that makés some people
think “they ‘are a made-up breed, by crossing
the Dorkin with some other fowl. But I think
they are a distinct breed, as they breed true,
and have peculiarities of their own that you
findin every chick.
The cock has
a comb that
looks like two branches of red coral, not over
large, long pendant gills with whitish ear lobes.
The head is covered with a tuftof long feathers
like the Poland and are what people in general
would term top-knots.
The cock weighs from
five to seven pounds. The hen has a very small
comb that in form resembles that of the cock;
a full tuft of feathers under the throat, which
gives them a very odd appearance; and the color

is the same as the

cock, black and white.

They

are quite hardy,
bear
the cold very well,
are very fine table food, and are considered
as good layers as the Spanish or Leghorn, but
are far superior for the table. They lay quite as
large an egg as the Spanish and of the same col-

i and of "as good quality.

The best variety of

hese fowls are held very high in price at the
present time.
Thirty dollars per pair for the
best, is the common price; but inferior ones can
be found at ten to fifteen dollars a pair.
wv

Treatment

of Colts.

Young horses are very like young children in
that the early part of their lives is apt to decide
their character in maturer years. Some’ ‘colts
show off the natural depravity of their nature—
we were aboutto say—before they are out of
their mother’s arms, while others are kind, do-

lle, and fearful from the first.
nature, kind

and

course of tidining may

make

bim a useful animal notwithstanding.
Notice, as soon as a colt begins to show his
gait, how he carries his feet, especially fore-feet.
If he carries them so near the ground as to
strike such obstructions as are ordinarily found
in country roads, turn him into a rough pasture
if one is available, and he will get into the habit
of raising his feet higher. If there is no such
pasture at hand, it will pey in case of a valuable
animalto contrive some artificial roughness in
a yard or enclosure.
If he points his toes downward so as to make him likely to trip even if he
naturally raises his feet high enough, have him
shod as early as his hoofs will bear it, making
the shoes thick and heavy in front, and thin behind so as to compel him to raise his toes.
A
short course of training with such shoes will
often effect the desired reform. Winter isa favorable season to break and train a young horse,
but care must be taken to prevent him from slipping on ice and snow, and always remember
that he is an acimal of considerable powers of
reason.
He is never satisfied as to the nature
of a strangé“objéct until he has smelled it and

touched it with his nose,
lent, his curiosity almost

His memory is exceluncontrollable, and

his

discrimination often wonderful.

Poisoning
[a

Made Easy.
—

Pn

There are mothers who use
Soothing Syrup”
in perfect ignorance of its dangerous character.
Ifit were labelled *‘ Syrup of Morphia—Poison,”
as it should ~be, but very little of it would be
sold. It ought to be very ‘soothing? indeed,
if, as is stated in the California Medical Gazette,
it contains very nearly a grain of Morphia to the
ounce of syrup, and that the dose for a child
three months old is equal to 10 drops of laudanum.
Itis ascertained that about 100,000 bottles
of this stuff are sold annually in San Francisco,

and it is also stated that one-third of the

babies

there die before they reach the age of two years.
It seems to us most strange that a mother should

give a child a medicine of any kind of the composition of which she was ignorant, unless she
received it from the hands of a trusted physician,

Years ago when

certain worm lozenges were

80 popular that * children would cry for them,”

we made an analysis of them and found a good
dose of calomel in each,

of hubit,

Let secret

Jet

remedies

excuse for improp-

.
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PosTAGE.—The postage on a single cope
of the Myrtle, under the new law, is 24
cents a year; and no more on 8 copies,
‘Or any number between one and 8, when
sent to one address, than on a single one.
The postage is payable at the office of delivery.
The
volume begins with the
first number in April.
Orders are solicited. No percentage is allowed on money sent
us for the Mrile.
Sample copies will be sent free on appli-

cannot

rest, utterly

inactive,

Wheat, west'rnl 35 g 1 55
mischief. of Rye..... canna 15g
1 lv
|
Barley........ 100g 110
its atten

without

There must be something to engage
tion, except during actual sleep.

Oats...

g..

61

Bale hay, ¥ ton
Country Hay,
100
Ibs ..1 40 @ 1 50
Straw,100e..1 25 8 1 35
HIDES AND
I
Calcutta Cow,

We

The appetite has a very important relation to
the healthful performance of the digestive func i
tion. As a rule, food that is taken with relish
will not trouble
one with indigestion. - There is
ol
4
some reaction of the appetite
on the organs
If at
which stimulates them to do their work.
its call, particularly it that call has by habit regulated itself to come simuitanzously with the
dinner bell, the food is not forthcoming, anc 1
the hour passes by, the appetite will cease, and
fod thereafter taken without it, will not mee t
with a kind reception.
On thé other hand, there can be hardly any
doubt that the body, through the appetite, often
calls for specific things which it needs. Very cu rious experiences are recorded in this matter }
especially of eccentric desires in invalids, Food
that would seem to be the last thing proper to be
given is ardently craved, as by instinct, both by
children and adults.
If there has been no previous pampering with the appetite to deprave it. d
as in matters of pastry, or candy, or high-seasoned foods, or spirituous liquors, a judicious physician will not allow such a hint to escape his notice: and oftentimes a yielding to the craving, no
matter how strange it may appear, seems to be
Nature
followed with extraordinary
benefit.

knows better than

8
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J. J. Bibeock, M. D., of Kalamazoo, Michigan,
writes to the Farmer’s Club as follows:
Just across the street lives a man by the name
of John'P’, Glover, who, this year, and for a num:
berof years past, has succeeded in raising several bushels of nice blue Damson plums. Ie told
me that he selected his grounds for his plum-trees
near his barn, planted them all together, surrounded them with a tall ‘picket-fence, and made
hig hen-house in the enclosure,
He keeps from
twenty to fifty hens.
He also puts into this same
ms
tas the hens are fond of insects;
there bet
ly a few of other kinds, they gather and swallow eagerly all, or nearly all, the curculio; should any escape the hens and sting the
frait, the fruit falls, and the pigs, being fond of
plums, eat, them at once.
The plums I saw of

. 90
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in all its forms,

J. P. DINSMORE,

“The most complete agricultural
lished in New England.”

36 Dey st, N. Y.

and amily aper
puba4
paper
p

This is the estimate the Bar gor, Me.; JEFFERSONIin reference to the

NEW

ENGLAND

FARMER,

and we invite your subscription, feeling confident we
can meet your wants.

{

.

TExMS : Weekly, $2.50, Monthly, $1.50 per year.

Send stamp for specimens and premium

R. P, EATON

:

Wik
;

&

CO.,

BWINDLES.

Bogus

Money.

lst

Boston, Mars.

Humbug

Music

Four colomns

of

Boxes.
** Ventila-

tions” in the “ STAR SPANGLED BANNER.”

ROOTS

SCHOOL.

FOR THE-CABINET ORGAN,
Fro,

A

.

Containing Progressive Lessons,Studies,
and Scales;

Songs, Duets, Trios, and Quartets; Voluntaries ntorludér, and Recreative pieces. for the Parlor and Choir.
yo Sor ork of establisted popularity: Annual sale,
1000,
BY GEORGE

¥. ROOT.

Price $2.50. Sent post paid on receipt of price.
OLIVER DITSON & CO. 277 Washington street

Boston. C. H, DITSON & CU.,711 Broadway, N.Y.

Feb. 2,1870..

U. 8 Ten-Forties.
U. 8, Coupon 8ixe
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Common brass clocks may be cleansed by immersing the works in boiling water. Rough as
this treatment
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S
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B

‘80 SAID BILL.” TheStar Spangled

« Banner
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sending §10

17. 8. 5-20°s of 1865...
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DR. H. ANDERS’
IODINE WATER,

dressed heef,

AND S8TOOKS.

PERFECTLY

Vitalizes and Enriches the Blood.

WOOL.

CALF-SKINS~17 to 18e,

not

CAUTION.— All genttine has the name “PERUYIAN SYRUP,” (not **Peruvian Bark,”) blown in the
glass. A 32-page pawphlet sent free. J. P. DINSMORE, Psop’r, 36 Dey st, N.Y,
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hide, farrow, and

are

Cures Dyspepsia and Debility.
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WHEAT.
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WORRING OXEN—$150 to $265 per pair, or accord.
ing to their value as Beef, Handy Steers, #80 to $125
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Invigorates the Brain,
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An Iron Tonic,
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SATISFIED. IT WILL PAY. You run no risk,
Buy a copy of any news man, or send six cents and
receive one by mail. Remember you ft the elegant
parlor engraving, * Evangeline,” (richly worth $2,)
and the paper a WHOLE Fear all for ig A 75 cents.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED,
or
will return
Jour cash. Address STAR‘ SPANGLED BANNER,’
nedale,
N, H,

@25 10

do Chickens.
RYE

"—The

culation in New Hampshire. If you try it ONE year
you will come again. You have cften thought of
subscribing—~NOW IS JUST THE TIME. We will

58 @. 60
ee.
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WAVES

Engraving alone sells for $2. Itis NOT a “ sell.”
Has been published regular since 1863.
Largest cir-
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STILL

.
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ALL DRUGGISTS.

Superb steel plate13 by 2 feet in size, entitled,
* Evaogeline” mount it on a roller, and send it
GRATIS and the paper till 1871, all for only 75 cents.

Mess # bbl..29 50 @3! 00
Pri me...

BY

NEED it. There is nothing LIKE it.
amuse, and will SAVE YOU MONEY.

ONIONS.
White........500 @ 6 00
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Canada ......1

EF.

Every number contains40 long columns, 8 pawes,
Ledger size, 480 long columns of splenid readin
during 1870. Fourcolumns of “ swindling « xposures”
in every number. In fact the whole paper is brim.
ming with Wit, Humor Fun, Sense-and Nonsense,
Wit, Wisdom and Wind, Fun, Fact-and Fancy. It Is
Rich, Rare and Racy; Smart, Spicy and Sparkling.
It exposed 100 swindlers last year, and is bound
‘shew up” ra:cality without fear or favor. You

MiohR.¥. & Vermont —
x

New York.....
bear

TARRANT'S

“STAR SPANGLED
BANNER.
January
number just out, NOW I8 THE TIME TO SUBSCRIBE.
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HUNTER &

FEKVESCENT APERIENT. which rel eves snd tones the
ahmenta y canal at the same time, is the safest and
surest means of superinducing a regular habit of
body, in cases of chronic constipation. |
.

Mu.cH COws—$30 to $60; extra good, $9) to $85,
or without calves, as may be agreed; fairow
his
r#isifg, this séason, were free from stings, with
and ordmary, $30 to 85°,
Srores—Yearling 815 to $25; two year old, $23 to
large, smooth, and delicious as they used to be
three years old, #00 to $00.
thirty years ago, before the vurculio was so de- J] $16;
FAT HOG 10 to 11%e.
structive. The whole thing, from beginning, to
SHOTES—Wholesale, 11 to 12%4¢; retall 12 to 14e.
HIDES - Brichon 0 to 8%e; Country lots, 8
tol (0,
end, is. most profitable. , A plum-orchard, a pigTALLOW=T to 75, Conn try lots 6 to Gc.
pen, and hen-park,—all on one piece of ground.
PErT8—with, wool $1 25 to $1,40 each; country lots,
75 o $1 20.
The eggs, pork, and plums produced more mon-

ey
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Sound Doctrine for the Sick.
It would be as
wise to attempt to regulate a chronometer with a pickaxe and-sledge hammer,as it is to assall the obstruct.
ed and constipated bowels with abrading purgatives.
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UNTER’S GUIDE—Revised,

crits added.
24.000
already
reventh edition of 5,000 copies NOW

NEW YORK WHOLESALE PRICES,
For the week ending, Feb. 2, 1870.
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MAPLE SUGAR. .
Dried ......... 10 @ 11
essncssavanacneesld @oo 16
Green Winter4 00 @ 5 00
OATS:

and arch with good, hard brick. One of my
neighbors has one that [ built for him sixteen
years ago, in this way, and it has been in use ever since..
.
I had one built for myself six yeags
ago. The
mason put brick all round ; the brick settled and
it leaked. I had another buili two years ao
which was eight feet across in the clear after being finished, and nine feet deep.
This was plastered on the bank and arched with brick and has
been full of water ever since, and has not leaked
I could mention more
a drop that I know of.
made in this way, but this is enough. I would
not have brick er stone in the sides of a cistern |

Superior

case, entirely of metal. This is ne WOOD Compass.
1s entirely new, patented. 6500 sold in three weeks,

a Cistern.

build two instead of one so large; dig ti® holes
and put two good coats of cement on the bank,

of Gold,

Only #1 each, three for $2, in neat case, mailed free.
Trade supplied,
Address the sole manufacturers

—yr E—

8.box
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Evameled Dial, Silver avd Brass

glass crystal, size of ladies’ watch,
Will denote COR-RECT time,
warranted FIVE years, superb and showy
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Other Western—
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she wants

I see that a subscriber wishes to know the best
I have had the care of
way to build a cistern.
building quite a number, and would say to him,

in

attachment.

each). THE HUNTER'S GUIDE AND TRAPPERS
Blue Pod...¥50 ¢ 2 12
COMPANION teils how to hunt _and trap ALL aniCranberries,but
@ 5 0
male, from mink to bear,to make traps, boats, &c.
Cape....
S00 g Tw
How to tan and dress all hides, &e., &¢., to color furs
Cheese, ¥ Bb,
and skins.
New secrets just added
—The se ret. reFactory seeees 16g
18
cipes in this book
fvould cost $30 anywhere else.
Vt.and N.Y...13 @ 17%
as hunting narratives, &e.,
Western. ....+15 @.. 1b. Tells how to hunt,
&c.
A NEW BOOK, well printed and bound, 64 pp,
Peas. ¥ bush,
Price (not #1) but 25 cents; six for $1; mailed free.
Canada.....1 0 @ 123
Beware of ** Recipes” ** 10 cent papers” and swindlers
Potatoes, ¥ bu.
Sold by all derlers.
All wholesale news dealers sell
Jacksons.... 60 @.. 70
it. Send for one. . Worth §10-to any farmer hunter,
| new ¥B...2 00 § 2%
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for her afflicted children.

How
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thinking,
together
downright, hard, personal
]
with anxiety of mind, which draws on the vital
Corn,
¥
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Outside of
powers and exhausts the nurrition.
Southernyel 1 06 @ 1 09
that our mental operations are more of the na - | Westernmx’d. 85 ¢ 1 12
Yellow ...... 10.109
ture of ‘recreation than “Tabor. Indeed the mind

boiled my

and

clocks,

whenever they stop from any accumulation:of

dust, or thickening of oil upon the pivots, They
should be boiled in pure rain water, and dried
on a warm stove,or neur the fire. I write by
All other conditions being
the same, the vigor the tick ofan eight-day elock which was boiled
and richness of vegetation are proportionate to a year ago, and has behaved perfectly well ever
| #ince,~ Scientific American.
alone,

Brandywine U 00 @ 6 75
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call brainworly~ A good deal tht we have observed never could hurt anybody, nor make a
single hair grey.
Much puttering with books,
and no small amount of page-covering, which
some folks do by the ream, are of this kind. To
such, this dictum of Dr. Parker need give no
The phosphorus in their brain
sort of alarm.

Whatever their

firm treatment is the way to

develop good traits and correct faults, whether
pbysical or moral.
Ifa colt once gets the idea
that man is his friend, fairly into his head, it
will take a long course of: ill-treatment to convince him to the contrary; and, on the other
hand, if his earliest experience teaches him that
man i3 not to be trusted, he will never forget it,

although a proper

make

there is considerable’

This breed is of French origin; and but little
was known of them ‘in this country, until within the past two or three years: But now, they
have become quite a favorite among the breed-

ers of fine

should

its mechanical

per of its class. ~All communications intepded for publication should be addressed
to Tue MyrrLE,” Dover, N.H.
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From a report on fowls exhibited at the New
England Fair, we make the following extract:

engi-

Oroide, so extensively advertised and seen in
the shape of cheap watches and jewelry, was invented in France, and is eompounded of copper,
zine, magnesia, sal-ammonia, calcined lime and
cream

BE
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a good
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to read books and papers.
Rural New- Yorker.
complish much more than four hours’ work a
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Wehrdan, a Saxon

Brain-work.
*

neer, who servedin thie Federal army as a Major

Thursday,

the hody of Salnave, aud his life was

4

home of

during
the late rebellion, bought the island in
took from the table the nomination of Attorney
1868, has induced a company of Germans, sixty
General Hoar to the Supreme Bench, and withor seventy in number, to migrate thither.
out debate rejected it.
It is remarked as a singular circumstance in
Truman H. Hoag, of Toledo, O., a member of |
the South African diamond-digging, that all the
Congress, died in Washington, Friday night.
diamonds have been found by natives, and not’
An extensive system of smuggling furs, laces
by Europeans.
The natives go on all-fours,
* and other light and valuable articles from for- scanning the surface and scraping with their
eign countries into the U. S., through the mails,
nails; while the European tries to maintain the
‘has been discovered at Chicago.
dignity of an erect attitude.
A resolution to amend the constitution, so as
Ordinary drawing paper can be transformed
to allow woman suffrage, has been introduced in- into tracing-paper, soit is said, simply. by soakto the Ohio Legislature.
oo
ing it in Benzine.
A despatch from Woodstock, Vt., says GovWhite woods may be stained to resemble black
ernor Wishburn seems
to be sinking, and there
walnut by painting them with a concentrated
is hardly apossibility of his recovery.
aqueous solution of permanganate of potassa. Dif_ General Ames says Mississippi is so well sup- ferect woods, however, behave differently in the
plied with loyal men in office that it will be for process, which involves a chemical change, and
several years imposible for the state to relapse in- some take much more time than others.

to disunionism.

to find that the Japanese, in the ordinary course
of their civilization, have a perfection in this
line, which we, as yet, cannot natch.

bushel.
3
;
All the work on this farm, the clearing and
grubbing the land, the, fencing, sowing, planting,
cultivating and harvesting,
and taking care of
the stock and all other work, excepting &plitting the rails and
bredking and plowing the
cleared land, was performed by these
sisters
alone.
They are natives of Ohio, whence they emigrated to that State three years ago, and to that
farm, then wild land, in April, 1867. The family consists of the seven sisters, the youngest aged
fifteen years, the eldest about twenty-five, their
mother,
and
their
father an invalid.
Their
dwelling house, a commodious log
building,
m
which the neighbors helped the
to build,
and
all its surroundings, betoken the industry, thrift,
neatness, and taste of the occupants,
In the course of cenversation on the management of their farm, the mother, a fine-loeking old
lady remsrked:
* The girls are not-proud of the

and

excellence is equal to that of any other pas

20 8 8
.tures on_these subjects had been set down by fava...
eighty acres each, under the Homestead law, the pupil. These drawings were on the softest
Boo
iso, 31
and have since cleared forty acres. Ofitheir crop
COTTO:!
and most delicate ‘paper
imaginable, light as
the
in
consu
was
what
besides
Mobile.. @.. ..
of last year,
the lightest tissue, and yet the work was so .N.O. & ATY..:.28
family, they sold nine fhudred bushels of pota- beautiful and clear, and the lines wereso deliry
YA) 2% Ha
toes, five hundred bushels of-corn, two hundred cately and distinctly traced, as to show
INAXY...c.o. 34 @ HK
a hand Sedinasy
DOMESTICS.
bushels of wheat, two hundred and fifty bushels of marvelous skill and nicety. Different colors
and 8
of turnips, two hundred bushels of beets, 1,100 were employed, and every variety of thing rep- Sheetings
H
44...15 @ 16
heads of cabbage, and over $200 worth of garden
resented. Itserves to abate our Western pride, Drills,brown.
stuff. ' The potatoes they Sold for fifty cents per

. Mr. Proctor has read a paper before the British Astronomical Society in which he tries to
prove that the Milky Way is not a cloven disc,
as Sir W. Herschel suggested, nor 4 flat ring, as
imagined by Sir J. Herschel; but a spiral, like
some of the nebule, :

On Friday, in the Senate, an effort to take up
the bill abolishing free mail matter was defeated.
The session was spent over private bills and District affairs. In the House, the bill to relieve the
poor of the District was passed, and the-committee on military affairs was instructed to inquire
whether any congressman had sold appointments
to West Point or to the Naval Academy.
On Saturday, the Senate was not in seSsion.
Members of the House of Representatives, to
the number of twenty, assisted by a very few
gpectators, made an aulience before which were
delivered some unimportant speeches.
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It is printed on paper of a

very. superior quality,
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The currency bill was again under

discussion and the amendments of Mr. Morton

.of record books, in which the substanceof lec-

first of April.
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ernment designs making war on Baez, which
fact has a peculiar interest in view of the other
On Tuesday, in the Senate, Mr. Anthony in- | fact that our regent treaty with San Domingo
pubof
system
the
reforming
for
bill
a
troduced
binds us to protect him from all enemies. . =
sgh

years ago last
homesteads of.
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reported, and ordered an inquiry to be made into

can do as tillers of the soil. Two
there two
April, they secured
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published by

Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,
for the use of Sunday School scholars, was
enlarged and much improved about the
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with noisy demonstrations.
News from Hayti indicate that the new gov-

proving what women
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Paris Wednesday night, and

formed in
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Seven sisters, about sixty miles from St. Paul,

Minnesota, have

"The

Boe

We lately had the oppportunity
of inspecting
some drawing§imade by a Japanese student in
his own country, and in connection with the
scientific schools of that country, The drawings
were especially devoted to the business of con
structing fortifications, mounting guns, &c., &c.

as Farmers.

Women
rn

Great Eastern has arrived at Bombay.
:
Victor Flugo’s drama, Lucretia Borgia, was per-

another. The committee on post offices supported their bill in a long report. The House of Representatives refused to allow Mr. Ingersoll’
bill for an additional issue of greenbacks to be

le printing.
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state to

the delay in the Yerger case.
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Japanese Skill.
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The Queen’s speech at the opening of Parliament will be read by a commission.
The overland telegraph to India is working again.
The

telegraph was introduced, and a proposi-

postal

to dig a canal

sthmus of Darien.

On Monday, in the Senate, a billto establish a
a bank
* tion to allow

Paris
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News

A company has been organized and the capital

BATCHELOR’S
HAIR
DYE.
The best in the world—does not contain lead—no vitrial poisons to paralyze the system or produce death,
It ig perfect’y harmiess—relinble—instantaneous.—
Avoid the vaunted and-delusive preparations boast.
ing virtues they do not possess, if you would escape
the danger. The genuine W. A. Batchelor's Hair
Dye haa thirty years’ yeputation to uphold its integri-

ty. Sold by Druggists. Applied at 16 Bond St. N,
X.
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L. L. HARMON
stil supplies Musical Instruments greatly to the ad.
vantage of purchasers.
Among the best terms offered Is a NEW
AVE
PORTABLE MELODEON of grand tone
for 963;
sine Jour 8 or $01 por quarter aud rents pay w¥, Bb
ress

REv,

L.

L.

Residence, 14 School Street.
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ERFECTLY RELIABLE. Established 1663. Bat:
irfaction Guaranteed. * Star Spangled Banneo™
75 cents a year.
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